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N. B.—All ot lhe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.
From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
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Italian & American Marble,
assortment of

that Will

not

lail to be

W. W.

Italian

satlalacioryro all marble work-
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We

MIDDLE
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In the

Brown Block

EVANS,

LAW

AT
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February 21.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
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Is hereby given, that
NOTICE
been duly api>ointed and taken upon hlmse ;
he trust of
the estate of
the

t

Administrator

subscriber hf

JOHN G. JORDAN, late of Cape Elizabeth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and give u
bonds as the law directs. All persons having d< •r
wands upon the estate of said deceased, axe require d
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to sal d
estate are called upon to make payment to

THOMAS HANNAFORD, Adm’r.
Cape Elizabeth, March 3th, 1872.
mch9-$w

WATCH
b«rg

LEGGETT,

aT.
a-

of this invaluable

corner

#

of

public that

we

have

(CORNER OF CROSS,)
Where

Rheum,
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with fu 1
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence It. I.
Ja5dtf

we

shall keep

a

large Stock

re-

where

we

hope to meet

feb29

WILL

Yacht For Sale.
f'i OOD Sea Boat 24 feet long; cabin with good aFor full partici
\JT commodations, well found.
mch9-3t
lars cull at 143 Middle st.

ST., j

our

APOTHECARY

IAjL

For

of

old friends and

&

WILL

SARGENT P. COE.

Portland, March 6th,

mrl2-6i

Portland,

partner

ry

the

given for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State
mchlldSt

reasons

;

Alill Company,
Commercial street, hca< 1
F. A. PITCHER,
J. IV. DEEDING,
L. F. BROWN.

230

I*

_mr9dlw

opened to public
Bowling Alley at

The subscriber has just

te

use

parties a

new

and

pri

NO. 16 SILVER STREET

W. C. OSBORNE,
Hi NRY T. CARTER.
mr8d3wlaw
Portland, March 6, 1872.

GEO.

B.

Dec. 23-dtf

part.

broken voice and great emotion: ‘Gould, can
I ve stood up all
you ask me to do that when
along for you, and taken everything on my

GORDON.

Ground Land Plaster Silver Plate Polish!

excel

RHEUM,

Aud other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us
quantity of his Comi>ouud and Ointment. The ehai
acter of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidenc s
furnished during the last twenty-five years, of th 0
of the remedy', gives us confldenc B
safety and it
efficacy
for the r ilief of sufferers.
in ottering
A fresh supply Just feceived and for sale Wholesal 0
and Retail in this city by H. M. Hbt, W. *
Phillip*. A W Perkins and by H. Wood
side, 1 11 Congress st., and by respectable Druggisi s
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal dii
count to the trade. Price $1, with full directions.
For further particulars see the article.
WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me.
I
mchtkl2ra

and

prepared supply
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
to

Shipped by R.

R.

or

dealers

Vessel in Bulk

or

1

THE

consumers

Bbls.,

shoulders'to

subscriber has prepared and would respect
fully otter to the Public a superior article fo
I cleaning and polishing Gold, Silver and Plated Ware
I which will excel anything of the kind ever brougb 1

Portland Plaster Hills !
are

SALT

reduction

5

Mass.

an

no

No effort will be epared for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
D. N. CUSHMAN.
dc2Stf

firm name in settlement.
Woodbridge C. Osborne will oontine the manufacture of N. E. Rum. retaining the old firm name of
J. G. TRUE & CO.
ized to

Diseases of the Skin
TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent remedy for tlie cure of

To the toanaient travelling public, with
of fare.lattendancc and hospltalltios.

name
Co.,
dissolved by mutual consent. Either party is author-

business; satisfacto

St., Boston,

2, 1872.

rnu tis ;

having assumed the sole proprieundersigned
of the United States
would announce

copartnership heretofore existing between
Forest City Bowling Alley.
THE
Woodbridge C. Osborne and Henry T. Carter,
is this day
under the firm
of J. G. True &

cus

For Sale.
of great value; five years established
yearly on the increase; or would tak

March

Ware-house Co.

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”
I

as

de-

into the market.

And

as a

of this state

guarantee
I ment, will refer to tlie following well know n reliabl I

gentlemen

of this city:

! Gerrish & Pearson, Jewelers, Middle st; Wra. Sente
! Jeweler, Exchange st; Sam’l Rolfe, Druggist, Con
KNIGHT & WHIDDEN
gress st; Rand & Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Con
Jan. 5-d&w3m
A
gross st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st; J.
Merrill & Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman
For Sale.
Market Sqr; Nutter Bros. Stove Dealers. Market Sqr
J. F. Land, Dealer in Crockery, Glassware, &c., Ex
1?KUIT and Confectionery Sterc for sale at a bar*
A gain, as tlie Proprietor is going west. Inquire at
MOSKM PEARSON,
change st.
this office.
mch7tf
fi»ilTcr»iuith, «ol«l A Wilvcr Pinter,
,
_s____
Temple St., uenr Congreu »t.
a29eou ti
i
For Sale by the trade generally,
Law Notice.

sired.

■

riHARLKI W. GODDARD may tie convy suited professionally, at the office of Joseph A
Locke, Esq., Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle st., daily, at

eleven A. M.
Portland, March

4, 1872.

eod

dtf

Removal.
1

JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brow
to 1
St., Portia, d. Me. Office hours from
p. m.
no25-3nj
m.. nn(M to

DR.
a.

R. P.

The story continues:

After this rebuff Gould delayed for a few
days and finally, as a last resort, determined
to make a direct proposition to Fisk. It is
well known that their rooms at the Grand
Opera House adjoined each other. A few
days after his first attempt, Gould entered
Fisk’s room in a nervous manner, tearing up
pieces of paper, as he is accustomed to do
when he is violently agitated, and approaching Fisk’s desk said in a stammering manner:
“Fisk, I’ve got to say the most painful thing
I ever had to say in my life.” Here he paused for a moment as if uncertain how to make
his proposition. At. this Fisk looked up and
said in his hearty way, “Well, Gould, go on;
vou know I’ve not no feelinir ”
Tn tVii.
Gould, still stammering, replied, “Well, Fisk,
it’s this; I’ve come to the conclusion, in view
of this combination of English stockholders,
that our future and even our personal safety
depends upon our separating, and I have
Havcome to ask you for your resignation.”
ing said this, Gould 'backed nervously to the
door leading to his own room, which he had
requested his fellow conspirators not to close,
as he feared some violent action on I isk s
But Fisk looked up and said w’ith a

Dissolution of Copartnership.

bear thorough investigation;
seldom met with: satisfactory reasons for selling.
inchll-d3t
TAYLOR & CO.,20 State St., Boston.

business
LOCATION
who understands

to

our

f

man.”

Hotel,
public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, ±&7&.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.” he will reduce his rates to

_mch7

not the Vice President of the Erie road
Hearing of the

offering his resignation as Vice PtesiFisk replied: “The only man who can
speak to me about such a matter is Jay
Gould, but let him come, to me himself like a

to his friends and the

WATERHOUSE.

E. PHINNEY, Is this day admitted
HARMON
business.
partnership in
ALLEN & CO.

)

mu:i ut

Erie,” is

deut.

torship

GILKEY,

C O P A R T X EBSHIP.

Superior Business Opportunity.—
Boot and Shoe Factory Tor sale-

a

C. W.
GEO.
1872.

KtiUti

of

about

United States Hotel!
Tlie

man,

and Fisk was to be the scapegoat. Accordingly he sent a third party to sound Fisk

By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
jn30tf
Portland, January 28th, 1871

fTIHE Copartnership heretofore existing
A Charles W. Oilkey ana ueorge vv areruouse. under the firm name of C. W. GILKEY & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Either party will
adjust the accounts of the firm.

GEO. THOM,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Bv’t Brig. Gen’l, U. S. A.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

President P. D. Dock and

colored

English stockholders against
him, Gould saw the necessity of making a
desperate attempt to put liis house in order,

**rilHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.**
M
have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to .lames E. Simpson for one year
from .Tan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company wil» not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
the company.

between

rsday,

U. S. Engineer Office,
Portland, March 12, 1872.

BUSINESS,

DRUG

a

Smith.

combination of

NOTICE.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

be received at this office until 10 o’clock
a. m. on Th
the llth day of April next.
The dredging to be done, will not exceed 15,00(1
cubic yards. For specifications and furthor particulars, please apply to the undersigned. Proposal*
must be made in duplicate, on forms which will be
furnished on application to this office.

was

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
fel4

coachman,

and

at the time of his death.

N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “Medium Machine.”

COE,

to convict the

presented in the World of Wednesday. It is
not generally know n, ihe story goes, that Fisk

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
in

gathered

“An Unwritten Chapter

a

on
Monthly Instalment*.
K3T“Machine Stitchiug and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold

pure medicine.

2w

Machines

hand,

a

to the

bail.

full asthe various stvles of
on

Machines sold

Physicians’ prescriptions will be mado a specialty
of, as heretofore. The attention of the country trade
is pirticularly invited and out-of-town physicians
can rely upon prompt attention to their orders, and
the Inch standard of the goodB forwarded.
CHAS. W. GILKEY,

cus-

Dredging in Royal’* River, Ifloiue

Mr. WM. B.

Style

keep constantly
in

At the old
Gilkey & Co.,
I CONORKIR STREET, Corner of Preble
Where they will be happy to serve the public with

PROPOSALS

Co-Partnership Notice.
ed.

331 CONGRESS STREET.
Where we shall
sortment of these
finish.

stand of C. W.

many years, ami in successful op
ESTABIISHED
of first class paying
eratiou; regular
aiul will
chanc<

CniCTNCiO, March 2d, 1872.
"r* TILLSON isthlsdav admitted to part
of firm unehant
nership in our business.
GAGE & DAVIS.
(rar4dlw)

IF

CONTINUE THE

mch7

lw

Mrnm

you wisli to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of work, do not foil to call
and examine THE 8INGER, at

Copartnership.

undersigned having associated themselves
business under the style'of

GILKEY&

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.

;

mr4dlw»

FIRST QUALITY ONLY,

Notice of
The

tomers.

Copartnership Notice.

AliIan

SEWING MACHINE.

Having sold my Interest in the above business to
Capt. Win. E. Denuison, late of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
liberal patronage and recommend Capt. Dennison for
their continued favors.
My books will remain at the office of Capt. Dennison, and I will thank those indebted to me to settle their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
J. W. DEERING.
to send in their bills.
March 5th-dlw-t eodtf

TEAS, GROCERIES & PROVISIONS.
Aud

No. 6 FREE ST. BLOCK.

and have taken office
Brown’s Wharf.

IMPROVED

STREETS

Nos. 175 & 177 COMMERCIAL

J. M. DYER & CO’S.

r

“THE SINGER”

Deering,

AT LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

Dunn & Son.

We beg leave to inform the
moved to the Spacious Stores

HE undersigned have formed a copartnership t<
date from March 1st, 1872, as manufacturers am
wholesale dealers in Lumber, under the firm name o f

fi

OF

“WORK

mchddlw&eodtf

Dealer in Coal and Wood,

MANUFACTORY,

r' 2

-AT-

remedy
supply
Scrofnla, Rheumatism, Hal
A Cancer,
Cleers and all Blood Diseases, jiu t
SMALL

our

RE M OVAL!
r

HOUSE,

II

Street,

___

FOR ONE WEEK,

CUNDURANGO.

bargains.

170 Commercial st., Head Merrill’s Wh’f,
Foot of Cross Street, Portland, Me.,

! Boot, Shoe aud Clothing Businesi i

mch6

IRON

BEMISOS,

Successor to J. W.

ST.,

For Buildings, Bridges, Wharfs and all other purpose}*. Iron Railings, Shutters, Side Walk Grating
and Awning Frames, &c.
Express and heavy Wagons of all kinds made to order and warranted equal to any in the market.
We have a9 good facilities as can be found in New
England for doing every branch of the business in the
best manuer, at low prices, ami invite i>ersons in
want of BLACKSM1THING of any kind to call
down and see us.
Persons in want of large quantities of IRON WORK
should remember us before contracting,

F. LATNER.
WM. E.

BLACKSMITHS,

COMMERCIAL

|

The coachman had volunteered the information that he saw the cook pom- some white
liquid into the colfee pot on two occasions
previous to members of the family being takThe girl was finally arrested, and, at
en ill.
a hearing before Alderman Beitler, was held
for a further examination.
The detectives finally came to the conclusion that Smith was one of the guilty parties,
and took him into custody. Shortly alter his
arrest he confessed that he put a white powder into the coffee-pot for the purpose of making trouble in the family. He said he was instigated to do it by Louisa Orr, the white
chambermaid, who had been discharged, and,
in consequence, felt very much incensed at
He said Louisa had been to
Mrs. Morris.
see a colored doctor named John Henry Teagle, attd laid her grievances before him. She
proposed going home to Scotland, but the
doctor told her he was a conjuror, and if she
went on board of a ship he would cause her
to jump overboard. lie counselled her to remain where she was, and told her to send
He called on the
him (Smith) to see her.
doctor, and was given a small bag of herbs 'to
wear about his neck, to prevent the evil spirits from getting him into troubly.
The doctor then gave him a white powder, and told
hint to put it in the coftee; that it would
cause trouble in tlio family; it would fix Mrs.
Morris for what she had done to Louisa. The
three prisoners have all been held in heavy

Foot of Centre Srreet.

mch7dlw

feb29dlm

DRESS GOODS !

Commissioner.
MlawSt

secure

N. Y. Branch 335 Congress

tomers,

of

FREE to Agents to introduce art.ieJ
that sell in everv house. Latta Sc Co., Pitt
Pa.
uo22
w

Take the advantage and

Manufacture, adapted to all kinds of

Henry

GENERAL

KID GLOVES,
RIBBONS, VELVETEENS,
FRINGES, CORSETS,
HAMBLRGS, &C.

Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

run

ON

hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.
*eod3m
jan23
_j_

COUNSELLOR

own

SON,

MALTA LACES,

rooms

all of our
business.

THOS. LAUGHLIN &

publicity was given

UJ

paii> |

Subsequently the
girl obtained employment with the family of
Mr. Le Boutilier, living nearly opposite from
Mr. Morris’s house. Nothing was thought of
this matter, however, but it was known that
the girl had a desire to regain her lost posi
tion in Mr. Morris’s family.

Street.
Mid<Ue

no

named Edward

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

!

pub-

January three attempts were made
poison the family of Mr. Galloway
Morris, then living in Germantown, but as

gardener

jr. W. Sc H. H. MCD1JFFEB, Cor.
k Union Sts. •

185

cmi>

seemed to be on too intimate terms with the

LIRRV, 17 1-3 Union Street, up

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 130 Mid-

at Cost!

the 7th

iuc

Louisa Orr, as a chambermaid. During the
early part of 1871, she was discharged from
service, the principal reason being that "she

Street.

•fair*.

Store,

ah

It appears that about two years ago, Mr.
Morris employed a young Scotch girl, named

Schools.

die

ihj;

might
supposed guilty
persons, /.'era tedious investigation the
matter has be. :i sifted nearly to the bottom,
with the following results:
be

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

R. F.

iwiiun

matter in order that sufficient evidence

near

Silver and Plated Ware.

exchange.)

Days Only

For Ten

33 Temple St.,

Stair Builder.

& CRAGIN’S Music

Selling off

No.

ARNER LOWELL, 301 Caugreas Street.

Congren

tiic

deep tivstery,

Congress. All kind* of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

A

MORRILL,

MARKET

PEARSON,

H.

Philadelphia Record of

the whole matter seemed to be involved in

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

CHOICE and large stock of Sheet OTuaic,
Books, Follow, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Banjow,
Drums, Quitars,
Cornets, Cuncertiuns, Strings, Music Box*
es, Piano Stools. All can be obtained at

recently occupied by Marr Brothers.
On and after Monday, March 4th, we shall exIK>se for sale, a very large assortment of Harnesses

IS

__

Office

Ac

Frnnciaco,

OEGAN8!

11 MIDDLE
JElfMusic sent by mail.

C.

grcn Street.

CELEBRATED

; HAWES

to

R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-3 Con-

CEO.

Whole

of last

PROCTER, Ne. 03 Exchange

OF

Instruments taken in

The
119lien

Street.

HTJRDKTT Sc WOOD’S

Office,

St., to the

San

an

a

Family.

»»■_
Real Estate Agents.

JOHN C.

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

133,667 12—17,315,634 33

have Removed

SALE

CONSISTING

(Old

&

Hn

✓

REED

Branch

From 172 Middle

FOR

Persistent Attempts to Poison

Plasterer. Stucco Worker. Ac.
FEENI', Car. Cumberland and Frank-

P.

Merchandise.

127,900 00

Congress

HARNESS

SQUARE,

U. 8. PATENT OFFICE.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 19, 1872.
the petition of Horace Woodman of Saco
Maine, praying for the extension of a paten
granted to him on the 25th day of May, 1858, for ai
improvement in Power and Hand Drills:
It is ordered that the testimony in the case In
closed on the 23d dayof April next, that the time fo
filing arguments and the Examiner’s report be limit
ed to the third day of May next, and that said j»e
tition be heard on the 8th day of May next.
Any person may oppose this extension.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

WILLIAM A.

76

REMOTED!

Molasses

Plumbers.
HILLER,No. 91 Federal Street.
Erery deacription of Water Fixtnrea arranged and act up in the beat mnnner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

JARES

—

AND MEJ.L

Exchange

follows:

GENERAL AGENT.

B AS GA US

AGENTS.
STATE
dec 16
deod_Jy&w51_

removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practise of his profession in Portland.

Street,

$18,803,768
rm

$1,488,134 43

F.

A CO., No. HO Riddle Street.
J. H. CARSON, 159 Riddle St., cor. Crow.

*'

«Uw(IUVt*

Eastern

IN

that gold. The Burns’s process was inventin a dream, to save gold, and for a time
Meadow Lake City continued to hold its own
in the hope of the success of Burns’s dream.
It failed, and the doubters began to intimate
that the gold was not in the rock, and the assayers were wrong or had been imposed upon.
Mills, chemicals, and even dreams failed
to make mining there a success. Science,
mechanics, and the black art had each failed
in its turn to turn the rock into gold. So the
city went down and is now disert^d.
A few days ago a friend of ours visited Meadow Lake City. He went up on snow shoes
and took a look at the deserted anti snow-covered place. The houses which were only one
story in height were covered to their roofs
with snow.
The two story houses were surrounded with snow' to the height of the second story. Xot a living being was seen by
our friend.
He was monarch of that snowy
desolation. Signs swung in the cold wind,
and just grazed in their swinging the surface
of the snow. Prominent among the signs
was that of a broker’s office, just opposite the
old hall of the board brokers. The large hotel there was yet furnished, and bed and bediug remained there. Our friend, standing in
his snow shoes, gazed into the hotel while he
stood on the snow surface, level with the second story, and he saw clean linen on the deserted beds. He wanted to take a rest in Uncomfortable looking quarters, but there was
no food uor fuel in sight, and he had to go
down lower to a ditch tender’s cabin to get
fire and appease his hunger. Many of the
houses have, this winter, been broken down
by the weight of snow on their roofs, but ma-

ed,

they complain.
I would give it as my opinion that the plan
of market days, if they have the cooperation
of the majority of the surrounding country,
would have the effect of hringingenterprising,
first-class purchasers to that market, where
sales would in time be more satisfactory made
than can be done by sending to a distant
market, with its many risks and drawbacks.

Photographers.
A. 8. DAVIS

Street^ Boston,
DEALERS

Musical

MORRIS FRANKLIN, President.
BEERS, V. President and Actuary.

WM. H.

Catalogue!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

l>r. J. P. FESSENDE1

No. 43 Pine

Whipple & Co..
DBIIGGI8T8,

aug22

Has

18,689,747 36

Board of Trustees have declared a Dividend, available on settlement of next annual premium to each
participating policy proportioned to its “contribution
to surplus.”
Dividends not used in settlement of premium will
be added to the policy.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

good
keep
Marble, and will receive orders tc
SHand American
cut to size all k.nds of Monumental stock, at pricei
ais.

77,046 14

From the undivided surplus of One Million Four
Hundred and Eighty-eight Thousand One Hundred
and Thirty-four Dollars and Forty-three Cents, the

Lynch & Co.

TEBBETS

Stat3

LOTIROP A CO., No. 159 Ex-

change Street.

answered.
Special attention to packages received by expre-v.
eod3m
jau30

the year

PURSUANT

HUNT & JEWETT,

a

i

ing
8,908 Policies have been issued,
insuring $94,903,305 84.

I.MUnSOH,

hand

]

securities

1871, payable during
year 1872,

Du

GEO. L.

would find a way to get the richness out of
the >oek. “Old people saw signs ami young
people dreamed dreams" in efforts to save

much to correct some of the evils of which
they complain; inspection may to some extent prevent the sending of inferior goods to a
distant market, but while their goods can not
go into clean, well kept and well conditioned
commission houses, no extra packing or inspection can fully remedy the evils of which

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

Montreal, St. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stock? and Bjiius in Boston and New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

48,839 61

& KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

Street.

LIBBY, Agents,

i terest.

330,355 73

Divisible Surplus,

I

PHOTOU RAP Wilt,

&

EqKoPEAN and Nor;h American First Mortgage R. li. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 and in-

80, participating in(4 per cent.Car-

um

WE

oa

UiBIlllIJg

the

lw

Seed

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SRALL

Exchange St.

ALSO,

I

lisle net premium) $1,004,733 65 non-participating (at 5 per cent. Carlisle net premium,)
16,841,177 21
Balance of return premi-

HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
ANNUAL
Pinus Canadevis for about eight month* in some
No a. 31 d 33 Free street,
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
a
as
have used it, considerably diluted,
vaginal wash,
tt andfactdkbh or
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycParlor Suits, Loundes, 8pbih» Bads,
erine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
have just published our Annual Seed CataMattress is,
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
logue of FLOW Elt aud VEGETABLE SEEDS
I have seen and will
ArD.».u,h Patent Bed Lnu,t>, Knfurnish it FREE on application.
days, and then be renewed. In this way
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
aktrlrd Chain, Arc.
for weeks:
remedies
the
that
have
resisted
KENDALL dc WHITNEY.
ordinary
VP"All kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furniand I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhtca,
oc25-’fi9T T&Stf
dlw
'•rtlan
wlm w7
M^e boxed and ma»ted.
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my profese
NOTICE.
sional brethren to this new Extract, which I am surwill soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
to a license from the Hon. Judge of
materia medica.
Probate for the County of Cumberland, I shal
267 Madison Avenue,
sell at Public Auction, on Saturday, the 23d day of
March, A. D. 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M.. on the premA pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior as- ises, at Bridgton Centre, in said
County, the followand tonic properties, and recommended by ing described Real Estate,
tringent
I
belonging to the Estate of
Ho 152 Middle Street.
the highest medical authorities in the country as an
AlzidaP. Babb late of Bridgton, in said County, deceasecL to wit; A House and lot, situattnl at the VilUNFAILING REMEDY
IPOBTLAND, ME.
lage of Bridgton Center, and being the same premises
Jons
to
order
in
and
a
all
surface
chronic
the
mucous
diseases of
conveyed to said Alzida P. Babb by Isaac Chase by
Copying and enlarging
in the removal of morbid discharges, of what- deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
»I>eclfic
All (he new ft,lea, Berlins, Bembrante, Mcda'lloH,
ever nature.
349, page 2X1.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.ami the retouched
Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
JOSHUA D. ROBERTS
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Dicard, bv which new process we ge' rid of freckles
dfeb22 29 mr7
Bridgton, Febrnary 21st, 1872.
moles, wrinkles, and all impertections of the skin
arrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Call andjudge tor youreel.es.
in
with
attended
Pulmonary Hemorrhage,
Cough
FOR SAT,E!
gjr-M.lt.—Oo.d work at Moderate2'JPrie- nrnfiiK* Kxneetoration. and ah an iniontinn in T,einv»rA itn f Pleake._may
ek.
oea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Figures of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a i*>werful astringent and
tonic remedy.
Wholesale Dealers in
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
SPRINGVALE.
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
dollar packpurchase from their druggist one or twofull
direction*
ages of the medicine, with physicians
for use.
As the owner wants to go West.
OBrc3l!l COIVUU1M mtbeet,
all
For sale by
Druggists.
jan31
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.
Vnrd 43 PBEBLE NTBKET.
ALL

99

surance

Choice St. Croix and Porto Rico.
“
New Orleans in Bbls.

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. X).

PHOL8TERER

U

•

OF

..a.

FOB SALE

HOOP Pit,

H.

U115B

IIHUN aud TIERCEN.

PINUS CANADENSIS.

Jy13dtf_
J,

08

-IK-

▲ CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends lor the patronage they have bestowed upon
in
me lor the last tt teen years. L have the pleasure
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KEIl.hRlor
that be
a continuance of the same, feeling confident
is able to please all who mav give him a call iu his
CHAS. 8. SCHUMACHER.
line.

HENDEE,

•ity, State. County and United States Bonds.
AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R Bonds. 7 per'cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. K. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

existing poll-

surance on

NEW MOLASSES!

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deeriug Blook

Masons and Builders.
REDI.ON, 933 1-9 Cougrew St.

^

—

!

Amount reserved for rein-

$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

Cienfuegos

; ££&

114,021 50

Cor.

New

Carpet-Bags.

MWlIlt,
BANKERS,

43

cost,

dlm-eodllm&w6w

EXTRACT

No. 49

We draw

reported losses
awaiting proof, &c.,

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Tie.

CONCENTRATED

L. J.

TL....

rebellious, it is said, and the ordinary appliances of stamps and quicksilver would not
save the gold of those rich ledges.
Chemistry

first.class, or what is known as “giltedged” butter, principally as supplies for
the wealthy families in the upper part of
New York. The right class of butter always commands the best prices in New
York market. The reputation of a dairy or
locality, as Orange county or Philadelphia, makes a large difference in price and
the next largest difference is made in the
manner of packing, handling, and method of
sale. Co-operation among dairymen may do

DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 Riddle and
116 Federal Streets.

N. E.

discovery of quartz specimens near MeaLake, five houses were erected, and business promised to be brisk. The ledges, how
ever. failed to yield of their treasures “by mill
process,” and people became disheartened.
The sanguine held on in hopes that chemistry would get the gold out of the rock,
wl.nenina/.linr.ion.

dow

of

Manuf«,...irers of Trunks, Yalises and

STOlft’

660,561 17

mar8-S Tu Th 1 w

POBTLAND,NAINE.

GOODNOW,

Amount of

J, H. CHAP9IAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

2nd Vice-Pree’t.

86

March l-eod3w

Amount of adjusted losses
due subsequent to January 1, 1872.
$212,890 00

on

Kfc.NNfc.DYS

Fainter*,

Fresco

over

$14,806,812 37

the Beard,
By
J. D. JONES, President.

Wholesale & Retail

W.

956,636

Amounts due from agents,
Interest accrued to January 1, 1872,
AddExcess of market value of

$7,446,452 69

order of

FRENCH WINES,
on,7fim

interest

$6,657,471

the

the market is brisk with sales very soon after arrival, but with a dull market and
slow sale they should have full force.
There are some houses devoted to the sale

and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Cougrew Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Jewelry

President.
Secretary.
Clark, Ass’t Secretary.

by

January

the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

Assets,

Total Expenditures for 1871,

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

500 00

mit or Meadow Lake was bom. It sprung up
like Jonah’s gourd, in a night, and it has
withered. In the excitement which followed

given. Some butter cellars are very good,
though very few are unexceptionable in every
particular.
These objections have less weight when

J. F.

Wm. B.

these same
amounts to $3,-

quent to
1,1872,
Premiums on existing policies in bands of agents
and in course of trans-

Tuesday

o

8,344,820

policies.
reserve held
the

policies
858,080 21),

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereou
legal representatives, on and after
wul cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red serif)) for gold premiums; such payment of Interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Second of
April next.
Six per cent

to order.

$3,870,505 30

BUY

Appropriated

$8,143,240

03

J.

Up-

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols rring and Repairing

American and Foreign Specie and Coupons.

Quarterly and semi-annual premiums, due subse-

184!1.)

sundry

FRESCO PAINTER

Street.

Risks written during the year,
$399,108,637 00
Risks outstanding,
290,084,987 00
Risks written in Maine during the year, 10,236,745 00
Risks
in
Maine,
outstanding
7,425,180 00
I
Premiums received in Maine in 1871,
123,847 94
Losses paid in Maine in 1871,
64,766.91

41,549 00

Cash Assets, Jau. 1,1872,

December, 1871,

$4,663,794

for printing, &c.t

Total,

additional

as

Company on

STREET, Corner of William., New York.

The Trustees, in Conformity to
the 31st day of December, 1871.

Income lor 1871,

1,768,174 14

mission,

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine RiBkB.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same i>eriod
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank ami other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Street.

Ac

(The

Hie.

will please
ready.
TWOMBLV, Agent.

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

MATINGS BANK BUILDING,

Hale’s,

Portland,

4,616,762

collateral security),
Loans on existing

eod-3m

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

& Fore Sts.,

Company

--

PAYSON & PAYSON,

Payson,

Sec.

Holders in the Lorillard Fire Insurance Co.,

51 WALL

eod6m_

Edward

Exchange

WEST,

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

(ORGANIZED IN

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.

E.

B. I).

BENNETT, Prwt.

Total

503,867 73

$46,425) cost,

ue

Cincinnati.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

COEI.ECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.

Exchange

J. B.

$282,221.02

Co.,

$335,938 20

642,028 05
2,066.549 05
825,490 00

liabilities'small,

7,181,295 89

Cash in Trust Co., in Bank
and on hand,
$1,815,002 15
Invested in United States,

$758,098.75.

H, MATT,

Money,

Office,

Post

Exchange Street.
Ia. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble
holstering done to order.

95

Other

253,899 91—4,167,646 40

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

Amazon Ins.

C. S.

sold, and

eral Streets.
& EATON, Old

HOOPER

Hnir Hoods and Toilet Articles.

due,

not

DOW, COFFIN

Real Estate in the City of
New York,
Bonds and mortgages (secured by real estate val1
ued at $20,000,000; buildings thereon insured for
over $8,000,000, and the
policies assigned to the

JOHN

Sts.

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

ASSETS.

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

New York.

Co.,

—

adjusted and
unadjusted,

Borrowed

*

$18,689,747 36

$539,692.18.

■

Exchange

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

00
55
73
00
00
00
00
00
67

$6,400,502

Re-Insurance Fund,

ex-

Sec.

DRIGGS, Prwt.

E DMUND

febl

Corporation Loans negotiated.

95

Ins.

JJ“Poliej'

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on dally balances credited monthly.

dec 22

BOND,

Sec.

call for their Return Premiums which are now

BANKERS,
Sears Bnildinir, Boston.
PAPER Bought and

Losses
Losses

96,567 35

New York State, and
other stocks (market value $4,751,182 83) cost
Invested in New York City
Banks stock (market val-

L. 8. TWOMBLY', Agent.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
3

CHAS.

K.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

JAMES VAN NORDEN, Prest.
GEO. W. MONTGOMERY, See.

CHICAGO, ILL.

UIN1NEMS

and agency expenses,
and physicians’

N. T.

and

done to order*

Total Assets,

38,820 35
849,678 43

Advertising

fees,
Taxes, office and law

Congress

WALTER COREY A CO., Arrade, Na.
18 Free Street.
N. TARBOX, No*. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

paid ap, 93,000,000 OO

all

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:
Real Estate unencumbered,
$335,000
Cash on hand,in bank and in agents hands,2,132,584
United States Securities,
448,543
Stato, City and Town Stocks and bonds,
380,671
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,276,690
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,467,786
Loans on Real Estate,
79,390
Ivoans on Collateral,
259,973
Accrued Interest,
19,864

i

matured
and rein-

$8,000,000.00

Williamsburg City Ins. Co.,

$800,000.00.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

Baard of Trade Building,

Small, Bangor.
Thos. E. Bknnf.tt,

STAPLES, Prest.

CO.,

of Maine.

Capital Stock,

32

1,149,416 57

penses, salaries,printing,
revenue stamps,

Assets in Gold

L, S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

Massey & Co..

ROOM

London.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

BENNETT&WEBSTER,
General Commission

Co.,

Ins.

Firemens’ Fund Ins. Co. California

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
F.
.ludge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell._jn3-flm

Successors of H. H.

$6,031,879

Commissions, brokerages,

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the following
first-class Companies:

Counsellor

INS.

On the 31st day of December, 1871, made to the State

$15,676,097 96

surance,
Dividends to policy holders,

STREETS, FIRST FLOOR,

____

Attorney

annuities,

endowments

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, 0. S.)

No.

TWOMBLY,

Life

gyParticular attention paid to collecting.

and

Report

DISBURSEMENTS.
Losses by deatli,
$1,318,958 08
Purchased, surrendered,
and cancelled j>olicies,
1,105,854 64

Has Removed to the Corner ol

MIDDLE STREET.

Jan24-ly

^TNA

$99,857,393 85

S.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

AOHNSO^No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent D lark

THE

cor.

Broadway,

Assets,

Premiums and Annuities,
Interest received and accrued, including premium on gold, &c.,

X

'_

is that most of the dejireciaiion in the
quality
of butter occurs after it reaches its destination.
Business has called me into very many
houses handling country produce,
including
butter, and too many of them are not such
as
places
my judgment would approve for
storing, handling, and selling butter. In addition to butter, very many mix in pork in
the hog, dressed veal, dressed poultry in all
imaginable states, as well as large coops of
live poultry including geese, ducks,
turkeys
and chickens. No dairyman need to be told
of the fate of his butter, shut up over
night,
or from Saturday to
Monday, in such a place.
Butter and eggs are often handled and stored
iu damp, confined basements,where the former has the benefit of the odor from those of
the latter that are stale and hrnk-en
It. n*quires a strong stomach or long practice to be
able to pass much time in nw»y of these localities.
Responsibility is usually the point
about which inquiry is made, but it is very
evident consignees ought to know something
of the place as well as the man to whom butter, at least, is sent for sale.
1 would not be understood as saying that
all commission dealers in these classes of
goods are to be included in the description

Dentists.
JOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 Riddle Street.

xttJ&—

346 and 34$

Amount of Net Cash
Jan. 1, 1871,

As far as my
observation extends, however, my conviction

Cloak,

}

save

was

called Summit

City, t>oa»ted, in days
gone by, of a population of 3,000 or 4,000
souls.
In its day of prosperity, (says the
Grass Valley Union,) it had fine stores, good
hotels, theatres, saloons in number, and an
exchange at which mining stocks were sold.
Meadow Lake City was a second Virginia
City, and attempted to revive the good .lays
ofWashoe, the flush times of Comstock lead.
In 1865, we think it was, some persons found
gold-bearing rock in some ledges around Meadow Lake, and these being assayed and the
assays being talked about, the city of Sumonce

contact with deleterious odors.
Velvet

DR. W. R.
OF

January 1, 1879.

REMO V A. T- t

___

street.

Abstract af the Annnnl Statement

RECEIPTS.

148 EXCHANGE 84

jan22tf

F. SYRONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

A Dead City in California.
Meadow Lake City, in California, which

comes

Dye-House.

LIBBY, Agents,

Exchange

l-eoc!3w

quality? Butter sent by express usually
sjjeedily, but is put in the same car
with all conceivable kinds of merchandise,
and must often suffer by being
brought in

and Builders.

WHITNEY A REANS, Pearl Street, op.
po.itr Park.

LIABILITIES.

AND

CIjOUI>J?IA]¥,

G.

Summer Term of ten

OFFICE,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

Ne, 43

&

SAWYER A CO., Bleacher., No. 131
Riddle Street.

Carpenters

*388,417
AUG. N. CURRIER,
Secretary.

DOW, COFFIN

Life Insurance Comp’y

FeblO ood2w

Philadelphia.

Sk,

108 Walnut

14,000 00
374,418 32

HENRY CHAPIN,
President.

j

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
S

Outstanding Losses,

1

I

Street.

*800.292 91

NEW YORK

SON, Agents.
J. NT. PALMER, Gen’l -Agent.

AND

18,328 74

40,589 36
5,079 11
5,000 00

Re-Insurance Reserve,

J

Book Binders.

LIABILITIES.

on

J. W. HUNGER &

CORK, No. 13 Pearl Ml.

WI. A. QCINCY, Room 11, Printer*.
Exrhnuge, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL Ar »HA€KFORD, No. 33 Pinna

OF1 HARTFORD, CONN.,

$10,000,000,

1871,.

j

Street.

March ll-d2m

Boston.

]

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOUO A BREED, Na.»3 Riddle

*361,288 00
75,000 00
144,676 00
28,860 00
12,000 00
personal
109,471 70

32

Twenty-Seventh Annual

Company,

w. C.

Interest and Rents
accrued,
Cosh on Land and in Bank,
Cash in bands of agents and in transit,
Office Furniture, safes and fixtures,

I

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

feb!0eod3m

average total expenses to total RECEIPTS ® 1-a PER CENT.

Co.,

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

DEWOLF, Prea’t.

ENGLAND

Mutual Life Insurance

security-

.MAINE.

—ur

-AMD-

1 own Loans,
Loaned on Stock collaterals and on

the finest corps of teachers of any similar school 1a
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.

public is respectfully called to the above named Companies.
J. W. HUNGER.

NEW

gaUf0*!
Bank Stock,

April 99, 1879.
It has the advantage of an entirely new
building,
the most delightful locality and surroundings, and

$230,362.00

RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.

attention or the

BROKER,

aai'TH

PARIS,

School will open its

THIS
weeks,

R. I.

J. H.

ARNOLD, Sec’y.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

HI

NBVPORT,
Cash Capital & Surplus

$314,400.8)0

Mortgage,
unincumbered,
s>wk,

March

Fire& Marine Ins.Co

THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.

1Be

»=»

Co’y.,

I.

R.

FARM IN

NEWPORT

S

Repairing.

9400,000.

1st, 1873.

leaned on Bond and
Real estate,

At Little Blue,

pro tem.

pub-

Agency for Sewing Machines.

ASSETS.

Family School for Boys!

$645,129.29

ALBERT BOWKER, Prea’t.

FOSTER, Sec’y.

J anuary

ABBOTT

BOSTON.

EQUITABLE

Office hours from eight to ten A. M., and from two
to tour P. M.
Ladies from the country desiring Medical advice from a woman Physician, can (obtaiu rooms aud
feb!4*2w
board at No. 6 Fret? st.

SHIP

American Fire Ins*

the

W. S. DYER, No. 15S Riddle St., aver 11.
H. Hay*..
AH kind, of machine. fo

MASS.

...

at

lishers’ lowest rates.

.ale and to let.

Capital,

the country

inent man of the
two, he was of course
blamed by those who had suffered in the
opat
erations
the time. The fact of his estate’s
on
tbe
ot
being
verge
bankruptcy shows how
Deterioration of Butter in Handling.
small was his share in the other transactions
At the recent meeting of the Western New
On the other hand
of a similar nature.
to be worth miliious here’
'i or*N Dairymen’s
Association, a letter from Gouki is reported
and to have vast sums lately invested in EuMr. H. C. Whited of
Brooklyn, was read, giv- ropean securities. It was well known before
his
observations
ing
in regard to the handling Fisk’s death that a breach existed between
of butter. He said:
himself and Gould, wh'ch was gradually widEvery dairyman understands, or should, ening. As a proof that Fisk thoroughly appreciated Gould, the story is told that in Octhat few if any farm products are sooner intober last the former, meeting a friend who
jured by being brought into contact with bad was about to start for Europe, said: “George,
odors than butter; and those who have sent I hear you are going to Europe. I’d like you
to do me a favor. It’s this, keep your eyes
any considerable quantities of the article to
open and look around you, and if you can find
New York or other markets have often been
a mean man who can do a meaner thing to
1
very much disapjiointed on receijit of the rehis best friend or tell a bigger lie than Jay
1
turn of sales, to find some portion of the conGould, I want you to telegraph me at once. I
signment as good as any jiortion of the whole, want that man. I don’t care if the dispatch
costs $10,000. I’ll agree to pay it tor this
probably, sold for much less price than the reason. I know
you’ll never send it, for you
best of the lot commanded. For this discount
won’t find the man.” Further disclosures as
in price the usual explanation, if any is given
startling as the above are to be made in due
time.
has been of inferior quality.” Why of inferior
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J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the city, arc prepared to receive as boarders, a few young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p, w. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
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you?” “Well, that’s just

how the tiling stands.” replied Gould in a low
voice. At this Fisk burst into tears and dropped his head upon his desk. The gentleman
who witnessed the interview says that, for
once in his life, Gould seemed thoroughly
ashamed of himself. Finally Fisk raised his
head, and, as if ashamed of his weakness,
brushed the tears away, and said, raising his
fist, “Gould, if you can hand me my resignation I can sign it!” Gould at once stepped
into his own room, took up the resignation,
which he hail already prepared, and handed
it to Fisk. The latter at once took up bis
pen, signed the resignation, and blotted it
with his clenched fist.
This was all that
passed between them at the time, and is a
complete illustration of the character of the
two men. The congressional investigation of
the famous gold ring revealed the fact that
Fisk knew nothing of its origin until the
Thursday just, before the memorable black

1V1IIU11I
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turn

left.

The property deserted is safe, as
cold and snow have locked all against the
depredations of burglars. Meadow Lake is a
winter residence no more.
owners

A Burglar Traveling

as a

Woman.

The Decatur

(HI.) Magnet, of the 2d, contains the following:
On Tuesday evening, about dark, a brighteyed girl of eighteen, handsome and apparently intelligent, stopped at one of our second-class hotels.

She told the landlord that

she had but little money, and wished to stop
with him a few days.
The good-natured
landlord told her that that was all right—that
he would hold her trunk as security for all
deficiency in his regular charges for his board.
Nothing more *was said until this morning,
when the girl informed him that she wished
to go to St. Louis, and asked with tears in
her eyes for her trunk and the loan of 810.
This the landlord refused at the time to com
ply with, but demanded about $4 due him on
board. She said she had no money that her
trunk contained valuables that she could not
dispose of in Decatur, and promised him a
quick remittance as soon as she arrived in St.
Louis. Everything was arranged for her departure—the 810 furnished her, nut, as sne
was getting upon the St. Louis train, an officer from Cairo, with documents in his pocket,
laid his hand upon her shoulder, and said
Before
“You are arrested—my prisoner.”
she could make things satisfactory to the officer, the train left the depot with the young
lady in charge of the Cairo officer. She was
brought before one of the justices of the
peace—her trunk broken open and contents
examined. It was found to contain a lot of
burglar tools, four changes of suits and masks,
and about 8500 in counterfeit money. Upon
a more full investigation and upon a close
examination in a private room, it was ascertained beyond a doubt that the woman was a
man; and that, too, of a very respectable
family of Memphis, Tenn. Hs had so disguised himself with false curls, chignon, paint
dec., that it was almost impossible to tell him
from the feminine sex. He was handed over
to Marshal Wilson, of Cairo, and will go
hence to Memphis, where the charges of
crimes preferred against him will be fully in-

vestigated.
Alexis Interviewed.
A correspondent of the New York Time»
interviewed the Grand Duke Alexis at HaThe
following conversation took
place:
Correspondent—Your Highness must be
tired after driving about several hours, ami
then sitting at taole several more.
Alexis (laughing)—1 am used to that, and

vana.

If I had not had
have a strong constitution.
one, my sojourn in the United States would
have qualified me fully for all such work.
This balmy air is sufficient to make any man
feel contented, and 1 w'isb I could take a
piece of Cuba and its air to St. Petersburg,
although the countries are very much alike
in some respects, mosquitoes abounding in
both places.
Correspondent—you don’t like mosquitoes
then ?
Alexis—no, not a bit; and I don't know of
What building is
a more dangerous animal.
that down there ?
Correspondent—That is the Tacon Theatre, and the large building you saw on entering the port is the jail and penitentiary.
Alexis—1 thought it was the palace, but
ought to have kribwn better, as rogues generally live in the largest houses.
Correspondent—Have you fine jails in Russia ?
Alexis (laughing)—That’s the first time
I’ve been asked this question since 1 left
home; people asked about everything relating to my country, my family and myself,
never said jail or misery once.
Correspondent—Perhaps they took it for
granted that you must have rogues and jails.
All the houses here must look like jails to

but they

Vou, with their iron railings.
Alexis_They do not, because I have been
How dein Spain and seen similar houses.
If I had a hammock I
liaious the air is.
would like to sleep here.
Correspondent—The air in New York
would not make you feel so at this season of
the year. Wculd you object to telling nohow you liked your trip and sojourn in the
United States?

Alexis—If I had anything unpleasant

to

say, I should remain silent, and not answer
your question, but my stay was so pleasant,
and the people were so kind that I can only
regret that I could not remain longer, anil if
I did not have my path in life laid out for me,
I should like to live in America altogether,
dividing my time from May to January between New Y'ork and the prairies, and spending the remainder in New Orleans. I may go

back there if I

can.

Correspondent—Did you read the reports
published about your father having ordered

the aflair of your
you to return home during
late Minister?
Alexis—Let us drop that; the story is too
ridiculous for any sensible person to believe
and 1 think I’ll light anor to speak about,
other cigar and see what my young friends
over there are laughing about.
On w alking over, the joke was discovered
to consist in a young Cuban, an aid of Valmaseila, trying to pronounce some Russian
words and
them somewhat difficult.

finding

—The

Davenport (Iowa) Democrat, makes
a humane
suggestion for the organization of
a Society “for the protection of children with
bare legs from the cruelty of mothers.”
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Appomattox.

A Second

But once or twice since the surrender of

Republican newspaper had occasion
publish more gratifying intelligence than

Lee has
to

a

readers will find in our

telegraphic columns from New Hampshire. The victory there
yesterday was so complete and unexpected
that it leaves nothing more to be desired.
The enemy was baffled, broken and routed at
every point. What the first Appomattox was
our

to Lee and his

the second in

symptahizers,

New Hampshire yesterday is to the Democratic party,

throughout

that

in

only

not

but

State

the country; and since the first it

may be doubted if the Pierces and Sinclairs
of New Hampshire have retired so disheart-

Tuesday night. New Hampshire
regarded in many respects as the key of

ened as on
was

the Presidential battle field—the Little Round

Top,

speak.

to

so

Hampshire

The contest in New

squarely

on

made

was

the merits of the administration

of President

Grant, and the verdict of the
unmistakably in approval of his

is

people
policy.

has

faithfully

pledges to the country,
sons prefer to entrust the
hands of the

even now reverse

and that its

hardy

who stood

the results of the first

Ap-

declares that she

has no faith in the party that has
inch by

his

Government in the

New Hampshire

pomattox.

redeemed

by the country
to
those
it
who would
consign
men

rather than

contested,

every Constitutional amend-

inch,
proposed

equal rights,
and now, at the latest hour, acquiesces in
them. The result in New Hampshire enforces scores of political facts. It indicates that
the people will not be diverted from their adment

that

lutuiATi
to

fn tlio

to establish

Actruiii/ntiiiii

its enemies.

(rivo inilipnM

tn

oM

It says to Mr. Schurz and his

associates who have plotted to overthrow
l'aesident Grant, and whose speeches have
leaves

been strewn like autumn
Granite

State“Gentlemen,

lost.”

It says

to

Greeley:—“You

the

your labor is

Tribune and Mr.

cannot break up the

to the sore-headed
on

a

“There

place

organi-

Republican party has
*nd the

third party:

a

nothing of the

be

massif who

a

It says

seekers who are striv-

puny way to establish
can

the

over

zation you have aided to establish.”

ing

The

kind.

mission yet to

perform

by it will not
done, which is not
General Grant:—“Fight it
have stood

leave it until its work is

It says to
this line.”

yet.”
out on

To-day, throughout the country, the great
mass of the Republican
party will exclaim, as
they recognize the completeness of the victory:—“All honor to the noble sons of
the

Granite State.”

Practical Application of the Jfew Civil
Service Rules.
A

paragraph
originated in one of
our city journals, and which has been extensively copied into our Maine exchanges,
seems

which

to assume that there is

ing in the professions of
touching a reform of the

no

real

mean,

the administration
civil service.

It is

asserted that the present incumbent of the
Portland Pension Agency is to be removed,
and another

gentleman is to be put in his
place, not because of any fault or omission of
his, but because a certain other gentleman
manta the place!
In other words it is assumed that the bad old system of making the
subordinate positions of the government a
part of the apoila of office, without regard to
the competency or honesty of the incumbents,
is still in vogue, and that the new' plan of
making changes only for cause and putting a
good man in place of an inefficient or dishonest one, is merely put forward as a trick for
holding on to the support of voters, who
think the reform essential to the
safety of the
government.
The

paragraph in question must, in the nature of things, be entirely tfithout foundation. It is impossible to make the change
foreshadowed therein without a complete
abandonment of those principles, the establishment of which for the government of the
civil service has done more than
everything
else to strengthen the administration. When
the country is so often shocked
by the exposure of frauds of the most extensive
and dangerous

character,

it would be

a

singular

ev-

idence of a sincere desire to protect the treasury, if there is to be discrimination against
honest men—if conspicuous zeal i i the performance of official duty and a record that defies

scrutiny
against the
intrigues of importunate aspirants, who bring
to the position they covet no special
qualifications therefor. When the Pension
Agencies
are especially liable to be made use of
by dishonest men tor purposes of plunder, as recent
developments in New Tork, Philadelphia and
Washington have shown, it would indeed be
a
strange method of carrying out the new
scheme to remove men whose standing is in
all respects irreproachable, because a Congressman complains that he hasn't a fair
share of patronage, and that the place belongs
to him as much as to anybody!
There can be no dispute about the admirable management oi the
Agency by the presfurnish no protection

ent incumbent.

The work is done with a
precision that are hardly rivalled
in any other office in the
country. Indeed
Mr. Blanchard has developed a

rapidity

and

special aptness for the place, and has so
systematized the
business of making payments and
keeping the
accounts that the interests of pensioners and
of the public service are
greatly promoted.
During the very week which, according to the
newspaper

reports, has seen his enemies
every energy to supplant him, he
has been able, by strict attention to his duties, to clear off an amount of work which is
unprecedented in this Agency, and, as we

bending

believe, considering the clerical force at his
command, in any Agency in the country. The
business of the place has greatly increased in
extent and difficulty during the last few
years,
but owing to the improved methods of trassib disposed ot more
Acting ii,
rapidly and
satisfactorily than ever before. If such a man
is removed
merely because somebody else
wants his place, the
people will certainly begin to inquire whether the civil service reform Is not

farce.

For our part we
Gen. Grant full credit for perfect
a

give
honesty of

purpose. Unless thwarted by the politicians
he will fulfil his pledges, and at the close
of
his administration the civil service will be an
honor instead of a disgrace to the country.
The “Somerset County resolutions'’ which
we published some
days ago at the request of
Wm. Atkinson,
Esq. of Embden, were unanimously passed by the voters of that town at
their March
meeting. The Town Clerk’s
certificate to that effect, on the back of one
of the sheets of the
sent

manuscript

tons,

unfortunately escaped our observation. The
people of Somerset County seem to be thoroughly aroused on the subject of resistance to
political rings. A call for amass
meeting to
protest against the removal of the
county
seat to

Skowhegan appears elsewhere.

The Advertiser speaks of Mr. B.
W. Norris,
ot Skowhegan, as the defeated
contestant for a
in
seat
Congress from Alabama. This may be
so, and by the code of the
which no

Advertiser,

one

pretends to understand, Mr. Norris may be

resident of that town.
Nevertheless, his
has resided in Alabama the past two
years at least.

a

family

If there had been

a

Masonic meeting,

November frost bad made
skating, or

or

if

a

a

steamer

arrived.cutting its way through the ice,

the As-

sociate!

Mr. Dawes’s speech of Friday still attracts
much attention.
It is understood that Mr.
Garfield, in presenting the miscellaneous civil

Press agent at Belfast
would have sent
a
de“P»fck Monday night. As it

I>aPer!*

J.

n„ near tlie

very

wise)y

telegraph

office.

The politica! relations of
Forney to
the President are no
longer doubtful. “I believe Grant’s re-election essential
to the preservation of the Union,” are his
own words.The fangs of the Copperhead have
not been extracted, and the Colonel shrewdly
apprehends
that the defeat of Grant
might “wake up
»naken.’*

Colonel

J
j

Washington, I).
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MAKING.

It is safe to say that aside from General
Grant, no candidate for the Presidency down
The
to date shows signs of material strength.
name of the Temperance candidate is forgotten
by most people already, and David Davis is so
little known that first-class newspapers in the
sore head interest speak of him as “David H.

service appropriation bill now being considered
in committee,, will reply to Mr. Dawes s criticisms on the large appropriations that hate
been made, and show tfcat they will not exceed
Dawes had
those which were passed when Mr.
them in charge. The bill now liefore the comit
Davis’’ of Illinois. Think of Henry H. Clay or
mittee calls for about 812,000,000. Last year
was just twice as much.
Daniel L. Webster or even Daniel O. Pratt!
Senator Trumbull has been very uajustly acBut it is the misfortune of Mr. Davis that he is
cused with having accepted a fee of ten thou- ] so little known—many laboring men are in the
sand dollars from Andy Johnson, with the uu- j same predicament—and if he can obtain the
derstanding that it was to control his subse- i Democratic nomination the people will soon
queut vote of not guilty on the impeachment j learn more about him, how hard he labored to
trial. The truth is, Senator Trumbull was emamass his fortune, and other particulars that
ployed by Secrerary Stanton to act as assistant distinguish him as an advanced labor reformer.
counsel in the McArdle case, Attorney General
Gen. Grant holds his own with dogged persistStauberry having refused to represent the gov- ence, precisely as he moved on Richmond. He
ernment. Andy Johnson had just assertedthat
has been tried in so many exigencies and diffithe reconstruction acts of Congress were unhas
and
cult situations
always worked
constitutional, and it was of vital importance through to such generally satisfactory results
that they should be sustained by the best legal
that people instinctively tie to him.
talent. This led to the retaining of Senators
SCANDALS.
Trumbull and Carpenter by the Secretary of
The Remington Arms business as developed
War.
had it been as bad as
Sumner and

they imagined or pretended, showed no blame
He cannot be personally
on the part of Grant.
cognizant of the doings of liis subordinates, and

so

culpability has been shown. Whatever
there may be in it there is not enough to excite
the public mind or alarm anybody, and in a
mouth it will be as it hail never been. And so
no

Meanwhile he remains at his home
in Cooperstown, N. Y.

successor.

The Death of Mazzini.
A sable despatch announces the death of Joseph Mazzini.
Mazzini was born in Genoa on the 28th of
His father was a practitioner of
June, 1808.
medicine, and much interested in the political
condition of his country,—so much so, iudeed,
that he published a paper devoted to a discussion of the future prospects of Italy. At his
father’s knee the young Mazzini drank in his
lessons of patriotism, and learned that in perfect unity and independence was the hope Qf
his country’s regeneration. At an early age the
young patriot joined the Carbonari, not sympathizing fully with their plans, considering them
inferior to the idea they represented, but finding in them some congeniality from the fact
that their object was the same as inspired his
life. For his connection with the Carbonari
Mazzini was exiled after six months imprisonment.
Going to Marseilles he began the publication of “The Young Italy,” a newspaper
utvu

its
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hopeful adherence
In 1833

to an
Mazzini went

HIC

nvnu

Schurz,

by

infirm that he cannot reJudge
sume his judicial labors, and he only retains
his seat on the Bench of the Supreme Court, in
the hope that the Republicans may be divided,
and thus allow the election of a Democratic
President, who will appoint a Democrat as his
Nelson is

The Granite State declares that Pres-

Grant

ident

Letter from Washington.

Washington Matters.

is proper and constitutional.

stroke by which Mr.
Lynch managed to get the investigation business turned over to the House committee the
other day, has spoiled any amount of shallow
buncomb that has been preparing by the opposhrewd

political

Italy.

CHURCHES.

pathos.

Aji

fame.

a man

He

of letters Mazzini lias

won no

Three splendid churches have been erected
here within the last two years, viz: CongregaThe
tionalism Methodist and Universalist.

Congregationalist and Methodist societies have
formed a Young Men’s Christian Association
which has already gained many members.
DWELLING

Vtiu

Hornfinn

hi

u

Bui'rtul

lflool

hta

life

districts of the
cannot

little |

<vf kmori.

fice and toil, his noble deeds of charity, his
strong friendships and his high standard of
morality, Mazziui may well be named with the
word’s great, and counted the Washington of

Italy.

“The People Moving.—The voters of Embden without distinction of party in aunual
March meeting assembled adopted the follow-

ing

call for a mass
North Anson:

meeting at

Carrabasset

Hall,

AND SCHOOLS.

management of committees whereby the

village

agree upon

a

have been united and
location for new school

RAILROADS AND

1

I

two

buildings.

an

in the midst of the most intense excitement.—
His voice was low and sweet—with a wonderful
pathos, which, with his intense personal magnetism, was like a spell upon those with whom
he came in contact.
To Cavonr has been accredited the saying
that Italy could only hope for regeneration
through “a free church in a free state,” but flavour borrowed the utterance from Mazzini who
made its sentiment the hope of his life and the
aim for which he toiled. For his patriotism,

HOUSES

Many fine dwelling houses have been erected
here recently, but in school houses the village
is sadly deficient which is caused by the mis-

accomplished linguist, a
philosopher wielding a ready pen, and a diplomat of no mean ability.
In person he was
slight, lithe, of dark complexion, with an immense
brow and deep thoughtful eyes. He
spoke slowly, and was never ruffled even when
was

NAVIGATION.

The subject of building a railroad here has
been thoroughly discussed for some time but
the prospect of getting one seems to be rather
small as the opinion of the mass of the people
seems to be, that it would not be best to sink
their money in a railroad whereby they would
nut

uts

gieuuy ueuemieu,

as

uiey aireauy

nave

communication by steamers anil railroad with
the cities from six to seven months in each
year, whereby they get a lower rate of tariff
for passengers anil freight than they would get
if a road ran directly here; but that it'would be
better to invest their money in manufactures
and thus increase the size and business of the
town and in that way induce some railroad corporation to build a road here; therefore, the
question of erecting a large cotton mill is already being agitated by parties here, and the
probabilities are, that before many months a
permanent increment will be made in this direction.

I

of the election of 1870 had been sold by order of i
1
an ex-Protlionotary Donegan for waste paper.

mchTsntf

That gentleman, when questioned, said that “it ;
had been done to make roeni for the records of
1871,” but notwithstanding this ingenious mode
of accounting for the missing documents he was
held to answer in $10,000 bail.
The New York Legislature is considering the

r>a

PAVSO.\,

J. B. BROWN &

jylt

a

SONS,

The
there than

Enquirer to a muscular demonstration,and
only last Saturday Brother Hewitt, of the Jersey City Time*, put a mansard roof upon Brother Pangboru, of the Journal.
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nine hundred miles in length, as well
and managed as any in the country.
equipped
He will assume the duties of his new position
April 1st.—Boston Advertiser

Vesty Perry.
In Bangor,
E. Peavey.

BONDS!

Eurtpean A N. An. B. K., Cold,_
Chicago, Danville A
K.

«>»

Appleton.—Clerk. B. F. Sprague; Selectmen, etc,
A. H. Wentworth, Lincoln C. Johnson, A D. Wiley;
Treasurer and Collector, George Sibley; Supervisor of
Schools. B. F. Sprague.
Sprague and Johnson are

:

SALK BY

Bankers and Brokers.
lOO

Now i*

MIDDLE

STREET.

Winter

Made

by

of

a

LEACH'S,

Diaeontent

our

and

Last year the town went

upwards.

by a sniall|majority.

84 MIDDLE

DRY

STREET,

CLOSED

10

FOP

BE

REPAIRS.

Light,

hesitation.

no

BUY

NHOl'LD

NOW

WHILE

THEY ABE GOING HO VERY

of the

Municipal

day.

Court at Lewiston

Judge

Mon-

on

The Journal says Otis Cobb & Sons of Auburn, have purchased the mill privilege and
houses connected therewith on Royal’s River,
Auburn, the site of the flour and meal mill of
Messrs. Dingley, Hill & Co., the mill destroyed by Are a few weeks since. Messrs. Cobb &
Sons will erect a grist mill on the site of the
burned mill.

Mail'll 12-8112 W

THE

ardson, a large two-story building, which,within fifty minutes, was burned to the ground. No
insurance, and the loss terthe owners cannot be
Capt.

Edward L. Dean has been detache**
to the revenu®

Patented

quality

SEE

& CO.

them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists,
sn eodl6w
&27
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IMMEDIATELY!
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Make Extensive

and
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At that time

we

until

LOADING

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

entire stock at

our

NUZZLE

Double and Single Barreled Gun*.

lgt.

April

etc.

63P* Also a good assortment of Machinists’ Tools,
wholesale and retail.
G. L. BAILKV, 48 Exchange 8t.
no24eodtfs*
fi^Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”
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OF

AND

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND

WE

HOW

OFFER

RERDKRIXG

COCOAINE holds, hi
proportion of deodorized
The

One Case Asserted Rlaek I.Yeas Silks,
At Less than Manufacturers* Prices.

Be*! Plaid Japaaeoe Bilk",

New

Cents

Fifty

For

Aaiarlaieat

•€

Design p, Selected

from

Per

ft

Yard.

Also

NOTTINGHAM CURTAIN LACES,
CURTAINS,

other

OIL,

co.n

AND

AT

COST.

MOURNING GOODS,
In GREAT VARIETY at DECIDED BARGAINS

HOUSEKEEPING

GOODS,

WORTH

65 Dozen

FOR

50c,

25c

Towels,

EACH.

Impediments to marriage

!

J

Doylies!

more

97 Pieces
MUCH
Oar

Ladies’ Hem’d Hdkfs

HALF PRICE.

AT

more

Equally
E.

PRICE.

Stack

Entire

T.

l

Until
ow

sn

30c

Checks,
YARD.

April let

&

we

j

invite all

one

our

customers and the

of the

public to

Stock* of Harness
this State,

STATEMENT OF ASSETS,
Held by tlie Directors In New York, .Fan. 1,1872.

in

Beai Estate
Loans on Bond and
Mortgage.
Accrued Interest

Free St., Portland

j

thereon...,.

United States Bonds.
State Bonds.
Cask iu

Bank, Currency.

*372,280 34
1,196,400 00
1<M*77 04
1.408,929 CO
32,800 00
169,06176
70^092 20
i*,ooo Ou
6,880 00
372,998 06
19,179 20

OOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

Total Assets lu the Uni tod States, 8:1,640,119 61
The Assets in ike United States now exceed those
of any American Fire
Company, with two exceptions,
in addition to which its
large assets abroad are readily available, as was shown by the payment oflts Chicago Losses.

:

1

I

...

..

Pleasure Harness,
Business Harness,

*!

Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,

i
1

Am«>nnt of Chicago Losses, (less
re-lnsurancc collected,). *3,259,131 76
3,207,131 76
jpotal Amount pakl to February 7th,
Total

Carryall Harness,

Shareholders Personally Responsible for the Engagements of the Company. All Directors are
Shareholders.

The

Light Double Harness,
Heavy Double Harness,

Tkree Million Dollars

NABB EXFREMLl- FOB THK BETAIL TRADE.
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.
Oar Room*

arc

next

OK

CHICAGO LOSSES,

below the Post Offlee,

PAID IN SIXTY DAYS

ENTRANCE

59

Middle

mrl2-d3iu

TTT*

ICE!

Street.,

BY TilK

I

!.
i-ivci

8TAIRS.

ft

___

|juui

■

a

■

LOfiaon

CxLCil BE UtfS.

ICE!

C ’O.

Without reducing the assetsheld by the Trustee* iu
New York, which araouut to

$3,640,449,6*2.

SEASON 1872.

HEATH &• DREW. Ar’is,

Leavitt, Burnham
Having secured their stock

PURE

&

I* I'AIIOO*

Co.,

of

miRNETT’S

STANDARD

to furnish

DAII.Y OR

Office, No.

*•«*“

PORTLAND,

Street,

ALLAN LINE!
Montreal Ocean

Steamship Co.

CARRYING THE

CHSHdinn

a ml

Vailed Stale. Mail..

Passengers Booked to London-

derry

and

Liverpool.

Return Tioketa
granted at Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

I

HARM ATIANf, Capt. Wylie.
will leave

thia port for Liverpool

on

Saturday, March 16th.

mmediately after the arrival of the Train of the
revious day from Moutreal.
Passage to Londonderry ami Liverpool, Cabin (ac-

accommodations).970 to 990
in Gold or its equivalent.
Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and ter
H Ight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Stieet.
urding
For

They have steod

Portland,

Dee. 5-tf

C'rrnma, CraIiuhIs,

the test of

eighteen year, time and
pronounced unrivalled by the
tost eminent connoisseurs, proprietors qf the
leadinq
tote!a, and prominent dealers in the United Stoles
md Canada.
They are neatly put up lu flve sir.-unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
, free appearing much
larger. They are th0 best
1 nd cheapest Fruit
Extract the market
affords
"heir Standard quantity and
quality wilt be
y
wintained.
ompotitiou, and

t
T

to

Payable

Ire

vrhieh

MAINK.

in ril'd 1st f

New method nt !
remedies. Books

Myrupi,

NoupN, (Irarira, etc.
The superiority of these Extracts consist* lu their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
Thete is no subject which should more
engross at■ention than the pmityorthe
preparations
ire used hi
flavoring the various compounds prepared
’or rhe human stomach.
Thee,- Extracts are warranted
perfectly free from
he poisonous oils and acids which
enter into the
imposition qf many qf the factitious fruit Honors
tow in the market.
They are not only true to their
lames, but are prepared from fruit* of the best
quulty, and so highly concentrated that a small .|uautlty
nly need be used.

SOLICITED.

14 Cross

EXTRACTS I

Rlawr Haafr, Jrlliea, Naum,

THK RKARO.A.

FOR

H. ATORINO
FOR KLWoRIMt

Fninilii**, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted
S3T ORDERS

BLOCK.

WMMeodtw

ICE!

prepared

Are

removed.

SEND

CO.,

DKPA KT.fIK VI

*

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Liverpool 23th ult, St Olaf, Hassell, Oalves-

S4POKFN,
Jan 30, lot 10 S, Ion 35 W, brig Helen 0 Phinney.
Address
from
San
for
Nicholas
Liverpool.
Ninth St., :
ASSOCIATION,
Feb 20, lat 26 38, Ion 68 44, sch David Ames, bound
Philadelphia, Pa,__
uovUnd.lm
South,
Feb 29, lat 23. Ion 73 30, barque Panola, Nickerson,
WOILB announce to THE NICK I from New York for Key West.
March 8, SE Sandy llook 60 miles, sell Uncas, from
“While There’s Life There’s 'lope.*’
Baltimore for Portland, with loss of foresail.
March 8. lat 37 50, Ion 73 45, barque S W Holbrook,
from Sagtta for New York.
DR. L EWI S
March 9, WSW of Caj»e
Henry 20 miles, "brig IJ JI
T1IE TRUE
*eavy, from Femandina bound North,
March 9, E of Hog Islnd, barque Fannie, Carver,
NATIVE INDIAN
PHYSICIAN,
from Matanzas for New York,
Can bo consulted free of charge, at hie office
160 CaafreN Nt., Cor. afftqntfert Hi.,
Where he will attend to the treatjneut and cure of all |
diseases incident to the human body.
All kinds of
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his I
me a few of the “Portland Match Co.’.*”
oue
cent wrapper*, printed on thin manllla
paper,
GREAT INMAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES
ilze 6x4 Inches, in good condition, and you will receive
>y return mall five cents for each wrapper sent to
Cures all Female l>iflit-allies.
J, N. MORSE, Boston, Mass,
feb9enlw*
now*
S&Tues
ipchfl

KNGI.AKID

j

10th. ship Gettysburg, Walker, tm

BOYS JLOOK !

nt

Pytcea.

ELDEN
Ufa. 3

March 13-dtf

6Jc EACH

Fine Swiss

UNDER

NKW

Cash.in Bank, Gold.
Cash Loan, Gold.’.
*.?...... *. .;
Accrued Interest on Bonds.
Premiums in course of Collection.
Other Assets.

Genoa,
Sid fin Greenock 24th ult, ship J P Wheeler, Harris |
Mobile.

Exchange, Boston,

GENERAL AGENT FOR

Our facilities In these spacious rooms
enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to
great advantage and we propone to offer oureu*G»mers Inducements that will pay them the trouble of one
flight of
stain*
PIeo*e remember we manufcrture every harm**
we otter for
'ale, and hold onrm-lve* re*i*>ii*ihle fur

Sid ftu Palermo 13th ult, barque Sea (lull, Cook, for
New York.
Ar at Messina 17th ult, barque Tidal Wave, Crosby

New York.
Ar at Liverpool

Y.

WM.tiOKDOl,

2 Merchant’s

All of Home Manufacture
and Custom Made.

treatment. New and remarkable
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
HOWARD
No. 2 South

WORTH *1,25 FOR 95c PER DOE,

44 Doz.

j

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

Largest

Marriage.

Best Turkey Red

more

8TAIR8),

BROADWAY, 1*.

OKO.

1

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT LESS THAN
WHOLESALE PRICES.

50 Dozen More of those

ITTI*

Where

ton.

INSERTIONS

*:»

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET’ STS.,

Street,

Branch Office.

aADDiyF:

Harness Manufacturers,

examine

cause

EDGINGS

Son,

Next above Emery, Waterhouse A Co.,

MULTITUDES of them sutler, linger, and die, lieSid 26th, Danl Webster. Brown, New York,
of Pin- Worms. The only known remedy
Ent out 24tb, Kendrick Fish, McCoy, for Callao; j
for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
Germany, (s) Trock, and Peruvian, (s) Smith, for j
worms in children or adults is DK. GOULD’S PINPortland,
WORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
Sid ftu Cardlft' 24th, Investigator, Ford, Havana.
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to I
Passed Queenstown 26th. Anna Camp, Drummond, j
1
health, Warranted, Price reduced to 50 cts. tier
from Liverpool for Philadelphia,
'•
GEO. C, GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
bottle,
Sid fm Passaroeang Jan 9, Bengal, Bates, for Hoi- j
w5-4m
SN
janSld&n
land.
1
Ar at Samaraug Jan C, Chasca, Crockett, Chertbon.
For S*Ue,
M
11.
Leila
Passed Anjler Jan
Long, Lewis, fiom
A first-class Rack and Livery Stock; all in good I
Shanghae for New York.
condition, Location one of the best In Portland.
Ar at Calcutta Jan 29, National Eagle, Jordan, fm
The Stable can be purchased or leased on very faLiverpool; 31st, Tabor, Ofis, Bombay.
For particulars address Box' 1080
vorable terms,
Old Jan 29, Harvester, Carver, Boston.
Portland, Maine.
marl2d2wsn
Sid ftn Trieste 22d nit, Frank. Wallace. Trap&nni.
Ar at Messina 16th ult, Tubal Cain, Stone, Catania;
17th, Hornet, Hopkins, Genoa.
On
Sid 15th, Katahdin, Saunders, Philadelphia.
In Havre Hoads 24th ult. Success, Chase, from New
Happy Relief fer Young lies from the cfleets ! Orleans.
of errors and abuses In early life. Manhood restored. I

TIDIES,

43 William

-AND-

Batavia.
Sid fm Bombay 1st ult, ship Simla, Salter, for Liv-

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

Klegant Fatternn,

Dunn &

GIG

.Head Office,

erpool.
;

—

Globe Insurance Co.

Middle St.

154

Henry

Sid Dec 7, shh) Swallow, Lester, for San Francisco; |
17tli, Charmer, Lucas, do.
Ar at Sydney NSW Jan 11, ships St John, Chapman, and St Nicholas, Williams, San Francisco.
At Calcutta 2d ult, ships New Era, Babson, and
Satara, Babson, for Boston, ldg: Alaska, Humphrey,
for do, do; Carrie Reed, Crowell, for New York, do;
barque Uzzie H, Spring, for do, do.
Ar at Sourabaya Jan 9. barque Sterling, Harding,

poe n »

and London
AND

till, day, more than 1000 yard, in a "riat
variety of etylea. Price* 1240 to 73e per yard:
cheapest lot ever offered in this city.

Mar 9-dtf

FOREIGN PORTS.
7th inst, barque Isaac Rich.

FOR THIS PURPOSE.

Liverpool

A. B. SUTLER.

Ar at Newcastle NSW
aneiaen, aan rTancisco.

The Republicans of North Yarmouth, arc requested to meet at the Town House, in said Town, on
Wednesday, the 20th day of March, inst, at 2 o’clock
p. m., for the purpose of nominating a list of Town
Officers for the ensuing yaar.
Per Order of Town Comm.
North Yarmouth, March 12,1872. mhl3d&wtdwll

large Invoice of

a

o

EXPRESSLY

large

Caucus.

Bankrupt Stock,

he Sold for about Ttoo- Thirds the Cost
Of Importation.

Which trill

liquid form,

posesses the peculiar i>roperties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no?9 sn
eodty

PaUlej Shawl*,
a

a

COCOA*NUT
PREPARED

On* C«w

It PARK AKP QLOSSY,

TTiStr

rafh9

OPKXKI)
tne

New Yrork for Portland.
PRQV1NCETOWN—Ar 12th, sch Anna M Nash,
Baltimore for Portsmouth.

““v

OOLENiS!

W

...

Edging* and Insertion*.

BOSTON—Cld 12th, sch Nathaniel Stevens. Saunders, Philadelphia.
Ar 12th, ship Winged Hunter, Small, fm
Calcutta;
barque A C Small, O’Brien, Cienfuegos; sch Diana,
Robinson. Rockland,
SAL?3I—In port 10th, sob E G Knight, Collamore,
from

COCOAINE,

BURNETT’S

Congress & Brown.

JJL

Greecian
suk*
in stripes 73
cents,

l

HAMBURGS, HAMBURGS.

Fall River.

NEW YORK—Ar 10th, ship Harvest Queen, Jansen, Liverpool 61 days; sch Altavela, Jov, Jacksonvllle 16 days.
Ar 11th, brig Nellie, Owens, St Thomas 25 days.
Cld 11th, barque Mary Rideout, Tucker, Montevideo: brigPonvert, Allen, Caibarieu.
NEWPORT—In |>ort 10th, sobs Annie Karris, Harris, Rockland lor New York; Com Kearney, Phllbrook
Warren for do; Florence N Tower, Percv, Rockland
for New York; W B Darling, Smith, and A E Willard, Rich, Providence for New York.
VINEY’ARD-HAVEN— Ar 9th, sch Bedabedec,
Knowlton, Rockland for New York.
Sid 10th, sabs Ada S Alleu, Vulcan, M L Newton.
HYANNIS—In port IQth, schs A Kelley, Kelley,
Baltimore for Portland; Robert My lian, Doane, New
York for do; Teazer, Hamilton, and Maracaibo, Henley, Elizabethport fordo; New Zealand, Cook. Jersey
City for do; New Zealand, Haskell, fin New York for
Boston: R W Brown, Weeks, do for Portland: Helen
M Condon, Condon, do for Newbury
port; Alice B,
Alley, Rockwut for Norfolk; Oliver Jameson. Williams, Rockland for Richmond.
[The above are all frozen in.]

,

IN

n_GEO.

Norfolk.*

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, the,, so compounded
as to reach the fountains of disease, and
absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Billious Diseases. .Jaundice. Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved

REPAIRS!
We

mrl2-tf

“Bay Up and I>1| da yau Oaad.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Tnoroughwort.

IN OBDEB TO

Enlarge their Store

:

Parker & Co.,
Parker House, Boston.
Wetherbee,Chapin & Co. Treroont

©

.for 25c. k»w°*

BARGAINS

the residence of F. G.
Patterson, is offered for
sale at a bargain. It contains seven
rooms, bathing
room, marble mantle in parlor, parlor and hall frescoed, good cellar, brick cistern, \ c.
Lot 50x62. A
of
the purchase money can remain on mortportion
gage for a term of years. If not disused of at private sale, will be sold at public auction.
Inquire on the premises or of
iur9eod3w
It. DAVIS A CO.

Carter, Charleston.
Cld 5th, sch City Point, McMillan, Charleston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 9th, sch Gamma, Huntley, for
Providence.
BRUNSWICK, GA—In port 5th inst, 9chs Ella M
Pennell, Mitohell, ldg; Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbury, and Tarry Not, Timmons, ldg.
CHARLESTON—Cld 7tli, sell Loretta Kish, Perkins, Satilla River.
Ar 8th, sch Anna Lelaud, Bennett, Baltimore.
Cld 8tli, brig W H Parks, Williams, Baltimore; sch
Statesman, Cole, Jacksonville to load for New Haven.
NORFOLK—Ar 7th, sch Grace Watson, Wallace,
Baltimore; Alice C Fox, Emmons, New York.
BALTIMORE—Sid 10th, schs W S Baker, Philips,
Portland; P L Smith, Warren, Portsmouth.
PH1LADELPHLV—Cld 8th, sch Goorria, Orcutt.

Mess. H. D.

..

Jap Poplins

Stock!

CovellA Aalpey,

3-4
Mohair
tlress goods,
or 25c

part of the City.
_.»

WhlteSklrts
Woven

Tucks for 75c

X

Kenduskeag, Wyatt, Fall River.
Cld4th, sobs Beta, Brown, New York; J G Drew,

Portland Office: NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.
QEO. N. BISHOP, Sale Agent.

American
others.
CIRCULARS.

uv......i. u—.0

2d,

Revere

TO

STOCK

Libby,
Libby,
Cld
sch

The
of Restorative Is also not injurious to
the most delicate fabric and tint, and is an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION

mue

1V

SeamSkirts

f less

Ag

then

25c; ^

—

Small Cottage for Sale,
In the Western

Pl'lPAk
1MirB
,

—

,^~T
Felt

__

A FEW DAIS !

n.^«l «|We

old Price

I

KOR

(Grenadines! j
some elegant
h

is
as
follows:
Resolved, That the amendments to the Liquor Law, passed at the last session of
the Legislature, arc unwiso and injudicious and
should be repealed.
J. W. Mansfield, at!.
J. B. i'UOHMUKU, neg.
nichStd
i«
(IEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 1st. sch James A Crooker,
I Currier, Wiscasset.
Ar 4th, sells Jed Frye, Langley, New York; JC

new.

A.

I5r,
26c, 30c.

| 2Vc,

EXTREMELY

Percales !
still
selling
for lot.

M.

O'red for

At

Neck Ties
To be mark-! Law
1JU,T
eddown.

meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held in the Library
Room, on Thursday evening. March 14, at 74 o’clock,
Question for Debate, laid over at last meeting

A

entire stock
1,35^

to. 50,60. 1
Ail Bi-galim

STATED

Havaua.

All Dust, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and defaced colors will become as bright as

And many

ONE PRICE AND NO VARIATION

THEIR

1870.

Lewis Rice & Son,

E. T. ELDEN

REDUCE

December,

Beauty and Brightness
Without Removing the same from the Floor,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

HAVE DECIDED

YORK

Cleans and restores Carpets to their original

IN GENERAL.

from the Campbell and ordered
cutter Dobbin at Castine,

NEW

Carpet Renovating Company,

less than $2000.

I
30,33,37' !

or

M. C.

Howes, Newcastle, NSW.
Cld 1st, ship St Charles, Tobey, Newcastle, NSW.
Sid 28th, ships Young America, Cummings, Liver- 1
pool: Jos Clark, Carver, Pasacasmayo, Peru.
Sid 1st, ship Pactolus, Tobey, for Liveri>ool; barque !
Comet, Fuller, Honolulu.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 5th, brig A M Putnam, At- !
wood, New York; sch Annie Freeman, Boynton, fin
Pert Antonio, Ja.
Cld 6th, ship Caledonia, Carter, for
Liverpool; sch
Wm LBradley, Chase, Portland; Wm Fisher, Lyman. Ruatan.
Sid fin SW Pass 5th, ship North Star.
MOBILE—Chi 5th, sch L W Wheeler, Lewis, for

PATENT

when

Sale

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Great Revolution in Domestic Economy.

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Democrat says the carriage shop of Andrews & Packard, in North Paris, took fire, it
is suppose^, from a defect in the chimney, last
Wednesday, and notwithstanding it was vacated only about half an hour, while the
proprietors were at dinner, before they reached it, it
was almost entirely in flames.
The fire was at
once swept into the smith shop of Jos. Rich-

York—Henry

OREGON—Ar at Port Gamble 26th, ship Elizabeth
Kimball, Kellar, San Francisco.
Ar at Poit Disc very 23d, ship War Hawk, White,
San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 27th ult, barque Sonoma,

AT LEACH’S.
as

mix>x>x-.:e
bklow
is
1m
M87

ONE

was

Unabated Interest Still Continue* !

54 and 54.

Aad Over

To Eet.
of the best and
pleasantest houce and store in
the city, with good trade, and ft rare chance for
investment. Also, stock which was bought before the
late rise. For further particulars call on the
premises, No 32 St. Lawrence street of
raoUlltf
j. j. GILBERT.

hauled off 9th lust and towed to Delaware Breakwater.
She leaks but little.
Sch Caroliue Hall was hauled off the beach at Delaware Breakwater 9th, without damage.
Ship Winged Hunter, Small, at Boston from Calcutta, reports. 24tli ult, passed within two leugtbs of
barque Ellen Dyer, and «nly one man was visible on
deck, and he at the W’hcel. Thought it a very strangecirc u instance.

\TT?\I70

Judge Knowltou assumed his duties

For

insured.*
Sch Altavcla, (oi Ellsworth) Joy, at New York fm
Jacksonville was 13 days North of Hatteras with NE
and NW gales, and lost and split sails.
Sch Geo E Prescott, which got ashore off Henlopen

Now Selling at Prices which

Sell them with

Exchange St.,

No. 56

mehl3-2t

'They

STORE

19 GOING

A. WHITIFA,

LOCA1ION

Bailey,

GOODS

i’HIG

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

GEO.

(llMs

Restaurant and Dining Saloon for
Sale.
of great value; with all
I
appurtenances
m perfect order to
carry on the business; splendid run ot regular and transient first class
trade;
reasons
for
selling.
satisfactory
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

MEMORANDA.

CHEAP.
up A rn?

New

ENGLAND !

To my friends and patrons, 1 return my sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and ho(*- by
strict atention to business to molt the same In the
future. 1 shall be pleased to see any of my friend*
and patrons at luv Warerooms, and will take pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
boat in the Country. For Spring trade 1 shall offer a
large line off OFFICE DBNKH, also a large llue
of BOOM CASKS of my own manufacture, at
lower prio •* than have been offered in this market.

wagons, harnesses and all appurtenances to carry on
the business; chance seldom met with, as the owner
is retiring front the business; residence and stable on
the premises.
mchl3-3t
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

Sch Silver Bell,
from Portland for N York,
with lumber, sprung aleak morning of the 5th inst,
on the Western i*art of Georges and soon after filled
and became uumanageable. The crew, six in number, remained on the wreck suffering from exposure
until the 8th, when they were taken off by the schr
Finance and landed at Gloucester 9tb.
all
belong in Pittston and were kindly cared for on their
arrival by the owners of the Finance. The Silver
Bell registered 160 tons, was built in 1866 at Gardiner,
where she was owned by P Bradstreet, and others.
No insurance. The car^o consisted of 165,000 fret ol
lumber, shipped by Holyoke, Benson & Co, who are

Given Away lor the next Ten Days.

YOU

NitlW

Business
Opportunity.
tlrocery Store for sale; fifteen year.
established, with a growing family trade; horse,

Matanzas: S W Holbrook. Pollevs.Samia: TF Whitten, Carver, Havana; brig Amelia Emma, Canon,
Matanzas; sch Izetta, Smith. Cai>c Hayticn.

Democratic

“Foxes have holes, the birds of the air have nests;
but the Democrats of Waterboro’ liave not where to
*
lay their heads."

FURNITURE!

i

Superior

[from merchants' exchange.]
Ar at Fortr ss Monroe lltli, brig Mary A Charge
Dolan, from .Matanzas for Baltimore.
Ar at New York 11th, barques Ellen Stevens, How,

call

WHERE

are

1

Brig Ysidora Rionda, Plummer, Matanzas—Geo 8

—AT—

Goods

Chesapeake, Johnson,

one

and lineat assortments of

business, will be held at their rooms on Krldav
15th lost, at 8 o’clock.
K. WILLIAMS, See.

Soli B L Sherman, Jones. Fall River—J Nickerson.
Sch Alpine, Elliott, Boston—Chas Sawyer & Co.
Sch S 0 Sprowl, Poland, Boston—Chas Sawyer &
Co.

Clarions Summer

Marshall

Alfred.—Moderator, C. B. Lord; Clerk, Abner
Mitchell; Selectmen, Richard H. Gouing, Frederick
Harmon, Cyrus Russell; Superintending School Committee, Sam’l M. Came; Auditor, Abner Mitchel. All
Republicans except S. M. Came, S. S. Committee.
Waterboro*—Moderator, Capt. W. H. Johnson;
Town Clerk, James H. Downes, esq.: Selectmen,etc.,
Geo. L. Smith, H. H. Chadboume, Ezekiel Dewing:
Town Treasurer, Joseph M. Harper; Supt. School
Com. Rev. H. M. Sawtelle;* Auditor, Asa
L.
Ricker. All Republicans. Elected by forty majority

Rooms, can now exhibit
of the most complete

the

Hunt.

the rest

YORK COUNTY

on

Having greatly enlarged my Ware

Evening,

ARRIVED.
Brig Antilles, Thestrup, New York, leaking badly.
Was in sight of Cape Elizabeth on the 4th fast, but
owing to the severe weather had to put off ana run
tor the Gulf to clear the vessel of ice.
Has a cargo
of coal for Randall, McAllister & Co.
Sch Alice M Gould, Farren, Beaver Harbor, NS. ■
Sell Wm Arthur, Hutchinson, Elizabethr*oit,—coal
to Randall, McAllister & Co.
Sch Congress, York, Elizabethport,—coal to Wm E
Dennison.
Sell Johu Price, Nickerson. Boston.
Sch Wm Deming, Mitchell, Boston.
Sch Canary, Hart, Bath.
Sch Lark, Guptill, Red Beach for Philadelphia.
Steamer
Fox.

mwf
the

Eastport

for

prepared 10 sen my goods on iwa bun lavuiaokr
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.

Annual meeting of the Portland Turnvertin,
THE
for choice of officer, and the tranaactluu of the
usual

CLEARED.

Republicans.

_mr8sjt

will leave St. John and

STATICS !

am

PORTLAND TURNVEREIN !

OF PORTLAND.

THK

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING

25th, the Steamer New England,
Caj*t. E. Field, and the Steamer
New Brunswick, Cant S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eaati»ort and St John.

FIRST

Finiah Painted

C HAMBER SETS!

and after MONDAY, March

Anuapolis,

York. .Havana.Meh 14

6’a

Style and

With my facilitea

Connecting at Eastport with steamer QUEEN for
St. Andrews and Calais, and with N. B dfc C Railway for Woodstock and Houlton.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Digby and
thence by rail to
W indsnr and Halifax and with the H. AN. \. Railway f r Shediac and intermediate stations.
-JS^Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, ]*. m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
mebl3
is t 25th then os
t?

13

PORT

SWAN Ac BARRETT,

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Best

John, Digby

At.

MOOT

MODERN STYLE AND FINiSA l

UNI TED

On

Returning
days.

DATE

NEWS^

OS Share* Portland Company’* Slock.
FOR

and

same

York. .Liverpool.Meh 13
York.. Liverpool_Meh 14

j MARINE

»>*

OP THE

CllloaffA

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

:

Tuesday, march 19.

Cold.

LIBRARY TABLES,

NTRKKT,

m

|

Cold.

KNOX COUNTY.

FOR

Liverixiol.Meh

York..

N’»

Atchison, Topeka

CENTRE AND

Merchants,

RRAN Gr JiiJVI JOTT

SPRING

miniature Almanac..march 13.

Vincennes H.

A S. F.

FROM

Sun rises.
6.14 I Moon sets.10.50 PM
Sun sets.6.05 High water.v. 2.15 PM

Ji,

HAT TREES,

Provision

Windsor and Halifax.

OCKAN STKAT1EKM

?’■

Central Iowa R. R. Cold.

DRESSING TABLES,

mchl3-3t

Cape

Dayton, Ohio,.

ETEOEKES,

20f.Statest„Boston.vJilt ago.

Calais

Eaafperl,

Missouri.New York. .Havana.Mcli 21
Peruvian....Portland. ...Liverpool_Mcli 23

6’a

and

b

SIDEBOARDS,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg—Meh 14
Heury Chauncey.. .New York.. AspinwaU_Meh 15
Sarmatian.Portland-Liverpool.Meh 16
City of New York .New York..Liverpool_Men 1G
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool... .Meh 16
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Meh 16
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Meh 20
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Meh 20

3w

SEC tETABIES,

WARDROBES,

|chl<a«».

11 months.
In Winterport. March 9, Mrs. Myra A., wife of H.
S. Clement, aged 27 years 11 months.
In Macliias, March 2, Miss El vena 8., daughter of
8. M. Ingersoll, aged 2U years.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 24, Mrs. Emily W., wile of Dr.
J. T. Osgood, aged 41 years.

Nevada.New
China..New
City of Bristol.New
Crescent City.New

Ay W AL.UT I'UA IIBKK HKTH, aiafccaca
lu-w and original
Ueelgna, and the boat iiniidi In
thia market. I am offering be»Me»

NIK.

MOl'TH CANAl.

R. W. G An
I
C. F. Davip
J. W. TlLLSi.N,
no2"

Livermore, Feb. 23, James L. Stevens, formerly t
of Industry, aged 24 years.
In Etna, Feb. 24, Mr. Wilson Rowe, aged 69 years

I»

Walker.
Upton.—Moderator. J. S. Douglass; Clerk and
Treasurer, C. L. Douglass;Selectmen, Ao Goodwin
H. F. West, D. C. Brooks; Constable, W. O. Douglass; Collector, TP. C. Chapman; Agent andS. S. Committee, J. H. Douglass. All Republicans but 2d Selectman.

•VS

9, Henry McClellan and Maria

DEPARTURE OF

CONN.

DAVIH,

Commission
j

In

j

Kicli Pattern* ot Slripi'd
Terry*, best quality ol all W ool
and
Cloth
TVrry*, Hair
Freurh Laslin|{».

Flu'll.

wll

Flour, Grain

True, aged 42'years.

1

CO.,

TTiS

d&wlfc

G AGE «&

In Brownfield, March 7, Mrs. Sully Gibson, aged 71
years. [Portland pa]>ers please copy.]
In Paris, March 1, Mrs. Huldab Crockett, aged 88
years 10 months.
In Augusta, March 9, Mr. Otis Whitney, aged 69
-v
year"..
in f ryeburg, Morcn z, Mrs. Frances JC., wile of Otis
1

PARLOR SUITS !

TIcAlpine, Ag't,

mchl3

DIED.

No. 10 Clapp’s Block,

etc., Alfred Lunt

Republicans.
Greenwood.—Moderator, J. B. Currier; Selectmen, Willardderrick, E. E. Rand, R. L. Coe; Treasurer, David Emmons; Agent, D. W. Davis {Constable
and Collector, Alvah Coffin.
Lovell.—Moderator, A. H. Walker; Clerk. Marshall Walker; Selectmen, AbelHeald, John E.Emery,
E T. Stearns; Collector, J. F. Stevens; Treasurer,

H.

Feb. 27, Sami L. Leighton and Isabel

NAME

Durham.—Moderator, Wm. D. Roak (rep); Clerk,

Albany.—Town Clerk, Amos G. Bean: Selectmen,
Gilbert Wardwell, J. H. Lovejoy, John Hazelton;
Treasurer, J. H. Lovejoy; Agent, George French; S.
S. Committee, Gilbert Warawell;
Constable and
Collector, Justice Aspinwall. All elected by nearly a
unanimous vote.The first Selectman a Democrat; all

March

In Pembroke,
F. Knowlton.

i

(dem), Wm, l4ing and Chas. H. Harding (rep; Treasurer. David Dyer (dem); S. S. Committe, Joaiah
Williams, (rep.)
Slateof Malar,.
Minot.—Selectmen, Wm. Lowell, S. J. M. Perkins*
E. L. Bailey; Treasurer and Town Clerk, Gideon j
Bearce; School Supervisor, Elliot King.
Portland..
Poland.—Selectmen, J. R. Pulsifer, Simon Libby,
W. W. Waterman;#Clerk, Zenas Lane, Jr.; Supervisor of Schools, W. W. McCann.
Cleveland, Ohio,.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Wayne.—Mode rator, Seaves Frost; Clerk. Jos. S.
Berry: Selectmen, Assessors, etc.,Geo. W.Fairbanks,
J. P. Carson, J. C. Stinchfield; Supervisor, G. W.
Walton; Treasurer and Town Agent. Josiah Norris;
Collector, P. B. Haskell.

TENNEY

A.

sn

MARRIED.

IN EVERY QUALITY.

2sn

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Winthrop.— Clerk, L. P. Moody; Selectmen, R.
E Fuller, E. S. Briggss, F. H. Mclntire: Treasurer,
J. M. Benjamin; Supervisor of Schools, Rev. A. Bryant.

J.

st.

In Falmouth, Feb. 29, Geo. D. Sargent and Olive F.
Titcomb.
In Dover. March 2, William M. Edes and Mary E.
Trefetben, both of P&rkman.
In New Gloucester. Feb. 15, Jos. W. Eveleth and
Sarah E. Starbird, both of Auburn.
In Harrington. March 4, Lafayette Mitchell and

“THE THOMSON GLOVE FITTING”

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Elizabeth,—Moderator, Reuben S. Smart;
Clerk; George Flckett; Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor, Chas. A. Tilton, Thomas A.
Haskell, Michael J. Peables; S. S. Committee; Edward F. Hill, Seth L. Plummer Collector; Treasurer,
James Trickev; Agent, Joshua Brackett; Auditor.
Henry S. Jackson.

Emery
sep5dti'

HARTFORD,

PORTLAND,

|

DAVIS Ac

Selectmen,

Agent for Maine.
For Sale

Agents for the nulc of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R

|

I

Before you decide upon the plan ui»on which
you will
iusure your life. You will find this form far superior
to any short term Kudownuient or Tontine plan.
Insurance is also etfeeted by this company on all
usual methods, at much lean than the rates'
charged
by other mutual companies.

dents.

Town Elections*
Wm. Newell (dem);

BAILEY, 4§ ExchaagrHl.

No 25

again culling the attention of utv puuoit.i W i»»jf
Stock of ViR.YITl'KE, nearly all of my
manufacture. 1 would call special attention to

Which 1 can furnish In any style of upholstering,
with coverings of the fluent <|iiality of

*

Sebago,
st.;
piped
the modern improvements. Enquire on the premise
or

®,

2 <1

new two story French roof house just finished j
TpHE
and al
A on Cushman
house
for

monthly.

In

large

warranted

It la

out.

feb20sn

CERTIFICATES 'IF DEPOSIT issued bearing inand available at maturity in
terest as by agreeme
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gobi and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILL S drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight hafts on Paris, Berlin and other
Euroi>ean oities, M! ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES aflorded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspon-

nati

run

Co’y,

11

and last longer

easier

Portland Manufactures

the

my assortment °f

3

j

1Y#

run

public by

•wn

OF

every time.
G. L.

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS receive! 1 subject to check at sight. In-

erest credited

Editorial Pugnacity.—The editorial fraternity must of course deeply regret to observe
that many of the fraternity have been disposed
of late to test their physical powers upon each
other. Within the last fortnight the editors of
the Richmond Whig and Enquirer have been

uia

your carriages

to the

presented

now

Charter Oak Life Ins.

Axle Grease !

than any other lubricant.
It will not harden nor

terest at the rate of Four j»er cent, per annum allowed on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered ami in-

hangs fire in the Wisconsin Legislature.

D&W

SN

Graphite

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

of minority representation, and Mayor
Medill has been at Albany offering his advice.
The new liquor law, based on that of Illinois,
numerous

7-30’.

Will make

subject

more

Flan,

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous: no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The gemtiue Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye nroduces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold bv all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

I’m

K NCOURiO E

Insurance!

Deposit

sn

eon

MISCELLANEOUS.

Investigate the Merits of the

This

I'm

EXCHANGE NT.,
PORTLAND.

39

Male,

Batchelor's llair Dye.

6’,

FOR SALK BY

H. id.

;

MANUFACTURES AND BUSINESS.

Manufactures and business in general seems
to be as lively as usual. Cumberland mills, the
first mills on the river, are running on full
time and to the extent of their capacity.
Pondicherry mills, the next woolen mills on the
river, built auil owned in largely by parties in
Portland, are running on three quarters time
and it is rumored are to shut dowu altogether,
which it is hoped may not? be true.
Forest
Mills are running as usual and are making
of
excellent qualities of goods.
large quantities
Messrs, Perley and Plummer, sash and blind
manufactures have a large contract for doors,
sash and blinds for the Kearsage House, of
North Conway, also another contract for the
Intervale House. Mr. Jonathan Fogg has entered largely into the manufacture of nice carriages and intends doing a large business.
Messrs. Miller and Bailey have just erected
large new buildings for foundry and machine
shops, and are already doing a tliriving busi-

PUBLIC!
A mass meeting of the citizens of Somerset
without
distinction
of party, will be
County
held at Carrabasset Hall, North Anson, on the
15th of March, 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M., to express their indignation against the removal of
their County Seat, against the will of the people ; and to consult upon measures that shall
insure a fair and honest representation of the
people hereafter instead of a representation of
capital and rings; and to see what can l>e done
towards establishing a bold, independent and
unsubsidized press at North Anson.”
And to
do any other business pertaining to the public
weal.
The above call for a mass meeting at Carrabasset Hall, was unanimously adopted in town
meeting, March 4th, 1872.
T. F. Boothby, Town Clerk of Embden.
The undersigned citizens of Somerset County,
believing that a frequent recurrence to fundaness.
mental principles is indispensable to the preELECTION OF TOWN OFFICERS.
servation of liberty,—to protection against
endorse
the above and beicrong, cheerfully
The municipal election of town officers took
speak a full attendance of men of all partirs. place on Tuesday, March 5th, resulting in the
Wm. E. Flint, John Caswell, Benj. Hilton
election of a straight Republican ticket, there
2d, Edgar Hilton, W. H. Brown, Lemuel being three tickets In in the field, a straight
John
J.
A.
WilWilliams,
Caswell,
Fletcher,
Republican ticket, a straight Democratic ticket
liam Jones, (1. H. Fletcher, S. S. Gould, Asa.
and a citizens ticket, which was run and manW. Moore, H. Moore, W, H. Moore. C. S. !
managed by the Littlefields, (Democrats) who
Moore, J. F. Caswell, J. H. Allen, Beffj. Ad- engineered the same thing one year ago with
ams, S. Bunker.
success upon which tickets they were conspicuous, F. J. Littlefield being one of the SelectA New Hampshibe Physician and His
men and N >S. Littlefield being Town Agent.
Wife Poisoned by a Postage Stamp.—The
This ticket was as obnoxious to the voters of
following mysterious and extraordinary case of the town as the small pox, which we are said
to have. Their success one
was caused
poisoning is narrated by a correspondent of the by an unpopular nominationyearago
made by the ReNashua (N. H.) Telegraph:
publicans ; but on trying the same dodge this
A few days since Dr. L. Chesley of Nottingy ear, expecting the same success, they found
that the people composing the Republican ranks
a
well-known and prominent physician
ham,
in Bockingham county, received a letter from
had decided that that they would UPt vote for
an unknown
men who had publicly boasted during the war
source containing two
postage
stamps, with an urgent request that he should that they “never scraped any lint for the
send by return mail a letter to a given address
wounded soldiers, never paid anything towards
in New York city. The doctor complied with
carrying on the war except what the were
the request, using one of the stamps just reobliged to pay by taxation and that the shirts
in
ceiving
mailing the return letter, wetting which they wore upon their backs would have
been in the rag-bag if it bad not been for the
the stamp by laying it upon his tongue, whereupon he was instantly seized with a mysterious cussed rebellion."
SMALL POX.
faiuting sensation accompanied with severe
convulsive action of the heart, difficulty of
We have been having a great “scare” in reand
a
numbness
of
his
breathing
prickling
to small pox, which has gone so far that
whole system. He said to his wife, standing gard
a
cannot have a slight
cold, mumps, or
by, “I am poisoned by that stamp.” She toperson
be indisposed in any way, without having a
says: “It cannot be;” and taking the rethere
that
is
“another case of
go forth
maining stamp applied a small portion of it report
small pox” and to show the absurdity of tha
to
her
tongue* when she was seized
we will relate one incident.
Mrs. K. of
thing
with
precisely the same, though much this village was taken
suddenly ill one evening
more severe
symptoms, which have prostrated
was reported at once “another
last
week.
It
her for several days.
Not more than onecase of small nox.” but on further iimuirv in
twelfth part of the adhesive side of the
stamp the
was applied to Mrs.
morning it was found that she had been
C.’stongue. At the time of
presented with a son weighing ten pounds. It
ovu.nj/
vyucorej uau iu uio muuiril
Ip
is believed by the
people in general that there
a quid of tobacco, which he thinks was an antiis not a case of small pox in the village,
dote to tlie jioison the stamp no doubt containOato.
ed.
Your informant has the above directly
Bridgton, March 11, 1872.
from the doctor, who Is a vejy intelligent,
straightforward man, who has his own tlieory
for accounting for this design upon his life,as he
®Kt Khvx ix New Hampshire.—The followthinks it evidently was. He has had some exing note, which explains itself, was received by
in
the
and
.South
iu
perience
speaks Mr. Rollins the
past years,
of the Ku-Klux in connection with this
morning of the election:
mysterious affair. The remaining postage stamp has
"To ft. 11. Rolling, Chairman of the Republican
been sent to Boston for analysis, and the docState Committee;
tor is determined to know more of a case of
Ku Klux is rampant in Lisbon. Last night
which he now knows so little.
Mr. Fish took a Republican to Littleton that he
might reach Lancaster in season to vote, and
when returning his horse was seized by the bits
Blank Books fob -Town Officers.—The
one man while others dealt him blows with
by
Invoice and Valuation Book, the
Highway Sur- clubs, cutting a severe gash in his head, nearly
Book
veyors'
and Tax Collectors’ Book recently sufficient to cause death.
published by Dresser & Ayer, No, 47 ExThe house of another Republican was broken
and his life threftteupd with revolvers. We
change street, Portland, copies of which have into
have all the adjoining towns to fight to-day hut
been furnished us for
examination, are most pe- are prepared for a vigorous defence by the apculiarly adapted to tlie wants of assessors, high- pointment of a special police foroe, which act
was consummated this morning.
and
tax collectors, and should be
way surveyors
A: B. Brown.”
(Signed)
in the hands of tlie officers named for use.
This letter was telegraphed all over the State
These books were prepared for
publication by
Wm. W. Bolster, author of the Tax Collector and was the cause of much indignant remark
at the polls.
and Form Book.
The valuation book defines
in proper headings all property liable to taxaMr, Page’s Memorial.—A Washington distion aud has ample columns for names of ownpatch says that the memorial of the Eureka
ers and description of property and value.
\Ve
Milling Company of Bath, Maine, which Senado not hesitate to say it is the most complete
tor Bayard on Friday attempted to havo referand perfect valuation book published.
The
red to his committee of retrenchment and inhighway surveyor's book contains the form of
is a long statement by A. 6. Page,
appointment of the highway surveyor, tlie com- vestigation,
himself and John G. Richardson,
representing
the
the
law
mitment,
defining
duties, rights of
their difficulties with N. A. Bingham, speand liabilities of such officer and all forms
cial agent of the
Troasury, and with the Denecessary to the complete discharge of his dupartment itself, in reference to the tax on va"
ties. Tlie tax collectors lmok embraces a conrities which they imported from Nova Scotia.
venient legal form of warrant and commitment
The burden of their complaint is the seizure of
to the collector, full and
complete lists, tlie fhpir inauufactory, and its
attachment for $00,
form of certificate to be signed by the asses000, the partners in the firm being attached for
sors iu order to
complete the lists committed.
$110,000 additional, and the final compromise
1 he careful preparation of these
hooks is eviof the case by the payment of $0500. The subdent from inspection.
ject u familiar to fhe Maine delegation in ConA leading morning paper iu Boston contains
gress, several of whom Interested themselves in
ths following editorial paragraph which can
behulf of Page & Co. during their troubles
with the department last year, and the geueral
hardly lie excelled for absurd blunders:
Civil Service Kbform.—By a vote of twenunderstanding at that time was that they were
ty-five to twenty-one, tlie House of Bcpreseut- leniently dealt with. Senator Pratt statod in the
atives at Washington yesterday agreed to the
committee Monday that he would withdraw his
amendment to the appropriation bill placing
830,000 in the hands of the President, for use objection and allow the memorial to be referred
in carrying out the provisions of the plan re>
as Mr,
Bayard desired.
cently adopted for a reform in the civil service ;
Our telegraphic columns give the list of aytu
Arizona Territory does not owe a dollar, and
and nays, from which it appears that of the
has $3,313 in the treasury, The most of the
Massachusetts members, Sir. Hoar, voted in
opposition to the measure, while the names of counties in the Territory, it is said, are almost
the others do not appear,
free trnm indebtedness.
NOTICE TO THE

Philadelphia contested election cases are
bringing to light startling performances. On
Friday it was discovered that part of the records
The

Germans are much
in Illinois.

K. K.

Portland Sc Roehester R. R.
Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,
Northern Pacific, Gold,
EASTERN RAILROAD

roaa over

ARMS INVESTIGATION.

Tnose who have known Mazzini well, pronounce him to have been the most remarkable
man of the age.
In his friendships he was as
unflinching as in his patrotism, and those best
with
him
understand the secret of
acquainted
his power. With Garibaldi he has never heartily agreed. The spirit that prompted the compromise with King Victor Emanuel, Mazzini
could never understand, not having learned to
sacrifice principle to policy. Again, Mazzini
could never comprehend why Garibaldi went to
the assistance of France when Italy still needed all her patriots; aud when, still later, the
hero of Magenta joined the Internationale, Mazzini expressed his disapprobation in a letter, the
earnestness of which is only surpassed by its

crop

Farmington

Leeds Sc

being unwilling to risk
owing to the prevailing uncer-

The Eastern Railroad.—The Directors of
sn
jn3
the Eastern Railroad Company have unanimously elected Mr. Charles F. Hatch to be the
TTTorr
BT’nT^rtrnrM
x
xvxjv7xjx
xjxy.
General Manager of the Eastern and connectrailroads.
Hatch
has
been
the
Mr.
General
ing
Superintendent ef the Lake Shore & Michigan
WE HAVE RECEIVED THIS DAY,
Southern Railroads since the consolidation of
these railroads, about nVe years agtf, and is
A Fresh Supply of
known as one of the leading practical railroad
men of the West.
He is a native of Western
REAL FRENCH CORSETS.
New York, has always been connected with the
practical management of railroads, has ad- I
Also in stock a perfect assortment of all the desira
vanced from one position to another, until, in
ble makes In American and German.

The.

to

Toledo, Ohio,

owners

feb21d3w
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NTEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

The fine residence of Dr. 8. Fitch, No87 State st.,
for sale, with or without the office on Congress
st. One of the moat desirable locations in the cit>.
For part iculars enquire of JOHN C. PROCTER.

Portland

laborers

'

NOTICES.

For

written by them and to them in 1870, it would
seem that they have been considerate and careful not to get the White House mixed up with
The old system of office
jobs and contracts.
brokerage which was a common scandal in the
days of Andy Johnson, Mrs. Cobb and Simon
Hanseom has been abolished from the start,
and the Heads of Departments have exercised
heir prerogatives unmolested in general as in

Switzerland
and organized an expedition to invade Savoy:
here he utterly failed through the treachery of
Kamorino, who held the military command of
the invaders. In 1837 we find Mazzini in London teaching a school and
publishing a news- sition for campaign and factional purposes.
papers for the dissemination of republican
UK. SUMNER.
In
principles.
1848, at the close of the French
Mr. Sumner has excited himself over the
Revolution, he went to Paris hoping to receive
some assistance in the furtherance of his
plans arms business until he has become prostrated
from the French republicans; failing in this he
without exciting the public largely and withtook up his abode in
from
which place
Milan,
The subject was
out prostrating the President.
he was driven by the Austrians to Switzerland.
not worthy of Mr. Sumner’s powers and his
When Rome declared herself a Republic Mazzini once more returned to Italy where he was
splendid abilities worked to laborious disadvanreceived by the people with every demonstratage, reminding one of the apt remark of Josh
tion of joy, aud installed as Deputy in the Constituent Assembly for the town‘of Leghorn.
Billings in relation to the strain which ensues
Having been, with Saffl, and Armelli, appoint- I from violent kicks at nothing.
ed a Triumvir in 1849—he at once became the
Helen.
leading spirit of the Roman Republic. Devoting himself to the affairs of the Republic, he
Letter from Bridgton.
organized an army of 50,000 men, bravely re- To
the Editor of the Press :
sisting Gen. Oudinot, until a cessation of hostilities was agreed upon, which so mortified aud
The growth and prosperity of Bridgton, an
incensed him that he resigned his post and left
inland town as it is, is truly astonishing, it her
Rome for England, where he has since spent a
so far
separated from all railroads and
large portion of his time, keeping up a eonstant j ing
correspondence with the Republican party in cities.
cause.

planting
tainty.

a

SPECIAL

BONDS!

Chirac#

at-1

i

NOTICES.

verging toward opeu hostility. Brother Halstead, of the Cincinnati Commercial, has virtually challenged Brother Faran, of the Cincin-

as

apparently lost

discharged,

#-*

'.■»’..'.i5jP1-1

in relation to the New York General Order System, the testimony of Babcock and Porter exonerates the President and effectually explodes the theory of a White House ring.
Porter and Babcock live here in a very modest unpretentious style, perform their duties in
a gentlemanly manner, and from the letters

the days of the Adamses and Monroes, whose
personal preferences were sometimes gratified,

4U1

Arrest* for alleged Ku-Kluxism were recommenced In Marion county, S. C.t last week by
Deputy United States Marsha! Williams, and
much excitement exists throughout the county,
where complete quiet and harmony has prevailed for many months. Business of all kinds
was suddenly suspended, and on many
plantations work has been abandoned and

i.—
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SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Dry Goods—K. T. Elden & Co.
Caucus—North Yarmouth.

Chances—Taylor & Co.

R. Davis & Co.
Deposit Insurance—S. H. McAlpine.
International Steamship Co—A. R. Stubbs.
For Sale or to Let—J. J. Gilbert.
Portland Tumvereiu—K. Williams.
Superior Court.
JUDGE LANE, IN CHAMBERS.
court

in session this

was

forenoon,

but without transacting any business of public interadtenrned to Wednesday morning.
A decision was received from the law court ordering the default to stand in the case of John B. Green
r. Abel Wilkins.
est

JIuuiripal

Court.

#

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—Eliaba Douglass

lined

waa

$3 and costs

Waldo

S. Trott of Peak’s

stealing

the bow

Island, was before the
line of a vessel belonging

>n Hamilton.
The testimony against him was
given by Thomas Hopkins and Patrick Doyle, who
said they bought the roja? of the accused on Commercial street at noonday about a week ago. Trott denied the story and brought abuudant witnesses to

to Sim

prove his

good

character.

He

was

discharged.

Locke.

O’Donnell.
Brief

The Forest

Jetting*.

City Sugar Refinery

Monday evening
has

Brown

Harry
i.ukc

on

wmcu

omu,

sold his

has started

were

quali-

“Venice” and

nave ueen on

of which, when dressed, was 518 pounds. We
are ready to hear from the rural districts.
The house of Henry Green, on Pine street,
besmeared with asphaltum a few nights
ago by some rowdies without apparent cause.
Mr. T. H. Howard, one of the conductors,
has joined a ring. It is diamond, and some of
was

responsible

for it.

Sixty members of the Hayden Association
have expressed a willingness to join Gilmore’s
great musical jubilee in Boston.
The new organ in the Free street Baptist
Church will be exhibited on Friday ev ening by
Dudley Buck.
The Young Men's Christian Association have
committee to present a plan for the
formation of a building fund.
For particulars of the disaster to schooner
Silver Hell see marine news.
“Old Probabilities” owes an apology for not
warning the people of yesterday’s storm.
The Portland Band has volunteered its services to play on the occasion of Mr. Cole’s benefit at Lancaster Hall this evening.
The last of the series of Odd Fellows’ Assemblies will be held at Fluent Hall on Thurs-

appointed

a

day evening, aud ticket holders

are

desired to

bear this in mind.
Two trips per week will be made by the
steamers of the International Line between
Portland and St. John on and after the 25tli inst.
Marine Disaster.—Brig Antilles, of this
port, from Elizabethport for Portland, via New
York, with a cargo of coal, left the latter port
on the 1st under charge of the mate.
Went into Vineyard Haven on account of bad weather,
and in

continuing

her voyage took a gale in
Massachusetts Bay, with exceedingly cold
weather. On the 5th made Cape Elizabeth
lights, but the weather continuing cold, the
vessel made ice rapidly aud became leaky aud
almost unmanageable. Found it impossible to
get into Portland harbor, aud the crew being al.«4«,1

becoming hourly

J At. ___liAl__A?

Xl__1

critical, put

to sea and
ran down to the Gulf stream in 39° and thawed
out the vessel.
Went about and resumed the
voyage. The cold and stormy weather continuing, ice formed again and the acting master
laid away for Monhegan in order to get a good
position; then steered for Portland. Arrived off
the Cape Monday night and anchored off Simouton’s Cove. At daylight yesterday morning
signals of distress were made. The tug Warrior went down and towed her up and she at
once went into berth and began discharging.—
The mate reports the voyage as one of the hardest he ever experienced.
Fortunately none of
the crew were frost-bitten.
more

The past two weeks has been unusually severe
on the coast, and
almost every vessel that has
arrived at the New England ports report storms
and exceedingly cold weather.
Rkv. Dr. Bollkh’ Lkctuhks.—This course
of intellectual entertainments at Fluent Hall
will close to-night; and the speaker has announced that he has kept the most brilliant and
interesting things for the last. He has opened
to the inspection of his audience some of the
mysteries of vegetable and annimal life, and
will to-night direct their attention to optics, introducing as a means of conducting his experiments the most powerful electric light ever
shown in this country, compared with which the
calcium light heretofore used by him is almost
insignificant. By the use of this and the oxy-hydrogen light the phenomena and properties of

polarized light

and its application to the microscope will be shown, and the process of crystalization illustrated, retaining all the brilliant
colors of the materials.

A

portion of the evenexplanation of the

ing will Tie given to an
spectroscope and its application to spectrum
analysis, by which the light of the heavenly

bodies may be decomposed to thousands of
lines and the the chemical constituents of substances may be determined by examining the
spectra of their vapors.
The apparatus and materials to be used at
this lecture are large and expensive, and the
of preparation is heavy; but those who
have attended the previous lectures are assured
that the promised entertainment will far ex-

cost

ceed iu beauty and interest those that have
been given. Each ticket-holder therefore should
friend and allow'
secure the attendance of a
him to share in the enjoyment of the evening.
Thk Railroads.—The storm of rain, succeeded by freezing leather on Monday, seriously
impeded travel on some of the railroads. On
the Grand Trunk the track froze up and for a
distance of ten miles a gang of men was employed with picks. The train due from Montreal at 3 o’clock Monday afternoon did not get
through until about 5 o’clock Tuesday morning.
The trains yesterday were delayed only about
an hour.
The axle of a western-bound freight train on
the Maine Central road broke about a mile beImv

fVjrtlimir

vaafonlav

nf

11

n’nlnnlr

n<wl

tKo

train of twelve cars was thrown from the track
and piled up. The consequence was that the
road was obstructed for about five hours. The
western passenger train could not leave there
until a little before 5 o’clock, and crossed the
eastern hound train at South Gardiner.
A
special was made up at Brunswick and brought
through the passsnger<from Bath and those by
the Androscoggin road, arriving at Portland
about four o’clock, over an hour behind time.
Delehanty, Hengler & Spaulding’s Consolidation.—This mammoth company was
greeted with another large audience at Music
Hall last evening, and the performance was
first class in every respect. Delehanty and
Hengler, the acknowledged champions of the
United States as song and dance artists, were
repeatedly encored in their beautiful songs and
dances, and also in their artistic silver clog
Miss Georgia Dean Spaulding, the
dance.

Queen of the harp, delighted the audience by
her remarkable skill ou that instrument and
also by her staff bell solo and splendid operatic
selections. The other more prominent features
of the entertainment were the Dutch songs and
dances by Billy Collins, the Alexis Nightingale
by Messrs. Delehanty, Hengler, Collins and
Holbrook and boquet of melodies by Miss Kitty
Stanley. This evening the company will ap-

pear in Augusta.
Belshazzar’s Feast.—The Ancient Harmony Society will bring out the cantata entitled
“Belshazzar's Feast” at the City Hall ou
and Thursday, evenings of next

Wednesday

week. Mrs. Merrill, Miss Strout, Mrs. Brown,
Mis* Chase and Messrs. Watts, Will Stockbridge, Thomas, Hudson, Morgan and Twomblv will sustain the

principal

I

'shoes, delivery to commence immediately. The
parties named are equally interested in the

business,

and

the

work

divided

follows:

as

Lord, Haskell & Co. attend to the selling of
the goods (to whom address should he made)
and Wm. H. Neal to the purchasing of stock,
and
and

superintending the work at the factory,
delivery of the goods in Portland. Having
experience and facilities for operating this
branch of manufacturing, these parties will

The Second

THE GRANITE STATE SPEAKS!

offer as great inducements to purchasers KaHt or West, as any other establish*
ment in New England.

The

A Pleasant Surprise.—On Saturday eve.
ning last a delegation from the Army and Navy
Union; with their ladies, called at the residence
of .Toliu O. Rice, Esq., to express their
regrets
at his leaving Portland, and to wish him suc-

Democracy Routed

at

Every

Point!
The Labor Reformers have hardly

in the future.

The call was entirely unthe summons to a generous
expected,
supper, by Mr. Hodsdon, w ho arranged the af*
fair, and included Mr. Webster’s appearance at
the right moment. After supper, President S.
C. Gordon, in behalf of the “Union” made recess

Appomattox.

Decent Scattering: Vote!

a

marks expressive of the great esteem in which
Mr. Rice is held, and as a token more substantial than words, presented him with an elegant

AJ1

English illustrated Bible. The response from
Mr. Rice was appropriate and full of feeling.—
The visit

was a

most

satisfactory one

characters.

Appointment.—Mayor Kingsbury

has re-ap-

pointed William Buruham Janitor of the City
Building, which was an eminently proper thing
to do.
Mr. Burnham by his methodical habits,
his efforts t» please
every one requiring his services, aud his unvarying good nature, has made
many friends who will be glad to hear of his
re-appointment.

the third

charter
The officers will be elected and installed next
Saturday evening at 7 o’clock.
A Lodge was also instituted at Pride’s Corner, Westbrook, on Friday evening last and
called Presumpscot Lodge.
The following
uincers

were

electee;

nanus

nowen,

»

v

Straw’s 1800 Majority Indicates
which way the Wind Blows.
Legislature Strongly Republican.

a.,

Mrs. H. E. Lowell, W. V. T., A. K. Walker,
W. S. The regular meeuings will|be held on

[Special by International Line.]

Friday

evenengs.
The temperance

meeting

Concord,

March 12—The fate of the Democracy of this State is sealed, and to-day the verdict has gone forth from the Granite State,
which redeems it from Democratic rule and

Ferry Village
Saturday evening last, under the auspices of
the new temperance organization, was a com-

plete

success.

thusiasm

was

at

on

The house was filled and an enmanifested rarely witnessed in

places

it in Republican hands. There has never
election whicli has caused more excitement or hard work during the campaign.
The
most intense excitement has prevailed all
day,
and every available voter has been brought to
the polls.
The Democrats fought hard in the first part
of the day, but as soon as the returns began to

been

temperance meetings at the present day. The
President, Capt. JVm. Dyer reported the number pledged to be 112, and 87 of whom were
heads of families.
Interesting remarks were
made also by Capt. R. M. York, C. A. Tilton
and others. Messrs. Sturdivant and Googins of
the

city then addressed the meeting
usual happy manner.
Ferry Village, March 12.

in their
B. F.

priced

give

a

net

gain of 2000.

achieved in the State.
[By the Associated Press.]
ever
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The Republican candidate for Governor is
Ezekiel A. Straw of Manchester, and for Railroad Commissioner, Albert S. Twitchell of Gorham. The Democratic candidate for Governor
is James A. Weston of Manchester,
supported
for re-election, and for Railroad Commissioner
Henry Colony of Keene.
3 P. M.—Sufficient returns have been received to insure a Republican victory. The close
towns are doing better than the most sanguine
Republicans anticipated. The home of W. H.
Gore, Speaker of the House of Representatives
last year, gave 11! Republican majority on tlie
vote for Moderator, and Gore was the' Democratic Labor Reform candidate.
Strotbam.
another close town, gives 28 Republican major-

_

ity.

Henniker gives

2

Republican majority.

Holderness 2(1, Rochester. 35, Wolf boro 200.—
Claremont gives 42 Republican gain. Sutton
is Republican. Alton gives 18 Republican majority. Lyman gives Straw 81, and Weston 04.

purchase and elect delegates who can be
manipulated by the leaders in this movement,
to

and that other iniquitous measures are being
used to defeat the fair expression of the Republican voters of the State.

second despatch.

_

Concord, March 12—9.30 P. M.—Returns of
Governor’s vote of 59 towns give Straw (rep.)
13,470; Western (dem.) 12,385; lilackmer (tern.)
85; Cooper 116; scattering!.!; giving a majority

The San Francisco papers generally denounce
the projected use of Goat Island by the Pacific
Railroad Co. It is charged that it would enable a half dozen men to control the commerce
of the coast.

in these towns of 839 foi Straw. These towlis
last year gave Pike (rep.) 10,693; Weston 11,379;
Cooper, labor reform, Comings, temperance,
and scattering 243.
THIRD DISPATCH.

Col. J. C. Tilton of Tilton, N. H., formerly a
woolen manufacturer, died Tuesday from the
effects of disease contracted in the army while

10.30 P. M.—One hundred and tMeaty towns
foot up, Straw 24,570; Weston 22,622;‘ Black

(temp.) 196; Cooper (labor reform) 270;
scattering 71, Straw's majority 1411, which
will be reduced somewhat by returns to come

mer

the staff of General

ill.
_

FOURTH DISPATCH.

Manchester, March 12.—The total vote for
Governor in this city is 4033; Straw receives
2240; Weston 1760; temperance and labor reformers 33; Straw’s majority 447. The returns
from the State as far as received Indicate the
election of Straw by about 1500 majority. The

.tllM ELLAVEOl'S NOTICED.

selling

very cheap at
C. A. Vickery.
marl3-tf

Republicans are holding a congratulatory meeting at City Hall, short speeches being made and

Whittier, Druggist, has a line new stock of
brushes of all kinds, just received.
Many varieties imported for him.
Call and look at them.

election returns read to the audience. The Republicans have made a gain of 7 Representatives in this city, and have probably secured a

good working majority in t}ie Legislature.
Fifth dispatch,

Portland Army and Navy Union.—The
members of the Association will please meet at
their Armory, at 2 o’clock, this (Wednesday)

Portsmouth, March 12.—The Republicans
are jubilant over the result of the election and
paraded the streets up to a late hour with a
band of music.

afternoon for the purpose of attending the
funeral of our late member, Mr. Edward Mur.
Per order,
phy.
Wm. E. Simmons,

Marcy, Democrat,

Secretary.

Cooper, Labor Reform, 391,
Tlie Legislature stands Republican, 167;
Democrat, 101; Labor Reform, 3; Temperance, 2.
(Special by International Line.]
DEATH OF CAP*. GOODWIN.

Concord, Marcli 12.—Capt. Win. F. Goodwin, U. S. A., died at bis residence in this city,
at 4 o’clock tills afternoon.
He was bom in
Limington, Me., Sept. 27, 1823; graduated at
Bowdoiu College in 1848, and at Harvard Law
School in 1852, He was appointed First Lieutenant of the 16th Infantry, U. 8. A., May 14,
1841, and brevetted a Captain for gallant and

“Preserve and Regulate, not destroy," and no
remedy in our day is so entirely in harmony
with this philanthropic logic as Dr. Walker’s
XU

HUH

pUW

meritorious

services at the battle of Chickamauga, Sept. 20, 1863, in which lie received se-

erful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, bilious

complaints, and all diseases of the stomach, liver, bowels and nerves, enoounter an irresistable antidote.

mar4-4w

Whittieb’s stock of toilet articles is unsur
passed. Soaps particularly in great variety.

! vere wounds, wnion contributed to Ins death.
He was JiatinguisheJ for his antiquarian and
historical research, and was a large contributor
to his Historical magazine as well as author of
several valuable works; among these arc the

history of Buxton, Me., and another upon the
Constitution of New Hampshire, now in process of publication in this
city.

Dr. Tc-see says:—“It is unnecessary for me
to enumerate the diseases for which the Vege
tine should be used.
I know of no disease
which will not admit of its use, with good results.
Almost innumerable complaints aie
caused by poisonous secretions in the blood,
which can be entirely expelled from the
system by the use of the Vegetine.
When the
blood is perfectly cleansed, the disease
rapidly
yields; all pains cease; healthy action is promptWAS
ly restored, and the patient is cured.”

iVAINK.
Special by Western Union Line.
CHANCJE IN THE WEATHER.

Lewiston, March 12.—A very sudden change
has taken place in the weather liere, the thermometer varying some 30° since Monday.
At
7 o’clock to-night a strong northeast wind prevails with snow.
[To the Associated Press.)

The most sanitary results are experie need by
taking an occasional dose of that palatable vegetable compound, Smolandeis’s Buchu. This

produces

Rockland, March 12.—Cold weather has set
to-day and a severe northeast snow
storm began towards
evening. The train due
here at 5.40 was delayed an
hoqr.
KNUX COUNTY S. J. COURT.
lhe Supreme Judicial Court
began its session

mar!2-eodlw

; to-day, Judge Barrows presiding,

THE BELFAST MUNICIPAL ELECTION.

Call at Schumacher Brothers’ aud look over
liai.K^sT, March 12.—At our municipal elec:
the finest assortment of new chromos ever in
tions Monday the Citizens’ ticket prevailed.
Portland. They have also just received a large
There were uo party candidates.
Hun. Win.
lot of stereoscopic views, new subjects, marltf
C. Marshall, the present incumbent, was almost unanimously chosen Mayor, and
What is Vitalitv?—Some philosphers call
George
E. Johnson was elected Police Judge.
it Animal
some Nervous
oth-

Magnetism,
Caloric, but by whatever

Force,

it may be
called,the thing meant is the main spring of ex;
istence; it is the principle weiuherit, and which
moy be nourished by proper attention to the requirements of the body and the avoidance of excesses; it is wasted or destroyed by overtaxing
the mind with study or anxiety and intemperers

name

\»: H

mariklAwlw

IN

JERSEY.

New York, March 12.—The grand jury of
Hudson county, N. J., made a presentment to
the court at Jersey City yesterday containing
18o indictments against nearly officer in the
county atd in Jersey City. They state that corruption is proven everywhere. The whole police department, including the commissioners,
the chief of police and all the subordinates
have prostituted tjjeir office to private ends.
They say that the press is corrupt, liqellous and
under subsidy from the indicted officials, and
recommend legislative action to protect the peo-

ate indulgences, indeed, it requires an expenditure of vitality for every thought or action.
When the body aud the brain are well balanced,
the stomach is capable of restoring the waste;
but when the brain is large in proportion, the
stomach is incapable of supplying it; in other
words, the expenditur e is too large for the in-

Here lies the cause of so much suffering
come.
from diseases of the Heart, Liver, Stomach ami
Lungs, and Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophospliites is the only preparation known
The Haymakers are
requested to meet at l which
imparts this vitality directly, and conseMr. Greeley s, head of India St,Thursday even[ queutly the power to overcome disease.
ing at 71 o’clock.

JERMKV.

A BAD STATE OF THINGS

ple.

_

\VIN(0\N|>.
SOLID FOR GRANT.

Madison, March 12.—Tlie Republican State
Convention for tlie appointment, of Delegates
the National Convention meets to-morrow,
Indications are that the delegates will lie instrueted to vote solid for Grant. They will not
be instructed for Vice President.
to

j

be misinformed

on

ileges.

The House refused to table the Y eilia Buena
hill—73 to 94. A motion was then made to recommit the hill with instructions.
The bill was recommitted to the Pacific Railroad Committee witli instructions to amend by
providing that the President appoint three commissioners at the expense of the Central Pacific
Railroad to hear ail parties interested, who
shall award three months afterwards such a
sum for the use of half the island as sliali be
just aud equitable, to lie paid by the Central

Company.

Leach,

the

of North Carolina, stated that he

mem Is-r

will*

sent

the

Vance yesterday to be included
amnesty, and contended that he

name

m

if 7,

TV

the general

was

justified

perfectly

in doing so.
Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, moved to recousider
the vote by which the amnesty hill was passed.
Laid over.
A resolution, declaring B. F. Myers entitled
to a seat from the liitli Pennsylvania district,

was

adopted,

Mr. wheeler, of New York, entered a motion
to reconsider the vote recommitting the Yerha
Buena bill so as to give the Pacific Railroad
Committee control of the hill to bring it before
the House at any tijpe,
Mr. Harlan, of Indiana, moved to lay that
motion ou the table. Lost—(58 to 71*. The bill
consequently remains in control of the committee.

The Post Office appropriation hill was taken
up in Committee of the Whole. A proposition
to furnish a uniform for letterjcarriers and that
householders supply letter boxes was rejected.
Sir. Wood, of New York, offered a formal
amendment, and criticised the statement of Mr.
Dawes a few nays since as to the receipts and
and expenditures of the Government for the
coming fiscal year. He presented a tabular
statement of the actual receipts from all sources
for the first eight months of the present fiscal
year ending March, 1872. This includes receipts
from duties, internal revenue and miscellaneous
sources, and it amounts to $250,509,883.59,which
together with the balanpe jit same rates would
make the total for the present fiseal year $375,701,332.83; againsr this expenditure, as estimated by, the Secretary of the Treasury, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, would he $301,-

105,080.09, and

this estimate included over
$28j000,000 ou account of sinking fund, payment
of interest on public debt, &c., and included
aliout $8,000,000 more than Congress would
vote for improvement of rivers and harbors.
It would thus he seen that there woiijd lie a surplus of over $82,000,000. |f $25,18X^006 of this
should be paid towards the liquidation of the
principal of the public debt it would leave
$57,000,000 to be reduced from taxation. He

proposed that this be taken off the duties on
iron, manufactures of iron, tea, coffee, salt,
coal and woolens, and also from internal taxation
by the iucome tax and other similar spurces
of income. He glgo animadverted upon the
policy of the Secretary in keeping so large a
balanee of cash qq hand, which now amounted
to

over

$171,000,000.

Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts, replied, and
said that Mr. Wood had not controverted a
siugle item of what he had stated as to the expenditures of the Government. Tjie gentleman from New York had improved on the gentleman froni Pennsylvania (Kelly), hut there
were more than $1110,000,000 in his estimate of
the revenue. But he asked the House to consider whether it was exactly wise to go on in
extravagant expenditures with no other resources to meet them than the expected increase
in revenue. The first six months’ receipts of the cprrent fiscql year multiplied by
two would give a year’s receipts as only $9,000,000 more than the estimates of the Secretary of
the Treasury,
A proposition by Mr. Strong, to prevent any
printing whatever on Government stamped envelopes, was discussed and rejected.
Mr. Conger, from the Committee on Commerce, offered an amendment Increasing the
subsidy for the mail service to China to $1,000,(HKi, provided the service he semi-monthly and
the ships of American construction,
Mr. Holman, of Indiana, made a point of
order on the amendment, which the cnairman
overruled. Mr. Holman appealed, and the decision was maintained by a very large
majority,
ttASHIlfeiVlt.
TUB

TARIFF.

Washington, March 12.—The statement is
made that the Ways and Means Committee had
decided to reduce the duty on wool and increase
that on woolens, and place chemicals qnd medicines ou the free list, '('he committee, however,
have not yet voted qn these subjects,
NORTHERN PACIFIC HAH, HO AH SURVEY.
Caut. Ball with his escort of cavalrv. has returned to fort Ellis, Montana, after having esTHE

cortod Mahleulierg’s surveying party of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, which penetrated to
a point 110 miles east of the Crow Agency on
tlic Yellowstone fivcy. Hnfing the trip company H lu it all its tents, baggage, Ac,, by fire.
Several men were badly frost bitten. No Indians were seen.
the runuc debt.

The statement of the public debt and balfrom June 30, 1.309, to December 31, 1871,
show- that the reduction to June 30, 1870, was
§107,779,780: to June 30, 1871, was Sia0,735,147;
and from June :(0 to December 31, 1871, was
§20,501,566; showing a total reduction of the
debt since June 30, IHfiO. to ho §205,010,499. The
principal or the public debt December 31, 1J71.
ance

was

PENNSYLVANIA.

THE

PRESIDENT.

The President has nominated John Ci. >1Parker Surveyor of this toms at New Orleans;
William King of Virginia, Consul at Dublin;
Charles Maraud, Consul at Denia, Spain; N, E.
Rice of Maine, interpreter to the United States
delegation at Japan; .1. H, Baxter, to he Chief
Medical Purveyor; J. B. l*ewis Associate Justice of Washington Territory; A. W. Page
Postmaster at Chicopee Falls.
THE ARMS INVESTIGATION.

The House Committee on expenditures iu the
War Department to-day examined Mr. Squires,
agent of Remington. He testified that after
tile 13th of October, 1370, when the order was
given by tho War Department not to sell arms
to Remington & Sons,
Squires employed other
parties to buy for them, aiid taking care to conceal their
eomjectjon from the officers of the
government. Not only were the arms purchased from the War Department, but other arias,

Remington's, Colt’s, Ac., were placed on pier
During the proceedings the following des-

50. from which the French Strainers sailed,

patch, dated Maroh 3, 1373, was read:
Richardson, care Remington, Ittion, X. Y.—
Mr. Sumner was deceived when stating that

the Committee of the French National Assembly on war contracts adopted the resolutions
asking the results of the inquiry front the United States government about the sale of arras.
1 have been
repeatedly tqlil by the most influential members or this committee that no inquiry has passed, nor thought of,
You can
make of
my declaration w hat use you choose.
Henry Morean.
(Signed,)
CUSTOM HOUSE IN VESTIGASION.
Before the custom house investigating committee \Vm. H. Towsley, assistant appraiser of
New- York, testified that it would be unwise tQ
abolish the damage bureau and made tne general assertion that the facilities for committing
robberies were very small. U. W. White, commission merchant at New York, swore that
Ueet informed him that the matter of his get-

•

erul^Wtiw!"*

A WHOLESALE MURDERER.

"“e

ar'

f"r™fKJU 'luxations of South- I

nef.

Tennessee G’a,

M

OK

entertainments.

I

Harrisburg, March 12.—Emanuel Shaffuer Virginia 6’s, new
"J !
of West Hanover township,
Missouri6’s.
with the
|
charged
The Secretary of the Navy sent to the Senate
Louisiana 6’s, old.
murder of his first and seeond wife, and John
7*J«
Louisiana
vf
6’s,
his
Sherlock
new.’’*’*].
as
the
means
of
|
to-day
to
report
by poisoning, has been convicted of Alabama
establishing
5’s.
JJJ
iroi|shipbuilding, economizing expenditures ii; 1 murder in the first degree. A new trial will be | Georgia
7’s.
the navy aud restoring commerce.
j-. 1
He favors I asked.
I North Carolina 6’s, new.
" .,3?
the erection by aid of the government of buildSouth Carolina 6’s. new
5?! 1
ing yards situated with reference to a ready sun
HETEOKOLOGICAL.
New York. March 12—Evening.—Money tight
ply of material and so arranged as to unite in !
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST ! in the forenoon and as high a» 1-16 per day; later it
one establishment-.
All the means to com er!
was ottered
freely at 7 per cent, and closed
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
this material
almost freely at 7 per cent. Sterling exchange quiet
through all its processes into irou
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)
at 1 094 Q 1 09$.
ships.
Gold-very firm all day at 1 lo$ ^ I
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
If the duties now
110$. ‘Loans at 1 to 7 per cent, to 1-16 for carrying*
imposed on foreign buildj Clearances
March 12 (1.00 A. M.)t
$22,000,000. Governments steady. Southern
ing material amount to prohibiting ship-buildProbabilities—The low barometer over the j1 State bonds steady. Miesouri 6s stronger; stocks on
ing, a bounty eijual to these duties should lit I
Erie was active
lower lakes will probably move northwesterly 1 general list steady at the opening.
given on condition thas American material onlj
all day and opened at 36$: sold to 37 down to 35$ and
are used aud thus stimulate the
over Lake Huron with quite
a
severe
storm,
production in l
advanced and closed at 38$.
The general
gradually
our
thence southeastward to the Atlantic, and the j market was firmer in the afternoon and
country of all that is regilireu for commer
$^l$c higher.
cia! independence.
winds gradually backing to the
The
and
disbursed
The buildiug and possesGold
Treasury
$1,245,000
mostly for
southerly
sion of
ships will not re-establish the com- ! easterly. Clear and pleasant weather will pre- redemption of bonds to-day.
vail
merce.
over
New
The
Their use must be encouraged aud |
Wednesday
England, Middle,
following were the forenoon quotations of GovSouth Atlantic aud Eastern Gulf States with 1 eminent securities:
properly directed upon routes consistent with
United
the laws of
coupon 6’s, 1881..1158
trade, and selected with reference i rising temperature. An era of threatening 1 nited States
States 5-20’s 1862.111 a
to the
weather with snow will extend east over the
of our home resources
United States 5-20’s 1864.
!
Ill I
and
lower
lake
with
to
brisk
the
region,
most desirable foreign marincreasing very
securing
United States
kets and sources of
winds. A rising barometer, northwest winds, ; United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112$
5-20’a 1865, new.
supply. Through the aid
110} !
ot
steamships, the commerce of Great Britain faliing temperature and clear weather will pre- United States 5-20’s 1867.
mj
United States 5-20’h 1868.112
in tlie Preseut fiscal year #2,910,- ! vail over the northwest and will extend Wedtmu,UOO. The estimate of the world’s commerce
nesday to Lake Michigan. Dangerous winds United States 10-40’s., couiioii.
107} I
is stated
114$
#9,237,000,000. Great Britain by the are not anticipated for the Atlantic and Gnlf Currency 6’s.
aid of
coast.
were
the forenoon quotations of
steamship transportation has therefore
gained ahfmt one-third of the entire commerce
Western Union Telegraph Co.
of the world.
Weather Report, Narrh 19, 19 P. M.
701
Pacific
VV e must have recourse to the same
War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
DiArmy,
N.
Y. Centralaud Hudson River consolidated.... 984
means,
j
not from a
visions
of
and
for
the
benefit of
Reports
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
single port, but from all outports of Commerce.Telegrams
sep 05$
the
j
country as she did. The routes should be
selected to suit the
Erie preferred.
present and future requirements of commerce.
Harlem.
109
Coaling stations should
! Harlem preferred.
be
125
established, which would be depots of commen;e for our manufactures and other
lUt
KeajJing
products,
aud articles received iu
will
reach
us
Lake
Shore
exchange
«& Michigan Southern.
got
Z.
80
by simple aud cheaper means, the profits inurZ,
^
I Uinois Central..
m I
observation.
2
:
2
?
ing to us.. Commerce will thus be divested of
I Cleveland & Pittsburg.
!
a
3
90
*
O.
<r>
many of its burdens and tend to the
;
! Chicago & North Western.
771
rapid in»
crease of our national wealth.
One department
j Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 914
;
ji
in tiie
Chicago & Rock Island.113
Mediterranean, one in the West Indies Boston.30.07 19
N
Fair
and another on the
58
| Milwaukee A St. Paul.
Isthmus are suggested.
Charleston,S.C..30.33 50
NW
Clear
Milwaukie
& St. Paul preferred. 79$ I
SE
Having adopted the routes most desirable to Cbpyenne.W. T.29.88 28
Threfng i Pittsburg & Fort Wavne.
97
..30.07
31
our
Chicago.
SE
open
Threfng
commerce, Government should ex- Cleveland. 30.32 26
The following Were the quotations for Pacific RailW
tend aid to establish and
Clear
maintain them, well
road securities:
Utah .29.93 34
Corinne,
NW
Thret’ne j
guarded in security but sufficiently liberal to se- Indlanajiolis-30.13 34
S
J Central Pacific bonds.
102
Cloudv
cure success.
Union Pacific do...!!!! 912
Key West.30.23 65
NE
Fair
with
Union Pacific land grants. 83
New London....30.11 21
This,
to exporters, on
N
incouragement
Clear
the basis
SE
| Union Pacific income bonds. 82
adopted by England of remitting duty New Orleans. 30.27 50
Clear
rate cuaiged on similar articles of
New-York ....30.20
NW
Clear
import, wiil Norfolk.30.39 26
33
insure success.
N
Clear
It would release our mechanDomrntic .Harketn.
39
NW
ics and laborers from A. tUY
Clear
nnw ornlmlau
gV,‘.H^a.29“
Watbbxown March 12,-Cattlo
Pittsburg.30.28 25
Calm
Clear
Market-Receipts,
tne product of tlieir
Deet Cattle 349 head; more firmness
labor from foreigu market#
to market and
Portland.30.09 13
ST
Clear
and would be a source of material
prices are strong at last; sales of choice at 10 25 (a
NW
Fair
wealth,wliile San Francisco .30.25 52
10 5U; extra 9 25® 10 00; first
it would give full
825® 900;
NW
quality
Clear
employment to lines of ocean Savannah.30.33 .52
| second quality 7 25 @ 8 00; third quality 5 75 ® 6 75.
steamer#. The aid to create lines
Washington... .30.2!* 30
NW
Clear
may be either
Ihe supply being light the dealer* hail the
30.34 40
Calm
opporWilmington
advance of mouey or bonds or the guarontee of
Cloudy
to
extend the price* a trifle from last week;
tunity
Montreal.30.27 07
NE
Clear
each of the companies bonds to a fair amount
*K
March 12-Everting.-Salcs 1049
^Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation.
of the cost.
w
Y;;ItK'
! hales Middling uplands 22Jc. Flour heavy and dull
«ile* 5350 bbl*; State 5 90 ® 7
30; round hoop Ohio
TELEGRAPHIC ITEHN.
6 79@ 6 76: Western 5 50 ® 7
YORK.
90; Southern 6 99 u 9 30;
The New York Times after examining the ! Wheat dull and heavy sales 12000
bush; No 1 Spring
1 52 ®l 55; No. 2 do at 1 49
facts in the case, very justly concludes that the
1 50 In store; Winter
lted \\ esteni at 1 62 @ 1 68; ®White
cotton tax should not paid to the
Michigau 1 70 ®
who
planter
1 80. torn
sales 79,000 bush; new Mixed WesTHE ERIE
never paid any of it
himself, but added it to the tern 67 IS lower;
874*: oats shade easier; sales 65,000 bush ;
of
the staple so that it came out of the
price
! round hoop Ohio at 55 ® 58; Western 53 J® 55. Beer
consumer.
Pork dull and tower; ew mess 13 10.—hard
j quiet.
more active anil heavy; steam rendered
Gould
Kents
iu
Jay
8} a94. ButChicago have advanced from fifty to ter
Resigns the Presidency
in good demand; Whiskey
one hundred per cent over last year.
heavy at 87c. Klee a
| shaile firmer at 8i ® 9.
Sugar dull: Muscovado 84
In Winona, Minn., Monday, Robert George
Co 91c; refining 8® 8*. Coffee nominal at 19 ® 20 ;
Molasses dull; New Orleans 63 ® HSNaval Stores—
GENERAL DIX TAKES POSSESSION. was fatally injured in a quarrel with C. G. MulSpirits Turiientine dull and heavy at 80 ® 81; raain
ler, having his skull broken by a billiard cue.—
at 450 for strained. Petroleum quiet; crude 134
quiet
Muller was arrested. Both are well know grain
refined 22J !ffi
22J. Tallow more active at 84 tie 9i
merchants.
FISK’S FRIENDS EXULTANT—GENERAL SATISFreights to Uvorjiool—cotton }d.
Building lias alre idy actually commenced in
FACTION OF TITE PUBLIC WITH THE CHANGE.
Chicago, March 12—Flour—dull and unchanged;
Chicago. It is estimated that there are now
Wheat Irregutar; No 2 Spring at 1 124
® 124; torn
New York, March 12.—It is stated that all
from fifteen to twenty miles either underway
quiet and weak at 36J ® 361; for No 2 mixed. Oats
the late Jim Fisk’s friends, both in aud out of
No 2 quiet at 30; Bye quiet and
or soon to be.
No. 2
j
unchanged;
the Erie Railway are rejoiced at the
;
quiet at 55; Pork quiet and sternly; at 11 6’ ®
smash-up
They are having some unsavory reminders of Spring
11 70; hard active and lower at 8j ®
of Gould who is reported to have been for the
Homs
8?;
green
the great
in the burnt district of : sold at 7® 8; hams in pickle
7}® 91. Bulk meats
past year a real enemy of Fisk, while pretend- Wisconsin.conflagration
A man at
nominal; shoulders at 51; clear rib skies 5} fa)51c:
Peshtigo cleaned out I dear
ing to work with him, aud also that Gould
sides 61 @ 61his well lately and found at the bottom the
iircssed Hogs steady and In
cheated Fisk’s widow out of certain stock of
body
of a carpenter who was working for him before i good demand at 4 75 ® 5 20.
Whiskey dull and
the Elmira Rolling Mills.
act*Te oud firmer at 4 40 ®
^** ^
the fire.
The news of the overthrow of the Erie
480
ring
Lieut. A. M. Merrill, U. S; A., lias been deseems to be received
Receipts—.’1,000 hhls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 49,000
everywhere with satisfachush corn, 8,000 hush oats, l,ooo bush rye, 2,000 hush
tailed as military instructor in Amherst Coltion. The morning
papers regard the results of
2,000 hogs.
barley,
|
yesterday as a great triumph iu the interest of lege.
Shipments—2,000 bids flour.4,000 bush wheat, 12,000
honesty and reform.
The Senate Finance Committee has agreed
busk corn, ,8000 bush oats, 1,000 hush
]
rve, 5,000 hush
The Herald says “no coup (Vetat has resulted
to put soda ash on the free list.
j barley, 6,000 hogs.
in a more entire success since the famous
second
A mass meeting of colored employes of the
Cincinnati, March 12.—Provisions doll and holdof December at Paris, when the
Assembly dis- tobacco manufactories in Richmond, asking for ders uuxious to sell. Pork offered at 12 25. hard
solved aud the leaders were transferred from
a uniform reduced tax on that article.
atOJ; Bulk meats. 41 for shoulders; 6 ® 6f sides.
their benches to prisoners' cells.” It adds that
Bacon—5} for shoulders; 71 ® 7jJ for sides. Live -logs
Alexis’ fleet will sail from Havana, Thurs- ; Srui and scarco
a few days will disclose
a history of
at 4 50 ® 4 80; receipts 8,000.—
proflgaev
and crime that will astonish even those who
day.
hiskey in fair demand at 84c.
| W Tile
total number of hogs packed in the West this
have appreciated the character of the Erie i
An Omaha dispatch says that the weather is
is 2,811,355; last year 3,695,251. Mverage weight
ring.
pleasant and the wholo Pacific is clear of snow ![ year
j and
o. hogs 400 islands less than last year.
Tlie World thinks It useless for Gould to attrains run regularly.
Toledo, March 12.—Flour dull and unchanged.
tempt to make any resistance to what has been
Small pox is reported to Ik* increasing in
\\ heat dull anil ttrmerr No 1 White
Michigan 1 394
accomplished.
Havana.
® 160; Antlier Michiganian* 136J;Nol Bel 158;
The Tribune says that the Legislature should
No 2 at 1 all ® 1 52. Corn dull and lower
The Kentucky
;liigh Mixed
Convention which
at once order an electduu of Directors and
Republican
551; low do 45, Oats dull and unchanged. No 1. at 42:
put convenes to-day, will
choose Grant delegates to
at.w.
the action beyond any question of doubt.
rejected
the Philadelphia Convention.
Nearly all the attaches of Erie known as Fisk
®AWA®nah, March 12.—Cotton quiet and steady;
The "Pennsylvania Republican Convention
men have cheerfully given adhesion to the new
Middling uplands 21j.
regime. Due portion of the Grand Opera House held in Lancaster Tuesday, instructed its deleCharleston. Mmch 12.-Cotton dull; Middling
*
is yet filled with gangs of men under the
gates to vote for Grant and Colfax.
uplands 21| ® 21}.
employ
of Jay Gould, wliile the other portion Is occuMarch
12.—Cotton
Orleans,
nominal;
t'1-}]’
pied by the police under orders of the President.
Middling uplands 22.
REPORT

PEC-RAT ARY ROBESON.

Complimentary

Ball.

THE FRIENDS OF MR. J. COLE
Will

give him

a

Complimentary Benefit

X.ANCASTKR

at

HALL!

OH

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

MARCH 13th.

|

LAST LECTURE

j

developments

<wiwueu?ch?m

—BY-

E. C.

Rev.
The

Spectroscope
And

REVOLUTION.

STEAL

THE

FOREIGN.

RECORDS.

Ham*,,.,

ELECTRIC'

About 12 o’clock last night a gang of Gould’s
went into the safe aud were discovered
away books and papers «o Gould’s aud
carrying
David Dudley Field's rooms. Several were arrested and the books recaptured, but not until
several transfer books had been secured bv
them. Field's clerk secured quite a number o‘f
books and placed them in charge of his emTHE RING RELUCTANT TO

European tlarkrts.
!

FRANCE.
THE ASSEMBLY.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS,
'And the colors by

POLARIZED
On

RETIRE.

htVEBPOOL, March 12—11.30 A. M.-Cotton closed
heav. Middling uplands It <® 11}; do Orleans 11
jd;
sales 8,00 Obales, including 3000 for
exports and stiecu-

^London,

March 12-*.30 P. M..—Consols at 92J @

hiVERi-ooL. March 13—1.30 P. M_notion
•Middling uplands 11 @ 11 Jd; do Orleans Ilf.

<t..ii-

Boston Stock List.
dered it null and void.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, March 11.]
Deputy Brisson accused Mr. Vitet, the Presimorning, the new Directors maintains posses- dent pro-tew, yesterday, of gross irregularities 1j Maine State Sixes
lOlj
sion of the remaining offices. The police were
United States 5-20s, 1865,.
and charged that the minutes had been falsi‘4
relieved at 8 o'clock by a squad of fifty men ! hed. A scene of undescribable violence ensued !
July, 1865. 110t
Eastern Railroad.
1094
fiom tfie different stations, The entrance to
and the President unable to bring the members
Michigan Central Railroad
118
the Opera House is securely guarded.
to order, was obliged to
The posuspend the session for Bates Manufacturing Company. 1101
lice maintain a strict neutrality,
the
thirty minutes. After re,cess the Assembly, by
obeying
Massachusetts State Sixes. 1883.
99
orders of both Gould and Archer.
a large majority, passed a resolution
RU fitKoit.
Union
31
OAnunrinpc
The manifesto o* -i»r OuuU niiicn was put
P«piu.v Tinsson tor his unjuat accusations and Union Pacific U»l Grant. 7a.
80J
on the building has been torn down.
^
There has
intemperate language,
been no disorder either inside or outside the
THU SUEZ CANAL.
ciuuiu remained Jocsea in

ms

room

building.

of Sol,42.1,710,

Ramsay gives

GREAT

FLUENT

sane, and the

Wednesday Evening,

VARIOUS

Fair ami Entertainments.
THE LADIES’ CIRCLE connected with Arcana
Lodge of Good Tt-mulaiN will hold n tnihlh-

L E V K K !
AT

her

tail

hus-

Wednesday

A

Thantday,

13 A 14.

Murrh

Fancy articleH will lx* for sale each afternoon and
evening. Supper will bo served ou both evening*
trom half past six to half
past seven. Refreshments
will be for sale during ca*h evening.
On Wednesday evening a concert will be
given by
the Cymbric Choristers, of Ligonia
village.
The entertainment on
Thursday evening will consist of Music, and other
pleasing exercises.
Admission in the aftemoou, free. Iu the evening,
25 cents. Children under 12
years of age, half price.

_mrl2-3t

SOMETHING
THE

BEST

NEW !

CANTATA!

THE ANCIENT HARMONY SOCIETY,
CHARLES PEARCE, Conductor.
Miss M. A. LEACH, Pianist.
Will

bring out the beautiful Cantata

BELSHAZZAR’S
billowing

With the

FEAST,

trung cast of principal
characters:
s

KIkg...jfr. Watts.
Uasiei.“Will” Stockbridge.
High
Lord

Priest,.Mr. Thomas.
ok the Court.Mr. Hudson.
Angel,.lohn Morgan.

Hanamah.Mr. Twombly.

yuKEN.Mrs. MerrIU.
Lady ok the Court,.Miss Strout.
Jewish Maidens,

(Mi’s.

J

Brown.
Miss Chase.

[.!
)

( Miss Strout.

Select Orchestra and

A

a

full,

AT CITY

well trained Chorus.

HAJ^

WEDVENDAl EVENING, MARCH 30,
for the benefit of the Swedenborgian Society.
THURSDAY

EVENING, MARCH 91,
Washington Society.
FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 33,
For the benefit of the West End Congregational So-

ciety.
Society is also under engagement to give severmiscellaneous concerts lor charitable Societies, and

The
al

rehearsing some choice music.
Tickets, good for any one concert

arc

of this season, BO

each, or three for 41, can be obtained of the
different societies, at Stock bridge’s, and at the door.
No reserved seats. Commence at 7 .'45 o’clock.
cents

The

design

cert* nf t>u»

is to make these the best

Home

Con-

muri>i..lt,l

luinuikn

Trade, and

all warranted.

Of the finest and best

French Calf,

ON THE

ENGLISH

BOTTOM,

If you want to fit

DIFFICULT

to

do to

ing

a

FOOT,

To

BOOTS,

Mr. A. J3. GEE
The last half of MR. GEE’S afternoon class In
dancing lorMastent and Misses,will commence at his
Academy, at Corner of Blown snd Congress Sts., on
at 9 1-9 e’cluck
the afternoon, and continue every Wednesday aud

Saturday afternoon.

Orders from all

Advertised by Smiles,—Is Sozodont, anil if
you use it daily, the white gleam of the pearls
between the parted rubies will
prove its excellence as a Dentrifice, and the sweetness of the
breath will attest its purifying
properties.

The popular “New York Glide Waltz’’ will Ihj
taught by Mr. and Mrs. Gee.
The last assembly in connection with Mr. Gee’s

Evening

Class will be
Evening, March lith.
For particulars apply at Hall. Private lessons each
from 9 tol2 and from 2 to 5, except Fridays,

mchdtf

AUCTION SALES.

properties,

THE STATE PRISON.

and

one

or

more

Family

School

FOE BOYS!
Spring Term

MONDAY,

will

MARCH 35th.

burns, scalds and cuts are healrapidity under its operation.

The relaxation of nervous energy which creates
to physical or mental eftort, so

indisposition

an

EDGED FLOUR!

San Erancisco, March 12.—A row boat proceeded yesterday across the overflowed Tules
land from Sacramento to Pavisville, upset and
W- Johnson,Mrs, S, \V. Huff and a hoy drown-

recaptured.

and Money Market.
OOLD DUST.
New York.March 12-A/brnirt<y.—Gold 110J. Money
I at 7 percent. Sterling Exchange 1092 @ lloj. Stocks i S3 C ommercial Ml., opp. the “Old Clock.**
Southern State Stocks steady.
Mar 12-»neod4w
I steady.

cases

piano fortes, 100

THE

hollware, 55

|

New York Ntoek

Groceries,

14th,

at

9} o’clock,

Tobaccoes, Cigars,

Teas,

HOYT,

Sauces, Old

WHEELER &

BRADLEY,

AUCTIONEERS,

commence

the Auction

business in Boston, and

hold Regular Sales of

Foreign

nod Doumtir Dry Good*, 911111Fancy Good*, Hosiery, Gloves,
Hnts and Caps,
every Tuesday and Friday during the yo&r.

oery,

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Shoes,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a large

GOLD

i

Boston,

DUST.

If you would Have “Peace and
Good Bread” in the fHmily
buy a barrel of

mrSeodlm

March 1st, 1872.

strong

and 20 bales domestics, 50 boxes of cheese, 2
bbls sugar, 75 dressed hogs, 20 bdls
horse and
bbls and lo hajf bbls lieer, 1
I 1 wagon, 100 packages to order.
For Canada and up country—35 bales rubber, 1,219
87 bdls iron,
I1 bars iron, 24 halos wool, 24 bales marlin,
20 bales gambia, 118 hides, 100 bdls leather, 8 car
fish.
100 pkgs to
fresh
wheels, 1 bale cotton, 1 box
order.

|

Tlnrrb

City 91adr Goods.
The attention of dealers is called to the above
sales, which will be peremptory for cash.

Debility.

MATANZAS.
Brie
shooks, 1196 shooks anil

I 20

.T. A.

assortment of New York
Lnndtude and

! habilitate the physique, when shattered and wasted
Foreign Exports.
if taken systematically, acYsiilora Rionila, 3200 box j by disease, but will also,
! tually eomi*eusate the constitutionally feeble frame
CIVIL RIGHTS RKFOM.
heads, 154 omptykhils.
for its deficiency of strength, and by infusing new
Foreign Imports.
Memphis, March 12.—A Jackson,Miss, special says, yesterday the civil rights to all persons
BEAkER HARBOR, N.S.
life into a weak system, endow it with the health and
Sell Alice M. Goulil
in all public conveyances, hotels, theatres, etc.,
40,000 fresh herring to master.
vigor which nature has denied It. The Bitters also
liecame a law.
A negro and liis w ife to test
enable the body to resist the enervating influences of
the law took a seat last night in the theatre but
Receipts by Rnilronds and Mieambonis.
heat, humidity, and changes from a temperate to a
were rejected.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 1 car
hot climate. It is on these accounts specially to be
do shook, 1 do hay,l do sundries: for lower
2
potatoes,
|
RAILROAD SUBSIDY,
provinces, 100 bbls flour. For Allan steamers—i cars recommended to travellers and residents in the torAll the new railroads in
are to get
freight.
rid zone, and persons subjected to abrupt transitions
Mississippi
Steamer Forest City from Boston—100 bbls |
$40,000 per mile as a subsidy and shall pay into
in temperature.
5
j
cases
27
lime,
39
bdls
iron,
plates
the State Treasury one and oue-half per cent,
phosphate
steel,
iron, 17 kegs paint, 5 casks oil, 32 casks nails, 10 tes
of they gross
receipts by two years after Receiv- lard, 25 jars
10
strands
10
coils
cordage,
snuff,
copt>er,
ing the subsidy.
27 empty warp beams, 5 hhds molasses,20 cases shoes,
GILT

I

Thursday,

HAMLIN F. EATON.

mrll-codlw&wlt
as almost to amount to
positive inability, and what
we term lassitude, proceeds from a
variety of causes.
Those skeptical of the virtues of SmolanThe principal of these are constitutional debility,
df.r's Buchu for the positive cure of kidney,
heat of
atmosphere, coupled with humidity, clibladder and glandular diseases, mental and ;
matic changes, and the physical
prostratiou conselack
of
nerdiabetes,
gravel,
physical debility,
I quent upon a long illness. But whatever the cause,
female
and
vous energy,
maladies
complaints
it must be perfectly clear that if the nervous system
of the urino-genital organs, incontinence and
is unduly relaxed, something is required to brace it
retention of urine,have to administer but a few
up. That something is Hostetter’s Bitters, which is
doses of this valuable vegetable medicine and
universally recognized as the most complete and
: speedy recuperant of the physical forces in existtheir doubts will vanish.
maro-eodlw
I ence. It has been so thoroughly and widely deraonof jwsitive certainty and
FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL. j started as to be a matter
j familiar knowledge, that the Bitters will not only re-

Manufacturing Company.

Hon.

commence

References: .T. T. Champlin; Pres. Colby University; W. H. Shailer. Ed. Zions Advocate; P. O. Libby;
Joseph Russell and T. C. Hersey, Portland.
feb22eodtd

ed with incredible

Srisoners

the

!*•- r# FEDERAL STREET, BUNION.

The School has been under the management of the
present Principal for 16 years, and boys with him
will find a pleasant home and receive thorough instruction.

license from

At the store No. 7 Plum Street, recently occupied by
R. R. Robinson, deceased, the stock of choico

WiR
The

a

Judge of Probate within and for
County of Cumberland, I shall sell on

Also the Store Furniture.
This Stock consists of the choicest goods the market affords.
U. W. ROBINSON,
Administrator.
V. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
March 6-dtd

eodlm

Eaton

throat, tumors, wens, earache, toothache,
yield to its pain-subduing, counter-irritant

Charlestown, March 12.—At quarter to 7
o'clock this evening, a fire was discovered in
the rear of the south wing of the State Prison
and within the walls of the Institution. The
hre originated in the smelting room of the
foundry, used by the Tucker Manufacturing
Company, and was caused by the wood work
adjacent to the smelting furnace catching from
this room and a portion of the westerly end of
the building was considerably damaged. The
had been locked
up an luur previous.
otwithstanding the excitement attendant upon the
fire, not an outcry was made and an
hour after the alarm tire prison had resumed (ts
wonted quiet. The loss to the State will he
small. The principal loss falls on the Tucker

to

the

M. G. PALMER.

systhe

Administrator's Sale of Choice
Groceries at Auction.

Wines, Jkc.

marl

the
first

celebrated racing and trotting stables of private gentlemen, it is the only recognized cure
for such diseases of the horse as require outward treatment.
Nor is it less valuable as a
local application for some of the most distressing complaints to which man is subject. Rheumatism, stiffness of the joints, neuralgia, sore

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE EASTERN RAILROAD INDICTED FOR MURDER.
Huston, March 12.—'The grand Jurv of the
Superior Court for Suffolk oounty, Lave returned an i mllo till out against the Eastern Railroad Corporation, for causing the death, on the
26th of August, last, of WiTlihm H. Emerson
of Providence, R. I., one of the victims of the
great calamity at Revere.

parts of the State for

Monday

day

PURSUANT
Waterman,

Stock.

feet.

present, the demand for it lias been steadily increasing until it has taken the lead of all embrocations, lotions, ointments, and other external remedies, imported or domestic, ever introduced into the American market. In the most

of New York.

ot this

I>airs are constantly coming in, and amy goods purchased, or sent ou orders and not fitting, are exchanged or the money cheerfully refunded, at the option of
the buyer.
jJUT'Particular attention paid to fitting Children's

M&W
Sixteen Years of Success.—In 1856
now famous Mustanu Liniment was the
made known to the public by an extensive
tem of advertising.
From that time to

CLADS,

FOR YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’
feature

mrll-6t

r. m.

Saturday, March 9th,

SLIPPERS

as one

may be ordered at 10.20

D A NCINCt !

in

be found in this State.

Will be continued

Rl'DOLPH,

Cragiu’s Music Store, 77 Middle tt.

*

Carriages

perfect fitting Boot.'

IRON

faces.

Morris Bros' Latest Specialties.
as usual.
Reserved Seats now ready at

THE ASSORTMENT OF

EUROPEAN

new

Prices
Hawes

LADIES will find tho only full line of the justly
celebrated

March 11.—The government of Prince Edward’s Island is defeated and
the house adjourned yesterday.

has made

ed,
Nine State prison convicts who escaped from
Carson jail last year and were recaptured, dug
out again on Sunday night and have not been

Still more attraction and more
“POMP” CAMPBELI.,
T. L'ESTKAKGR,
CARI,

STREET,

BURTS

MORRIS.

AND CHARLEY

Sutton, Prescott, Lavallee,
Japanese Tommy.

GOVERNMENT DEFEATED.

unaituous report in favor of a bill, authorizing the Metropolitan Transit Railroad; (the
three tier road,) to construct railroads in the

MATTERS.

MINSTRELS.

Where you can get a Willi- or narrow, full or slim Boot
Ju.t the width and
length that will be easy anil
graceful, and ex jo V the rare luxury of wear-

Charlottetown,

a

CALIFORNIA.

MORRIS BROTHERS

THKO. JACKSON.
An entire change of Programme each night, introducing the monster company in

PALIHRB’N

MIDDLE

132

ROAD.

CITY RAILROADS.

MISSISSIPPI,

Return ofthe Monarch*.

a

St. John, March 12.—A rain storm on Sunday overflowed the railroad track in many
For Hen, Women, Lads, Misses, and
places, and as the frost last night made ice very
Children, is not nurpasiM'd.
thick, trains will be again delayed. It will
probably be some days before the track will be j That Stylish, Durable and Graceftil class of Boots &
clear,
Shoes known as

iL

ONLY.

ALL THE OLD FAVOBITES!

hand-made by BANISTER & T1CHENOR, of
Newark,.New Jersey, (the best Boot-makers In
the United States.) always on haud in all
widths and sizes.

MATTERS.

BLOCKADE

HALL,

NIGHTS

LON, BILLY

All

Baez rejected the demand of. the commander
of the Spanish
ship of war Tornado for $10,000
danages for the seizure of a Spanish schooner
on the charge of smuggling.
The vessel itself
was released.
Cabral has 200 men but remains inactive for
want of funds and ammunition. Baez with 800
men intends to attack him.
DOMINION OF CANADA.
TOE

The new Organ, built by Messrs. Hook 2Sc Hastings
for the Free Street Baptist Church, will be exhibited
FRIDAY EVENING, the 15th insr., by Hr.
mwi-m buck one of the most
accomplished organists in the country, assisted
by some of the
best singers of the city, tickets at 50 cents, or ;; for
$1. To be had at Hawes 2k Crag in’s, ami Stockbridge's Music Stores, Loring, Short & Harmon's
Book Store, and Whittier’s Aiwthecary Store.
Concert to commence at 1-4 before 3.
mchl3-3t

on

WITH

tionists.

ANOTHER

Grand Organ Concert.

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots

SAN DOMINGO NEWS.

GOOD MOVE.

VARIOUS

II ALL,

Friday aud Saturday, March 15 aud 1#.

opened in the State of Maine, nearly all of
which are manufactured expressly for hi. Re-

Puerto Plata, March 1.—President Baez,
on the 22d ult. retook the towns of Savaneto
and Guayanbin and executed seventeen revolu-

school fund and all schools using part of that
fund must he under the jurisdiction of the
Sunerintondant of the common schools.
The Comptroller of New York city has reto the Senate to-day, that $2,452,716 has
ported
been donated to charitable and religious institutions from 1660 to 1871.

IN

Chrles,

almost prostrate.
Fire Incendiaries had been condemned

Albany; March 12.—In the Senate this forenoon, a bill was introduced repealing the act al-

Seuafo Committee on Railroads

ARCANA

CORNER CONGRESS AND CHAPEL STREETS,

TWO

was

plode,

1

inrlldtd

ever

Port au Prince, March 1.—Coffee has advanced to 14 cents.
Eleven vessels recently left Cape
Haytien on
account of the scarcity of
freights. Business

On the Sound during the dense snow storm
last night, the
steamboat City of Boston,
which left New London for this
city yesterday
afternoon, is reported to have come in collision
with an unknown schooner, about forty miles
from the city. No lives were lost. The steamer
was
greatly injured, the bowsprit of the sailing
craft having entered the port side, just abaft
the wheel House. Several state-rooms were
carried away and it is said that the holler was
greatly damaged, but fortunately did not ex-

FIRE

of Sir

death.

a

Mar. 13.

door.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

ANOTHER CLAIMANT.

AOOIDENT TO A SOUND STEAMER.

city

BRITAIN.

Rome, March 12.—It is rumored that Prince
Frederick Charles of Prussia, while in this city
recently, asserted his claims to the candidate to
the throne of Spain.
THE WEST INDIES.

GOULD RESIGNS.

_..

PIALL,

MUSIC

HE.

The Largest and Beat Auartment ef

ITALY.

The resignation of Jay Gould as President of
the Erie railroad is said to have been accomplished as follows: Gen- Siokles was empowered
by the hoard to offer the ultimatum, that
Gould, Eldridge, Sherwood and Drake be permitted to retain their
positions as directors if
they come into the sessions of the new board.—
Gen. Siekles with much difficulty gained access to Gould’s stronghold
where, after considsiderable discussion, the terms were aoceded to.
These gentlemen attended the session at which
all the acts of the new board were confirmed
and Gould’s resignation was offered and accepted. Lynch and his men were dismissed;
order was restored and the police left the building. Gen. Dix then took formal possession of
the President’s room. It is rumored that
Judge
Ingraham, who is at home sick, has issued an
attachment against John Hilton, one of the
new board, for alleged
contempt in violating
the injunction yesterday,

The

petition

band, dismissed.

JVew York, March, 12,-130 P, M,—A meeting
of the Erie Directors resulted in
Jay Gould
and eight Directors helng voted out and they
were forcibly ejected from the premises.
The
President’s room and the Erie building are in
charge of several hundred police.

_a_:

E3BTLAND,

London, March 12.—Lady Mordaunt is pronounced, by medical authority, incurably in-

GAY GOULD PUT OUT,

lm.rli.rr unidarinn

Magnitude,

Tickets 35 cts; for sale at usual places anti at the

Offers for sale, Wholesale and Retail,

PRONOUNCED INSANE.

a

PALMER,

IS.' MIDDLE STREET,

2,557,OOOf.

consecutive account to the Herald of the proceedings of Gould from the time he left Zadoc
Pratt’s taunery, at a loss to Pratt of g£Q QUO
down to the present day, implicating Eldred"e
of Boston in au
operation, hy Which ten millions of Erie money was turned over to him bv
Jay Gould and Fisk, the manufacture of stoefr
and other similarly illegal movements.

A

M. G.

A meeting of the shareholders of the Suez
Canal was held here to-dav. President
Lessepf
made a report in which he states that the directors of the company have no intention of
selling the canal to any government, that the
traffic over the canal is largely
increasing and
that the receipts during the months of January
and February of the present vear amounted to

The Directors held a meeting about noon at
which Gou, Sickles was present. They Dassed
resolutions that bona fide stockholders shall
hereafter have full exercise of their rights to
control the direction of this Company and the
Board will do all in its power to bring about the
result, also approving the bill before the Legisture repealing the classification act,
EXPOSUfi* QF 44V GOULD'S OPERATIONS.
Mr. Ramsay, ex-President of the Susquehanna Railroad, says the amount which
Jay Gould
has not accounted for of the proceeds of the
stock and earnings of the Erie Railroad, is the
sum

LIGHT,

Uunaual

this

,,

enormous

Hcale of

a

-AT--

latlon.

Paris, March 12.—The Assembly to-day was
engaged in discussing the minutes of yesterday’s sitting.
Deputy Victor Schoelcher declaredwasthat the
vote to pass to th# order of the
day
adopted yesterday, under circumstances which ren-

ployer.

LIGHT,

show the brilliant experiments of

Ami will

for the benefit of the Martha

..

men

lecture is to be illustrated by the

This

—
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THE

MICROSCOPE.

t

GOULD ATTEMPTS

Poluriscope,
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Mail..;;;;;;;.gjj

..

Holies, Ph. D.
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Stock*

§2,320,710,010.

NOMINATIONS BY

in again

perma-

must

that point.
Mr. llrookH, of -New York, remarked that in
consenting to a general shuffle, if that was the
proper word, lie supposed it included everybody.
The Speaker could uot see how Mr. llrooks
could so understand it.
After further conversation, during which it
appeared that the member who sent up Mr.
Vance’s name was not present, the Speaker
stated that he had done his duty in calling the
attention of the House to the abuse of its priv-

THE STORM.

medicine, by its curative properties, removes or
counteracts kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental and physieul debility, female irregularities, aud all diseases of the urino-genital organs in either sex, and
nent health.

ma-

Coxcord, March 12—1.30 P. M.—One hunseventy-four towns give Straw, 32,339;
Weston, 29,812; Blackmer, Temperance, 338:

have been cured by the
Office in Cahoon Block.

DUIIIKS.

Warren

dred and

Dead men tell no tales; if they did,
anathemas against the depleting lancet, the
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
materia medica, would arise from every graveyard. The motto of modern medical science is

V INKliAK

by

SIXTH DISPATCH.

Mace claims that some of the worst
cases of Scrofula, Cancers, Erysipelas, Salt

V KUKlAUliK

defeated

Brown in this Senatorial District, bv 200
jority.

Dr.

Rheum, Humors, &c.,
use of the Depurator.
Congress street.

is

Congress.
The Spaaker said he

was

Concord, March 12.—The New Hampshire
State election for Governor, Railroad Commissioner, Councillors and Legislators took place

politics are getting decidedly
According to the Hfovidence Journal
there is a deep laid scheme to control the action
of the Republican Convention, which meets on
Thursday, without regard to the wishes of the
party at large, and to place it in opposition to

A variety of Goods
154 Middle St.

The bill granting the Central Pacific Railroad
half of the Island of Icerba Buena,
in the bay of San Francisco, was taken up anil
discussed.
Mr. Holman, of Indiana, moved to lay the
bill on the table.
Pending the vote by yeas and nays on the
motion, the Speaker called the attention of the
House to the fact that yesterday, under the invitation to members to send in the names of
persons to be included in the amnesty hill, the
name of Lebaleon B. Vanel, of North Carolina, was sent up. There had been an implied
obligation that no person should he included
who came within the category of exceptional
cases in the general bill heretofore passed
by
the House, namely:—Members of Congress or
officers of the army and navy who resigned and
had given aid to the rebellion. He was glad he
did not know who hail sent up the name of
Vance, nor from what side of the House it had
come.
The question of that gentleman’s relief
from disability had been a matter of some consideration and discussion elsewhere, and the
Chair regarded the question of his name as a
violation of good faith. He believed it had
tieeu done in ignorance of the understanding of
the House.
Mr. Shober, of North Carolina, remarked that
Mr. Vance did not come within the category of
excepted cases to which the Speaker referred,
as lie had not resigned his seat as a member of

Mr.

I'IBHT DESPATCH.

Rhode Island

Commissary

towns

est victories

exciting.

Couch.

2050.

One
The
Legislature so far stands 91 Republicans to 05
Democrats, and the Senate 9 Republicans to 3
Democrats. This ratio will not he altered much,
and the net Republican gain over last year will
be about 2500 votes, and about 30 Representatives.
The Republicans here are celebrating the victory here in big shape. It is one of the great-

Members of the Ancient Harmony Society
will bear in mind the rehearsal this evening.

serving

even

cast

hundred

Members of the P. A. & N. U. will please
notice the call to meet this afternoon.

on

in,

was

tering 707; Republican majority

Cymbric Choristers.—It will be remembered that these Welsh singers gave a fine concert
in the Mercantile Supplementary course last
winter, and many who heard them then will be
pleased to learn that they are to have another
opportunity to hear them. They sing to-night
at Arcana Hall, corner of Congress and Chapel
streets.

the rcuomination of Gen. Grant.and in favorof
the proposed mongrel Cincinnati movement.
The Journal charges that money is freely used

an

before noon, they saw that the
and they gave up the ship. It is
impossible at this hour to give full returns, but
enough have already been received to show that
Mr. Straw is elected l»y the people with a majority of from 1100 to 1800, and some claim even
more than this,
lip to this hour 142 cities and
towns have reported, with the
following result:
Straw (rep.) 30,109; Weston (dcm.) 27,400; scatcome

(lio

A Much Needed Home.—The Ladies of the
Christian Association desire to establish in the
city a Home, where friendless young women
may obtain board at a price not exceeding cost,
and which may serve also as a temporary home
for young women coming to the city to obtain
employment. They propose buying a moderate
house for this purpose, as soon as they
have the requisite funds. Life Memberships of
825 each are solicited in aid of this project, or
any other contributions from those friendly to
such an enterprise.
The Committee are Mrs. Alvali Couant,
Chairman, Mrs. J. O. Brown, Mrs. Geo. Burnham, Jr.,Mrs. H. J. Little, Miss M. E. Barrett,
by whom any donations for this object will be
*
gratefully received and acknowledged.

as

SENATE.
Washington, Muroli 12.—A bill refunding to
I State officers taxes paid on salaries was reported and put on the calendar.
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, said that when the
bill was called up he should move an amendment for refunding all taxes collected during
the war, as they undoubtedly had been burdensome to the people.
(Laughter.)
The bill granting the right of way to the
Great Southern railroad m Florida came up.
Mr. Morrill of Maine opposed the bill, saying
that the people would be astonished at the action of Congress since 18GG, in voting away the
public lands to railroads. The bill was passed.
A resolution was adopted that the President
furnish the amount of moneys paid for telegraphic dispatches the past three years.
Bills introduced ;to prevent the destruction of
timber on public lands; providing votes for
I Congressmen shall be by written or printed
ballot; also directing the Secretary of the
Treasury on application of governors of States
to
supply them with treasury notes to an
|
amount which, in connection with the national
bank notes already furnished, shall make $8 for
each inhabitant, provided that real estate security is given for payment in fifteen years; for
the election of public buildings at Fall River.
The legislative appropriation bill came up.—
Messrs. Pomeroy and Nye opposed the amendment repealing the law' authorizing the publication of laws in newspapers.
Messrs. Carpenter, Flanagan and Corbett also onposed it.
Mr. Pomeroy moved to lay the amendment
on the table.
Agreed, yeas 22. nays 21.
An amendment was "adopted appropriating
$50,000 for the publication of laws in newspapers.
Mr. Edmunds offered an amendment providing that after the publication of the laws of the
present Congress their publication in newspapers shall cease. Adopted.
An amendment was adopted raising the salaries of the assistant seeretarys, 2d comptroller,
register, auditor, commissioner of customs and
supervising architect of the Treasury Department, assistant postmaster genera!, superintendent of money orders and of foreign mails,
commissioner of general land office and commissioner of Indian affairs to $4000.
Mr. Sherman offered an amendment to the
amendment increasing the salaries of all the
heads of bureaus to $4000.
A motion to table the amendment was lost.
Mr. Sawyer moved to add the commissioner
of education to the list. Agreed to.
Mr. Logan moved to add the supervising officer of the Marine Hospital.
Pending the discussion of which the Senate adjourued.

Company

inst, consisting of 42
members, and called Ligonia I/idge.
on

ting the general order business was settled ai
the dinner at Willard’s Hotel, at which Gens
Babcock »nd others were present.
j Porter
,

HOTTSTT.

Temperance Matters.—A Good Templars’
Lodge was instituted at the Rolling Mills, Cape

Elizabeth,

XL11D COXGRESS—SECOND SESSION.

*

all.

to

exmnmon

Schumacher's, to a gentleman in Boston.
Irvilig Blake, Esq., sold to a packing concern
in this city eight hogs, raised by himself at his
bakery on Congress street, the average weight
at

his friends are

GUN.

as was

up again.
The market is almost bare of corn. The adverse winds has
delayed the arrival of cargoes
and railroad receipts have been interrupted by
the snow blockades.
A large number of the subordinate city
officers elected
fied yesterday.

Hampshire.

j THE FIRST GRANT

probably

for drunkenness and disturbance.
court for

New

to, have carried it on quite limited, but are im
tending the present season to double the !
amount of former years, having already rei
ceived encouragement from a number of reliable firms in the West, one party sendiyg their
order, the first week in March, for six thousand
pairs of boots and a proportionate quantity of

Business
Heal Estate—George

Tuesday.—The

has passed unnoticed. We refer to the
manufacture of moccasins. The manufacturing of the larger proportion of these goods for
the last ten or fifteen years has been confined
to the eastern part of the State.
In 1866, immediately after our city was laid waste by fire,
Messrs. Lord & Haskell of Portland, and Wm.

1 BY TELEGRAPH. j

ance

H. Neal & Co. of Saccarappa, conmenced the
manufacture of these goods, designed principally for the Western trade, but on account of
both partios having separate business to attend

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Graud Organ
Concert—Friday Evening.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

BEFORE

"Manufacturing.”—Among the frequent
notices, recently, of manufacturing interests in
our
vicinity, one branch of considerable import-

R. K. HUNT,

Commission

and

Merchant

Auctioneer

lYTO 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to 6ull
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
escription of goods. Consignments not 11m ited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

Xv

Surchasers

DAM.

STONE

will be received by Westbrook Manufacturing Co., for building a stone dam on the
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and aj»eciticbtionH may be seen at the office of
the Componv in

PROPOSALS

Saccarrappa.'

Saccarappa, Feb

.TAMES HASKELL, Agent.
felSistf

15. 1872.

that

the sul*crib*r

la hereby given,
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken uj>on
the trust of Administrator of the estate of

has

himself,

CHARLES B. PLUMMER, late of Bridgton,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direc t*. All persoaa having demand*
of said deceased, are required to exupon the estate
hibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate arc called upon to make payment to
GEORGE U. WIGHT, Adm’r.
Bridgton, March 5, 1812.
marll.18,25
Western City uud County Bonds*
SALE at prices which yield t© to 10 per
TjlOR
for in
JC cent, interest.

Avery desirable security

vestment.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange

dctltt

in want of Plain or
to their
the Daily Press Job

will find it
THOSE
Marks, at

change Street, Portland.

Fancy

Job

call
advantage;to
{Tinting

t.

Priming

on W«J
Office. Kx
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SUNG
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is ilia has come to pass?
Dis deni beraiu'^jjui burger
Has dook away mine fested rights,
Life, liperty, und lager.
vat

:

De pody bolitic is bored
Mit dis big deniiterance augur,
Und let out all vat (lore vas stored.
Life, liperty, und lager.

A

but von creat pig hole,
Receifer und tischarger,
Dere’s nix raltin dev call a soul
To sclieok de flow of
lager.

It’s not ing

it is

are

paid,

liperty

on

We

are

safe.

certain

areas

arc

none

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7

:

annum,

payable

principal

than

or

one

to the most

small amount

a

Office.

application

on

—Euchre is ,the latest missionary
agent.
Two young men of Taylor’s Falls,
Minnesota,
played the game on a recent Sunday to decide
whether they should go to church in the evening. And they went. The general Introduction of this oracle would doubtless be productive of great reform.

WE ARE SELLING
THE

BALANCE OF OUR

STOCK,

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

Co.,

293 CONGRESS STREET.

foMOtf

Family Physic,

PEIlhINS X

Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum.
Worms,

Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Puri
fying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Thcii
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and

diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
physicians, and our best citizeus wend certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well aw
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to

dangerous
skilful

take; and being purely vegetable, they
entirely
harmless!.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists every where.
janl-e3dwly-l
are

Vigor,

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.
years,

sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary prediajKjeition, all

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which lias won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
His HAIR
aud men.

DR.

And sold all round the world.

docK deod&eowd-weow-ly

.BURNHAM’S

New Turbine is in general
use throughout the U. S.
A
six inch, is used bvtheGovernment in the Patent Office,
Washington, I). C. Its simplicity or eoustrnotion and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.
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$20,000
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COMPILED

EASTER ANTHEM! Christ

GOLDEN

_

Freeport, Feb. 20th,

f872.

tb24d3w

Sold

om

A

GOLDEN

A seven octave
ble rate.

popular and rapidly selling religions work ever
IsailedFor Circulars address U. S. Pub.
N. Y.

Co.,

MRS.

Stri^th?"" l-""nir4t4w*,“-'*

DINSMORE’S

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

Cough, Croup,

'hin^hitterC

tlle

Asthma nn«l Colds.

^edietd ^acu^y to produce any-
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Houses,
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the rear,
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sSeSI Saw“.nio<,er"
ate; references first-class.
mcl.4oo.itf

A

““

Enquire at the
PRESS OFFICE.

<*iS Saw For Salr.
Q°OD Cato Saw, nearly new. Enouire

£3 tri

Thomas,
Clarke.

Wilson.

1.00
.50
.75

GOLDEN

nr

„,t

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Every Corset le stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown, Kept by all firstclass dealers.

THOMSON, liAIVOnON A CO.,
Sole Owners of Patents,
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

wlO

2w

or

J. H. Chadwick &

running through it that never fails; it has a
good barn, house, ell ami wood shed, and carriage
house, good well of water. This farm is situated in
the town of Bowdoin, Maine, 5 miles from navigation
and R. R., Bowdoinliam, 5 miles from Lisbon Falls.
a

GOLDEN
on re-

Lisbon

enquire of

Falls,

Maine.

For Sale.
PortlamPNursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
2} miles from Portland, near It. R. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations iu the place. The lot contains
12 acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, with L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and

THE

tc

Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Iuquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill's Comer.
febl3dtf
__

BOSTON.

Desirable Country Residence,
OF

FOR SALE !

BOSTON

Oliver Dyer farm in Saco, on the Portland
road, three miles from the Post Office and two
from old Orchard Beach: contains otto hundred and
acres, well wooded and watered; well adapted
to the raising of market Vegetables, or for a milk
farm.
The buildings consist of a large two story modern
built Brick house; a barn 38x72, clapboaxded and
painted; and a stable 24x36. all in good repair.
The house Ls well located for summer boarders.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the first of April,
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus Higgins farm in
Cape Elizrbetli; contains about one hundred and
acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable buildings and cuts
about thirty tons of hay; three miles from Portland,
and one and a haif from Cape Elizabeth Detiot, Will
be sold low ir applied for soon, other wise will be leased for the coining year.
JOSEPH HOBSON.
mch2deod&w4w wlO
Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.

THE

Pure White Lead !
Dry and Ground in Oil,

forty

DRY AND GROUND

ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Oar Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be ntrictly pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not snrl>assed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
we

our

Phillips

have adopted

&

Co.,

fPM. H.

JJEJtBfS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

1870

Dolt#

For Sale or To

JLeiu

Dealers and purchasers of Fruit and Ornamental
Tree* and Plants will find their interest in examining
our largely increased aud
unequalled stock, which is
superior in quality, with many Novelties, selected in
Europe, by personal imspection, last fall. Send for a

Catalogue.

w-c- strong & CO.,
4 Bcaco,‘Bos,on-

or

vicinity.

HAIR
the best article

ITS

TO

ever

ORIGINAL

mi,e from Abbott’s Corner and within a few rods
of J. W. Jones* Corn Factory. For further information enquire of NATHANIEL HAWKES, near
Morrill’s Corner.
feb27dlw&wtf

COLOR.

It will prevent the Hair from falling out.

Hotel

Males the Hair smooth anil glossy, and (toes vt

stain t he skin

as

Property

others.

9k

^

for Sale.

undersigned oilers for

sale the

“New

EECSa^Hanipshire House,” situated in the pleasant
n. h.
The
SENT FREE BY MAIL.
J idiiB"*
in K<*>d repair; well
furnished; derPK'Iul.ls
HALL & CO.
N. H.
!
Nashua,
Proprietors.
with
line
shade
trees
and
located,
iifrffy^'.Mlighttuily and has
For sale by all druggist h.
a
excellent stabling.
pounds,
febl8 eod&eow d
\\ 111 iVe
be sold
eow w w8
2m
with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
?*Y!, *21#* or
for the “Bright side of
jalOeodtf
A(
~Ni:w York,”

Conductor

Library of Ininstitutions and Objects of i
th*t tl10 ,,ook > «» Sot is hv Rev. J. F.
UishmAtiri s
Clty Missionary. A work worth
having and not a Sensation
book. 200 Kneravings
Aeen.s sell 40 a day. K. B. TREAT,
u

The Phynicul l.ifi- Of

J?«immensehi",demand
niM
mrh4t4w

JOSEPH BLANCHARD.

It is thoroughwork on the del-

author, and the

or

PORTLAND

'**

The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney pome in contact with
giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.

While doing average work, coupled with a good
supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
Wo will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
engine, it will

per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
beating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as It is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonps.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no pojd water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely boated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as It ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
meu to tlm followiug facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smokestack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, uevei

before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give

Middle-Aged Men,

W. T.
dclfl
__

daily.
At
At

diseases of the

Address,
Dr. JTourdain's Consulting; Office,

any address for 25 cents.

Lung*,
Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough,
Itronehitis, Asthma and Consumption.
THE FEW Compositions
which have

won

the confi-

among not only one but
:many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Per-

For sale

by all Druggists and Dealers
everywhere.
no28
eodjy

W. P.

1

works, cannot fail to sofor his latest and best.
I
<*KO. M ACLEAN. Publisher.
2 School Rt., Boston.
I

CATARRH

in

cured.
Office

now

CHANCE FOK AGENT9
want an agency, local or traveling,
Doyou
with an opjairtunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
Lines.' They last
free. Send
forever;
sample
mr circular.
Address at once Hudson River
Wire \* orks cor Water st.. and
Maiden Lane,
N. V., or 346 \\
Randoph »t., Chicago.
*

A«BEAT
17t4w

open, Room

,,,
feblT-dlw*

yon

or

Well*’

Machine-spread

fin

They will certainly

They
spread

cure.
are are composed of choice
emollient
on the finest
of three different

gums

kid,
sizes and
worn with case and comfort. Sold l>v
Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each,
F. C. WELtS & CO„
192 Fulton Street, >

Druirilsts

are

I STf TP"
p' pl
TEETH,

rl fa

fi1*#muu
All

SOUND

•tant

use

of

Thur»ton’«

Ivory Pearl Toothpowder.
It is the bent Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street. New York.

OF

Bold,

W^eravels,'li7iii

ptriowr* $1 00.

point

iii

,vvr
\\ M.

&

sept25dtf

SALES-

alteration
WINTER

auu nntie

ranted.

Will sell to be paid for In

I

leading Instrument manufactured

in

SUP_

S3F“SIeeping Cars on all night

the United

subscriber

having made large addition

and

Broad’s

Corner of

Patent

trains.

Shawl

Straps.

only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver [dated, with cross and end
straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the
thing for holiday p!t‘[.et,te. >ye alj|0 mar(u%tjpe fthagd Straps of
all kiiplid.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents,
27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
The

G. B. BROAD & CO,

decl9-dtf

Furnishing Undertaker,

Temple apd Federal stj!., Portland Me
£3F“Tlie poor always liberally considered.'
w9
feb28a&w
2w

ar

s—P^° T I £E
AMMON AT HIS OLI)

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

|

uuuuuuu
MONEY IN

resembling

shape

WHY

color of wranner

intended to deceive.
THE It 1st Ml SIX POLISH IX BILK, for
stove dealers'
nse. at twelve rents per pound—tweuty-llve and
tlfty
pound boxes. “Cheaper than any other Hulk Polish for
nothing.
TIIK RISING M X LrjfREK FKNCIL.—N"
Sharpening
Cheap and Durable—au|>ercedcs other articles lor purpose.
Till; RISING SIN It LAI k LEAH LUBRICATOR.
Fur ax lea,
bearings and n.aehinerv. Lasts six times as long ns oil
ulone.
lb; and 40 Jb. tn.Xps, 15 pent* per lb. Try it.

T

BUYING

CLEANER,

time

von

A NEW
go out?

KID GLOVE

It will make them equal to new with
scarcelv anv
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by F uggists and Dealers In
Fancv Goods.
Price 28 cents jier bo’tle.
F. C. VVELtS & CO..

-HI* Fulton Street, New York.

MORSE BR09.V Prop'ra., Canton, Mass*
jan27d&w-12w
w5

Week. Best Cheap
4fcl*>^AMachine
in the world.
f. S.

HAYES. Great Falls, N. H.

the

AND BUTTER ICR’S

Patterns of Garments

1

!

Alslominal OrgaDs

Blond

PISHEBMEN!
twines

as a

_

D°LUXURIANT AND GU^Ly?™

1

SEED!
■*•

HEX DAI.L rft WUITXE I

PorlUn.l M .i>p up.

going complaints
11RIBEBA
is confidently recommended to
every familv as a
household remedy, and should be freely takeu in all
derangements of the system. It gives* health, vigor
and tone to all

h«MU fc

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
P.aikt, (alii,

vital forces, and animates and forlymphatic temperament*
JOHN p. KELLOGuj, 18 JMatf Street. New
York
,,
4Ke,lt fi,r the United States!
Price One Dollar perSjJ®
Bottle. Send for Cirenlar
the
tifies all weak and

I

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street. New York.

and Uunrarw.

rnHESE TABLETS present the Acid in eemtenaA
tion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT aud Ll'Nti Diseases. HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statement*
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of re*let
in cases df Throat difficulties of years* standing.

4w

WIOKES'

Caatiea.
Hon’t be. deceive*! by worthies*. Imitation*.

C.et
Welln’s Carbolic Ta iijjrrs. Price 25 ct» t^r
.JOHN y. KELLOCM, 1« Platt St., N Y
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
.Sold by I>rug*Ut». Price 25 cent* a Bos.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS * CO..

only
box.

ECLECTI C

teh2ti>9m

OH.!
is intended lor use in
ordinary kerosene lamps. J
wherever good light and perfect
security from acci- I
dent are required. It is
prepared carefully at the

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS,
Anti cannot be

Parity, Hrilliauey, and

Portland, Me.
A VOH HE OF

ASTOUNDING

DISCLOSURES

—OF THE—

U. S. Secret

I.'tonomt,

€«en'l

(BY

A. J. C’HENEB
Agent for
4w

By Cm*.
A

I ,

Portland.

I food!

HA

Woodl
for sale at No. 43 Lin

Edging*

WM. HI’SB.

0*0. P. Burnham.

R

»-«!

400 page,, Pr1(.. t9 JO

STAHTLIIVCJ.

Anil Wonderful
Book ! Just
Mailed, post-paid, anywhere, on
receipt of price
Address I, a bun
llenlh, HO Buw.r.r Nm.,.

BtM

'! OD
Dand SOFA
**11 sir. et.
A iso Dry

Service.

PKI.M.SMoK.PK<„,T«l>EpABTMK!|T
Wkh

Ag’ts for New Ragland.

!

MEMOIRS

I

equalled for

Furnished in cans, cases, ami prime bbls. by
J. R BARTLETT A CO.,

BK S°FT

bottle.

___

2000

great invigorator and rembloo«f, or for organU
eyip For the Toro-

for all impurities of the
weakness with their attendant

t

netting,

SEED,

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
offered to the public

and

-_

their Concoml*
ItuntR.

is

WILDEB;

MAXCFAt Tit HI) n
II M. if. HOOEh.lt .1'
SONS.
Send lor price-list.
Baltimore, .14.

Aliunauunc

edy

k

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

__173

Jaundice, Scrofula, Pyapep.
Ague ami Fever, or

THOHP80!V,l
POHADR
OPTI.YIK,
used dally, will make It so. It is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially
adaptnourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggist* and
er
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 26 ami
30 cents per

Shuttle Sewin
Agent* wanteg

<lecT-4w

or

street.
State ar.Boston.

10

Sewing: Machines

*18 India Mtreel, Ben ton,

HI ^ MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
Combination Tuunel, Button Hole Cut•IP*" f
ter, an<l other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
feb5t4w

of E

PI^MMSB

3m

SPEND
pair of Kid Gloves every
Renovate those yon have with
XOFYEJi’g I NO DO RO I'M

corner

ELIAS HOWE

•’'ic

Over. Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of

i

THE

@W polish-

STETSON & POPE],

Wiiatf aod Dock, iirsi,

Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the

BUSINESS

Beauty cf Polish. Saving Labor, Cleanliness,Durability <fc Cheapness, Unequnled.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
under other
IJUTATIOXS,
name., hut
ours in
and

HARD PINK FLOORING AND MTKP.
BOA RDM, for sale by

Remedy

feb‘26

Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazipg and paper Hanging, at life old
STAG'D, i|o3J liijiuN oTj&EET, where he hope* to see
his former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he lntcndu to devote himself
entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON,

For

O. bam* aud sawed to dimensions.
PINE PLANK,

HARD

n

IUU^DT-TW

HAVE YOU SEEN

to his

Hard and WhitePine Timber

It is NOT A PHYSIC—It la NOT what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is It intended as such. It is
a South American
plant that has been used fot
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful etticucyas a pow erful
altkiiativf
and UXElJUALED l-t KIFIER UP THE BLOOD and is a
Sure and Perfect
for all diseases of the
Liver aud Spleen, Enlargement or Obstruction of Intes-

!U

~

stock, as a coffin and casket
manufactory, and after tweutv-tive years of experience in the business, is fully confident that he does
manufacture as good work as is done in Boston or
Gonueeticut. He is now prepared to furnish Coffins
and Caskets of all kipds, from the
cheapest to llie
very best, of his own manufacture, as cheap as those
made in other States and sent here to dealers to sell
Those in want of any of this kind will do w ell to
call at his manufactory and examine before
purchasing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand
All of the above will be sold at fair and honorable
and
prices,
everything connected with the laying out
removal, or burial of the dead, will be promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CURRIER,
room

ly_5.lf.g__ill) Con.no r.ial.t

enter-

JURUBEBA!

dc20 eod&wtf

SPECIAL NOTICE i
former
THE

1.10 P. M.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *80 in value(and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor
eyofy *800 additional value.
C. J, BRYDGES. Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26istw-ostf

McPhails Pianos,

i,

....

inrJCeo.ll._Office,

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8 48 P M

have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

FISK.

of all his

of trains,

Passenger trains will arfiye as follows:
From Soiitn Paris and
Lewiston, at 6.15 A. 51.
-’
Dji.igor,
2.48 P.M-

Install-

is111

victims Life of EDWARD St.
lustrated octavo of over 500 pages. NTOKK8,11Send *1.00 for
outfit, and secure territory at once. Circulars
P^T®kISHINO CO., Philadelphia, Chicago
orChudimati.
feb>ot4w

stations at 5.00 P. 51.

ments.
I also

West, at

fOAl*'*'''

of

her

ARRA.NQ-qa;5YIK?J'T.

the

account

only complete life

BROKEN,

MTOVE ...id CUKSTNIT
By the cargo at the Yery lowest market price de°n ik. ir.1 at
place ol sU.pu.eui, »n.l
l1'™1
’Pi„.
cure vessels ,» transom I the
tame when desired
BONN b
NTIKDltANT,

ijo:kbrk
Vt; J0SU5 MANSFIELD‘Trirom
Wct^sb‘’ai"i'/Ule SEE5S, i8J:tlvated and ruined

Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

lists sent by mail.

NTEARER,

RINgTbiII:

155«rs53SJSB«iimt)i1 !,u-1 alter Monday, Oct. 30, 1671,
as follows:
jnnnffsiyiaFrahis will runtrain
r~.»at 7.30 A. M. for
Passeuger
couth Paris, and intermediate stations.
.,
5Iail train
at
all
stations) for Island
^stopping
Pond, connecting
with night mail train for x
Quebec,
Montreal and

r airs in

The

WK w“* SKLL

LIMP,

schemes,
prises and assassination. Biographies of Vanderbilt
Drew and other groat It. K. and Financ
ial ma mate s’
Great FRAUDS of the
TAMMANY
Hunt i>en pictures in the LIGHTS & RH vnnw*;

8treet' Portland, Me.
FLOW KRS, Eastern Agent.
___Bangor, Me.

cr»fRenni-

r:rlu\

AOEMTS.

JAMES

Containing u full

a

or

FORTUNES, Coal by the Cargo !

AGENTS WANTED.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

ST.

*

cold

without it, take instant pains*,
get rid ol
for
nebvivviIs the most
fhls Pun>o«e, DOni.'a
NERVINE
impular. FnrsalebyalldrugRWtSfehl9t4w

mankind. For particulars, notices of the
pres# and
wet ra terms, address, GEORGE Ml
AC’UK AN,
PubliMher, 3 School St., Boston.
feb5t4w

the

nom

R*'*.rER
luHt n<‘K*eoted cold* bring early
If.y.ou hav<* ‘*nugh, whether with

How tifey were Made; or, the Struggles
Triumph# of our Self-made Men. by J. I>.
w«N?.
McCabe, Jr. liy forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to iuocoed in life, and at the wune time benefit
and

Railway

““*il WAIn cloth:
re
free to agent* anlv
Copv b)

COLD* AND COUGH.

FJOO per month by selling

GREAT

y.'purchariiig tickets via ihe

Trunk

to

Sorceries, Deiimnologv, and IOOU

"SK^risrsiuiiSr^

fetrit-fr

WASTED,

n-

I Yt, ‘,0' 0,;I< Fascination or Sou) Charm
>“**es by Herbert Hamilton, B. A. How
I
Ii™
ml? rS*er (which alljiossess) at will Divination. Spiritualism,

onr A ew
gMland{colored in toniisn
*“4,™* aud
World .Maps, KuccexM in certain. Ai»f,,r ,ernis *nd territory to D. I,. OUEKNL'a,-8t.?',?e
bEx, Pub.,
N. H.

*t»to

.1 SO-**!-

or

or

and L. h.

uovll-dtf

al»ove,

a*

or

300

Concord,

SEEN IT.

Boston,
Fred.
M*SmbhCaf?i0r N '•> F Hnv'\v,
Walr,m & Co., I ml la
appiia,
t
tnd._febiMw

o

flWIK

OSK WHO HAS

LIFE

BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
®®"‘ «‘I«BK books extant. Works of
absorbing inti rtst. Agents wanted. 4k
pages Extracts sample
Satnnls
engravings. Circulars. Ac., free
C. F. VENT, Pub., Ciu., O., and 58
Murray St. N.Y.
ito*iS;«,SaK0i'Ji>ii:r‘‘<1
for,r/ik-ago ami the C.reat Conflagration
by t.nibcrt and
Chamberlin. Editors Chlfaces. Fully illustrat.sL
;*0 00«» -«i'l 32S:^‘avo
A«Ulrp*H.s

AGENTS WANTED NOW.
•KAV^\.Fiv f• *100 to*2lK> per month cleared In
canvassing for History of the Ur, t Vires ia
«»ad the World. Has ou,sold all others
f Onlv completC
and
PnbHshcd. Bv Rev. E. .1.
GOtlDsi EED, D. History
D .675 Pages and 73
illustrations,

Baggage

In«truiuetit« War-

Price

^ ^

WHITE
HEALTHY GUMS
AND SWEET BREATH, arc secured by eok-

BY

WM. SMITH, L. L. D.
SMITH’S iuble DICTIONARY.
It contains over 250 fine
Scripture niustrations and
1105 pages, and is the most
comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever
published. The labor
and learning of centuries are
gathered in tills one
UOIJW a strong clear light
upon even
page of the inspired Word.
AGENTS M ANTED.—Send for Circulars, and sec
our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Address National Publishing Co., Plilla. Pa.
jail n«

—

IN

Streairtheninc

~

STATE PRISON

4w

BY

ACTIIOR

GREAT WEST.

del 3

cold? Are you afflicted with Rheupains of any kind? try one of

and

200,1 Llve!5' Stable Is connected t;lth
the
m rJ4.lt •
■_
A

uust

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

Do not be deceived by “Old
or
reliable
best routes'* advertised by other parties, office,"
but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall.or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
trine and distance.
cheeked
and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland tothrough
Chicago
D. H. BLANCHABD'S, oppo. Preble Hotiw

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the Now

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTiSn”
Have
taken

BANBALL ANDRKWm,

B'del.the Maine Hotel at DauihVlo','llP<i'‘,r.,li,ner
nri.-cuttn,
Columbian House, Bath.

illijmtratrd

187^.

rata o!

aKSUALL’8 MILLS,
•v

Cents
will

'__jn2t>t

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

any other

No. 4.

*

L

p.m.

Fairfield house.

Agents to sell the
BUCKEYE SEW-

you

CALIFORNIA,
Or

DR. SHEPARD,
United State* Hotel.
Portland Me.

*

more

ki
ble

KOR-

Medtcin

EXCHANGE

Funeral and

the above amount for any ease of Cacannot jiermanately cure. That terrible and loathsome disease has
brought many a poor
soul to a consumptive grave, by the
wasting'awav of
the lungs. Why will you suffer when
you can be

few

by return mail a corfeet picture of
future
husband or wife, with name awl date of your
Address M Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 marriage.
Fultonville,

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. sta-

Grand

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

WILL

EMPLOYMENT.
a

IS NO HUMBUG 1
By sending 35
THIS
with age, height, color of eyes and
hair,
receive

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to Kew
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
^
Supt. P. S. «fc P. R. R."

144 1-2

_W*f

give
I tarrh that
I

Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.

l

IIASTIXttS,

States.

fOO DOLLARS!

engage

at :t

Wh’ri>

m»II>
:»C ve .< 1b
FrclKht tot the West by the Penn. ft. It. and So
m
by connecting lines forwarded tree »l commission
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or
Puflpage apply to
WillTKfcv A NATH*HO\,
Inat-ly
jo l,sng WbwH, B..i.,,

Oi all medicines that give
strengtn and robustness to
body and mini, DODD’S NEK VINK bears the palm
Its sale « large and its
jiopularity
long established.
Probably more families kt*eji it on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other medicines now before the public. It is
pleasant to take
as auy
Jan23|4w

to

f'Ong Wharf. Boston,

£«>“

*"»«*nuioe one nail toe

_

$5.00 SAVED

MELODEONS

& CO.,

■

(Express.

Rochester, Ahou Bay, *0,15, A. 41,
Manchester and Concord. N.
via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. 51., 3,45* P, M,
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* \. M
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.45* P. 51.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. 51. 3.301, 3.45* P. 51.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives In Boston in
time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. 51. Sprlugfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3 JOt P. 51
rain with the 9.00 P. 51. train for New York via Shore

-t-ARD—

The

Wm. Read, M. D„ (late Citv PhvDavid Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner.’M. D.;
C. F. Folsom, M. IX: S. L.
Dutton, M. I) Boston
Nathan French, M. D.. Malden
Centre, Mass
janl3 eod 3ni

Ju-fa.

s^2Sphur“Mo“em.reet

machine,at a liberal salary or on Commission
A Horse and Wagon given to
Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address
W. A Henderson & Co., General
Cleveland. Ohio, and
Agents.
St. Louis, Mo.
jn2i>t 4w

For

ORGANS

«ent

:

LoaYeeauh port «toj Wedne*dtT48«tnri»f

A Reliable Tonic.

VIT'E desire

tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

IS,

**

^1UIIC*

PROFITABLE

*_.

Star.

-AND-

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.

wine._

Leave Boston for Portland at 77.30 A.
78.30 A.
M., 712.15 P. M., 73.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.. 710.40 A.
M., t2.38 P. M„ t5.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.

pSWHgSjitkm, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.301, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
--“-7-30, 18.30 A. M., *13.15, *3. P. M

Urino-Genital Organs.

..

^.llTOinmunicaflons

Passenger trains leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun'-w-Vlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
M., 59.10 A. M., 73.30 P.M., t3.45 P.

_—^—_

betes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, ChronUCatarrh of Rladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

of men, and all species of Birds, Animals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored
sn ejects.
Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to good busi-

Uia.^
Referkkoes:

I

ARRANGEMENT.

Arrangement,

SAMPSON,

jttne2tf_
BOW T o jy

| ??n<1

_____

Winter

A I HDD

Kennedy*

fine Passenger aecoiumocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk »l-> 30
time 48 hours; to Baltimore
*13, time 65 hours
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further itiformation
apply to
E.
Agent.
43 Central ll'karf, Button.

now

Jan23f4w

decl6-tc

_____

William

“McClellan,** Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
h*
*
y
Steamer Lady of the Luke.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
IGckmnnd, by river or rail; and by tbe Va. d Ten,i
Air
Line; to all l*4nts in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabamaand Georgia; ami over the Seaboard and
Boanoke ll. R. to all points in North and South
Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio II. B. to
ami
Washington
places H est.
Through rates given to South an<l Weal,

A Splendid New
Book for Agents.
w
m
*
■
illustrated.
Price low. Will outsell everything
Finely
for Circulars.
Address Columbian Book Co.,
Hartford, Conn.
jau23t4w

Commencing -tlondny, AT.v’r l.'iih, 1871.

A standard Preparation,
endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its
astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It Is a sure, quick remedy tor all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or temale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Dia-

races

condned!

LeHcrmce.”
"George Appotd.**

iwt

‘‘Afoot &

Saturdays at 4c. m.
NORFOLK and BALTIMORE

Steamships:—

■

ft ill/am

readv with its precious store of
good thing for
Bar lor Headings, being a happy blending
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment. Pathos and Burlesqu*, Uniform iu style with the proceeding mimwon the public heart, and the
cry is
AlOJXE.
Cloth-bound, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents,
or 4 copies for $1.
Also ‘‘Excelsior Dialogues,” revised, price $1 25.
Ask your bookseller for them, or send
price to P.
Garrett & Co., 702 Chestnut st.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
-AGENTS WANTED.—Those
other books
selling
can sell these by thousands.

1

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

W.

.a-

who require treatment,
(except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) umtw the pharge of their o wn
physician, can be found by addressing Mm M fi wins
st,, Boston.

Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

353

Beadlua^

or

Tuesdays anti

►for
■■

hfT®

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

I

TO PHYSICIANS.
Board and Nursing, for Ladles about'iSSf-.S
to be

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,

“lOO (HOICK HI I.I CTIOXH. ,>o. 4.»

|

STUBBS, Agent.

end

jan8- 4wt

JAMES FISK.

is

A. K.

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
I>. C. Steamship Line.

•Atcommodation.
(Fast Express.

ed

-w".'"casi,.

M.

(Uc20 2ia tc2u»

A complete History of his life and
exploits from u
Pedlar Bov to a King among Financiers. His triumphs and failures. How he lived and how he died
Illustrated. Price by mail, 30 cents. Terms liberal.
Address Win. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
Jan23f4w

or Springfield line.
SyFreight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station ip Boston, llaymi.rkot Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

to take

C»taloK>«*
Sra5.!&y!5,hOIClUBiVe,0rrit<>r>'SAM’L WALKER

for,I{1«l.,.>r

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

U09tl__

use.

ordure for “Chamber*’ EnWANTED
and revised Edicyclopedia”, being

A_„

ai«

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsficld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

no one ever secured so

'wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayeii’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
has been known to the publie about forty years, by a
long contiuned series* of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.

for Woodstock and Houlton stations.
Connecting at St. .John with steamer EMPRESS
and Annapolis, thence
by rail to Windsor
and Halifax ami with the E. A X. A.
Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations. Winter rates will
be charged for freight after Dec. 20th.
Freight receive. 1 on days of sailing until 4 o'clock

8 O'CLOCK.

■

aud Limington, daily.
At Centre Water boro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsfield and Ossii>ce, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

f-»w-

mankind and
dence ofhousehold
words
[become

ACTIVE SALESMEN

nritV

Thea Nectar Clroular.

Send for

Calais and with X. B. & r

Railway

Full particulars
MACLEAN, 3
jaH-Iwt

™

and

as

MANTEACTORY

The Pictorial Sunday
'coutains
choice articles on the leading subjects of the Bible;
80 Cliromo Engravings.
The (Papular Educator: an Encyclopedia
of Elementary and Technical
Education; treats all
subjects; adapted to all classes.

0x1 411,1 after Monday, December, 18,
--a
1871. passenger trains leave Portland
r-»-ay~"'■a'■ for Rochester and intermediate stations
at-7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Portsmouth,
Falls aud Conway Railroad ior Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at H.30 A.M. via Eastern Hail roads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

WINTER

Throat

—

5506.

Trip Per M eek.

Y'U

Jft A PURE BLACK TEA
with the Green Tea Flavor.
J Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our “trademark” jsmn.t and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only bv.tlie Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. 0. Box

noittf

ARRANGEMENT.

*5f“Cpntiec’Httg
Andrew* and

T THEA-NECTAR

tunm,

ROOM,

several

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

Limington, daily,
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle

reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal Infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed fr ee to

uvniwu,

complete Family History.

a

Hi. John, uigby,
Halifax.

On and after Monday, Dee. 201
h,
tin- Steamer
New Brunnrkk,
Capt. J. H. Pike, will leave Kail.road Wharf, foot of State street
evenr MONDAY at
-■-r
315p.m.,
*
tor host
pen and St. John.
ll!aVe St' J0lm “,U E*‘,t‘’ort every
THl’HSDA
at Eaatport with Steamer QUEEN
Tor St.

Family Register

and circulars free. Address GEO.
Mehuul Siren, Uostoa, .Hush.

Winter Arrangement.

PROPRIETOR OF THE

AGENTS

Ih the only work extant which satieties this want. It
is beautiful ami striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album', with

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Dr. R. J. JOI RDAIY,

WINTER

HAVE

Pictorial

for Lovell, daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives In
Portland in season for early afternoon traiu for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, tiuperiiiteiulent.

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find: t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlard,

W®«f

long wanted a novelty in the subscription
line which will sell at sight in every
family. The

Fryeburg

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

V4^

auil
Windsor and

One

Falls and Porter,

Portland, November 8,1871.

.JOHN POUTEOUS, Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Druggl.!. —*
P*im M*BlV\

BOOK

Raymond

by

BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

«

,M~

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, kezar

01

Ka.tpart, tula,.,

Uei

every Lady or
tlemaa. Hold by
mud Dealer* la

At East

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence
strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
C^Send a Stump for Circular.

we
us

1871!, with several thousand engraving*.
Klttn*o Family Bible, contains upwards of
1000 Engravings, by the most eminent
artists; new
Type and printed on heavy white paper, with numerous note* and references.

Koom.
*7 on
For further information apply to L. HILLINGS

Atlantic \\ harf,
shp 13tf

R.

8TACF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
Baldwin for Scbago and Bridgton, daily.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North Windham,
Casco,

P®1,

call.

a

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin pannage with State

^(M TrJ^^Koloai.n

and after Monday, Nov. 13tli, and
turther notice, trains will run as

connection* with the

Nova Scotia ltailway, for
Windsor, Truro New
Gla*ip>w and Pirtou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halilax ev-

m.

t~

Scotia

LINE.

The favorite Steauinhip Cak
L#TTA will leave Halt’* Wbar>
every
SATTBDAY
at
4 P. M. for Halifax direct

Ok.IVKR,

».

ha* tke delicate aud re freaking
fra-raair of fennlae Karina
Water, and la
'v\ladl«p«:ui»Eble to

A. M.
P. M.
7.40
3.15
Portland,
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car
attachcil.

many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a inanpatient c&nuot account for. On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
lound, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of
atliin,milkwn hue. again
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulof
ty, ignorant
the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
iuU and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot
consult the Dr. can
personally
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies will be

such

A.

BF-Private parties can be accuuitnodaled bv apply into I he Captain on board.
Fare down and l>ac« fi cents, children nali
pr‘
Portlaud,.! une 23,18J1.
ie23dtl

Leave

are

For Dincaiw* of the

WEEKLY"

making clone

Kmi

Ibtf

R.

Halifax, Nova

EX PKE SS,

Snnertnt»iwlt>Tit

OUDENSBURG

&

.0°

water.

Plaster*.

owned by Joseph Blanmile from the Centre,
Property. If not sold bv
one

book in the market.

reputation of the
J5ie world-wide
of a11

THE

matism,

feb21tf

ly established as the only reputable
j
ieate subject* of which its treats.
Ready! A new l>ook from the pen of DIO |
^early
LiKWlS, America’s most jiopular lecturer and writer
on
cure an

B. & M. R. R.

would exchange for City
1st of April, will be to let.
Enquire on the premises.

WOMAN

Still outsells any

on

FOR SAFE.

well known Farm
mTbS THE
chard. in Cumberland,

mch4t4w

consulted by oue

engraving of a Steam Roller confeet oi heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely.fAof
of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of twe horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

«nc

HAIR

YOUTHFUL

dtf

is well watered, with a brook running through it that never fails, and
_is on a of the best pastures in Town j
it has a good barn, small house ana wood-shed, with
a well of good water.
This farm is situated in the
Town of Deering, 4 miles from the City of
Portland,

known to

GRAY

BRADFORD.

Farm for Sale.
40 acres of good land divided into
mowing and pasturing, the pasture

%

RENEWER.
Is

F.

Auburn, March 2, 1872.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

RESTORE

There

for

_

we are

with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course ol treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in
perfect health.
men

an

That f il/l...

subscriber about to remove to Portland, offers
for sale or to be let In the city of Auburn, a few
nilniitAR walk from ilttimt nlmroliAa unit utmnlu lila
spacious an»l convenient dwelling house, stable and
outbuildings, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land consisting of a lawn, shrubbery
and vegetable garden, current and gooseberry bushes,
apple, j»ear, plum and cherry trees in full bearing.
Also adjoining the above are thirteen acres of highly cultivated mowing, arable and pasture land, oil
which is a
young orchard of thrifty trees. The whole
conveniently divided and fenced. Said premises are
pleasantly situated on high ground overlooking the
city of Auburn and Lewiston. The buildings with
lawn and garden would be exchanged for a house in

THE

w

day passes but

a

young

a new

Portland. Nov 1

Brinthn’

Hardly
more

tion to

tflonvra, Lola and I’arm* far Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: H» n. Geo. F. -Simpley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp. Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury^ Jr., Hon. Nathan Wel*b, Hon. John Lynch,

n

ranted.

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

thirty

MIDDLE ST.

eod

WM. SMALL, JR.,

mr4eod2w

Co., Ag’ts,

MANUFACTURERS

For further information

Augusta,

May 9-dtf

Mlrnmb.nl C.mpnny

f APT.

men

J. M. LIJNT. General
Feb. 14,1872.

•

MTKAHIK

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a.m. Connecting with
Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland fnr Hnnltnn

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And (told by
druggists all round tbe world.

above is
taining 1200

for Peaks5 Island.

s

J

ju2dly

the

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
Young
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

Steamers Dirigo ami Frauconit
will, until farther notice, run s*
f'^ws:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
■--JHR^rvrrj' MONDAY and THUKSJB
DAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 38 E. R.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dingo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goals forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. John, ami all parts of Maine. Shipjieis
are requested to semi their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M„ on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf. Portland
J. F AMES. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
H

Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin ]*asHagc
apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 9*9 State Street, Boston.
JAMEN ALEXANDER, Agent.

Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arriving at Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. in.
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland *5.00; to
Boston $6.50.

Co,

AKRAVGKVKVT.

MW

PREPAILTSTEERAGE PASSAGE.
From LiverjK)ol, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #3<1 CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.,

Prnk'a l.lnuri

Steannhip

SKM1-WKEKLY JAyW

Passage Mouey, including fare from Boston toN York,
Cahin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage. 330 Currency. Tickets to Paris. $15
Gold, addit ional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
23P' Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
City.

No. 7. Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Water vile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p. m., (remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.

Unhappy Experience!

ny

Vlaine

to sail

I

42:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, I^wistou (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.

I

everv dav, at T o’clock
Cabin tore. .*1 ao
Deck. j do
Ft eight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
*
May 1, 18t»9-dtf

CHINA,

No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. in.. Bath G:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. in.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readlield 11:40, Lewiston

Confidence.

and India Wharf. Boston
P. M., (Sundays exeepted.

30.

FROM NEW' YORK.
CALABRIA, Wed. Mch G. ABYSSINIA.Wcd Mch 20
Wed..Mch 13 CUBA, Wed. Mch 27.

Damariscotta,

Train* Due at Portland.

Many Thousand* Can Testify to This

Haw

Knox and Lincoln railroad for

run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Cnrreucj
Steamers api»ointed

—

M

will

SIBERIA. Sat., March 9. OLYMPUS, Sat., April fi.
PARTHIA, Sat, Mar. 16. SIBERIA, Sat.. April 13.
BATAVIA. Sat.Mar. 23, | PARTHIA. 8at.,Apr!120
Passengers embark at the Canard Wharf1, East
Boston.

Augusta 8:15 p. m.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p: m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. in. train from Boston.

It still makes the most ett'ectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, ithe Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be tal«;en in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, Buttering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it attords in sudden
attacks, ami bv ts

brook

Terms easy.

99, 94 & 96 Oliver Htreet,

Office

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

K/ k ACRES of good land, cuts 40 tons of hay,
1
JLt.FV" about 600 cords of young hardwood growth,

1829.]

IN

OFFICE OF

Fanil for Sale.

GOLDEN

The new and superior seu-goin >
steamers FOREST <TTY, und
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great exi*-mte with a large
number of beautiful
te ib»ona.

Que<-nstowu, Cork liar.

DIRECT BROIfl BOSTON
PALMYRA, Sat.. Mar. 2. SAMARIA. Sat., Mar.

7:10 and

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of
Beauty
and Complexion.

timely

BOSTON LEAD CO..
(INCORPORATED

Have

at

Steamers apj»ointed te sail

Rockland, #c.); Augusta 4:00. Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m.. connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattuwamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. in. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45. Bath

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested exiierience hi
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, pur]sil ting t« be the best in the world,
wliioli are not only useless, hut always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular hi
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible met, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexiierienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a [mint generally conceded by the best
sypliiland management of these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner
Having neither opportunity nor time to make himsrlt acquainted with their pathology,
commonly pursues one system of treatment, in most cases makiue
<tu miiiBci nujiian' uuc ui mrti,
auuquaieu anu dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

haps

mclilldlt&w3t*wll

GOLDEN

Published.

ever

a

in good reiwrir; situated one mile
from Cumberland Center. For particulars enquire of
Francis Purinton, at Morrill’s Comer, Deering, or
Charles Farwell, on the premises.

health.

fa3”"W.vk

on

the

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

Ayer sClierrj Pectoral

attainreputation, either
thta nr any other country.
iy.
As now made in length arid

No. 99 State

street, and the one in
Vernon Court, together with the lot

cess.

No. 51. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewistou
via Danville 2:50, Readlield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with

and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation*
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

«»

Farm For Sale.
Containing 72 acres; about 20 acres
of good wood; about 16 acres mowing and tillage; a two story house,
wood-house and bam connected; all

DITSON & CO., New York.

AGENTS ! ! !

Book-Keeper, Copyist or

reasona-

perfect

’

No Corset has

Calling

No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.

GENUINE PATENT

ed such

ROSTOV.

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

S

1

or

junlldlyr

inli2-dti

havinTand Tr™ £

Men !

a

they stand.
on the premises.
Possession given immediately,

Passover.

Price, 50 Cents,

march4d&w

Corset.

invjisvn 7m

fr28eOd3W

FOR

WAIL STEANIERN

Portland for Bangor, No.
6) (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houltua, Calais, St. John and Halifax.

recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

standing

causes, consequences

buy

Sale.

Train*

Train* From Portland.

on

febOflw

OLIVER DITSOJ*<* CO., Boston,
C. H.

STEAMERS.

LI N K

CIJISTARB

Pasesuger trains leave

a new

If you want the most satis,

fe28eod3w

j

1872.

edition of his lectures,
just published
most valuable information
HAScontaining
the
and treatment of

a

For Rent.
Pigno, in goo<l order, at

Rooms,

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting

RAILROAD,

Commencing

Devoting

desirable In the city, be-

heated by steam.
and desks furnished it desired.
anil

and the
cheapest Corset for its real
value, you have ever worn,

Enquire

SCHOOL SONG BOOK.

wa'’__

Business

the most

THOMSON'S

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

COUGH AN1> CROUP BALSAM !

are

Also, Desk roem
marMtl

..

GEO. It. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Feb 28-eod3w

on

above books and pieces sent, post jadd,
ceipt of retaH prices.

J'E's'u'sT7-”

most

These offices

ing pleasantly situated

Brokers.

MTvn.l l.uud C*Ao

goldknGOLDEN ROBIN golden

Uver and Stomach,
Headache, Dvseverywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

Cincinnati, Chicago or

g(MKl

Portland

J BrLrilAS~Fl DKKtlwTpTT!""*
Ills divinity established and rationalism
routed.^The

tint

acres, six miles
railroad station;
Will be sold at a bar-

one

good
out-buildings.
gain if applied for soon.

GOLDEN

AGENTS WANTED FOR

“

Mortgage

excellent

HALL’S
pcpsla, &c.

on

farm of about 94
ft
this city, ami
ANhouse
from
and

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

Freeport,

desired,

in Suite

or

factory, best fitting

...

late of

any amonnl

Building Lot 47x50, in the Westpart of the city, for sale. Apply to
mr9eod2w
GEO. B. DAVIS Sc CO.

SCHOOL

TIlP

GOLDEN

Also Ladv Boarders
Free st. No

Outer and

FLUENT BLOOK,

I

Either Single

Small

himself
upon
that
trust
as
the
law directs.
All persons having demand*
npon the
estate or said deceased, are
to
exhibit
the
required
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called Hi mu to lniike payment to
JONATHAN Y. STANTON,
Executor, of Lewlaton.
t>
.1
Portland, March oth, 1873.
nich0dlaw3w W*

TOWNSEND,

$106

to

QFFICKS

ern

BY

our

or

the Merchants National Bank.

__juuSOtf_
TO
LET,
••am*

Medical

Arrangement of

TO THE LADIES.

_Jyl8tl_

Title has

GOLDEN

hereby given that the subscriber lias
been duly api>ointed Executor of the Will of
OH AS. E. WOODMAN, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and ha
taken

IRA C.

or

at

HIS

Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his eutiro time to that particular branch ot
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guahan teeing a Cube in' all Cases, whether of
long

LOCK 8

whole
part ot the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.

Apply

MAINE CENTRAL

Rio. 172 Cumberland Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
WHERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours dally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Enquire of

To be Let,

Loan 111.

to

sep24tt

wlO

HYMN! Morning Breaks.
ANTHEM! Christ the Lord.

EASTER
EASTER

46 & 48

In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called in»on to make payment to
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, Adnt’r.

Good

prepared to loon money In

Price in Pajier, 30 eta., in Boards, 35 cts.

W. F.

TV'OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the anbaertb-

are

Beal Estate Sc

trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, witli
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
age of our Pure T.ead. None genuine without it.

self the trust of Administrator of the estate of

A

,

mortgage* am Portland, Cape Bilim
beth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous ol building can also be accommodated with Ioann.
GEO. It. DAVI8 Sc CO.,

L. 0. Emerson & L. B. Starkweather.

as

i et.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms.
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot Btrcef.
E. W
Jy13 dtl

To

elan*

and Judge lor Yourself,

one

is

..

_Jv28t i__

BULLETIN.

PHILLIPS & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

feb6d3m

NOTICE

HOUSE

CO’S,

Gardener.

For

American.
33T"In order to protect ourselves,

inch4t4w

r

No. 36 Anderson street; nearly new, contains six looms, eight cliseti, good cellar, and
plenty oi water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.

received the Highest Commendations.

we see on

PREPARED BY
J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

To Let.

eorner

A

Beautiful
SABBATH
SONG BOOK with the above

renewing the

hair. The fresh and
older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

particular*
aug23

or

CO..

'The

Oret

rooms, Sebago
call at 31 LINCOLN
tl

Furnished Boom to Let,

GLAD TIDINGS !!

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see. are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for

water.

To Let,
let, containing?

to

GIOYE FITTING.

The

ADVANCING

TENEMENT
For
ST.

octl9eodti'

without board.
Leo. R. J>jyis & Co.'s WITH
wanted. Apply

for Dyspepsia.”

MW&8

GOLDEN No Reiter

GRAY HAIR

TWO

REAL ESTATE.

AND

meh2

to Let.
tbe second floor without

Front Booms on
board at 28 High st.

Vest and Pantaloon Makers !

sis

on

lodging Booms

references
SITUATION
given. Address GARDENER, Press Office.
mcht»*lw

AND WHOLESALE BY

tism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,

room

one room o*»

WAvtedT

Wanted.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

CUItlNO

CoetivencBB, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

To Let
iront
second floor. Also
third floor with board. 49 FrankPLEASANT oc28if
On st.

FORJALE.

“White’s Specialty

I

IF

MRS. ELIZABETH A. COLLINS,
Care James E. Prindle, Portland, Me.
The finder will be rewarded by returning the same
to 90 Exchange st.
mr9dlw

OF

Aver’s Cathartic Pills.

First-* lass Houses to Let.
NO T sold previous to Oct Isi, the two end houses
in the new brick block of lour, on the corner of
Neal and Pine stf, will be rented on tarorab^ tejyns.
There are first class housea in every respect, oonaitnng 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
seplti

87 HUDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

PRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

TO COST!

mr9d3t

To Lease!

or

48 rooms, and furnished in the best manner. It
is one of the best locations in Boston, situated on
Roylston Place, near the Common and Public Garden. Price low mui terms pakv. It must, he uriKI hv
the 12th of the present month. Enquire at No 11
BOYLSTON PLACE, Boston, Mass.
mch5-6t

mchTeodtf

GLOOM AND DE-

HEADACHE,

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

7

or near

ALI.KN &

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,

AND OTHER

A

mchlld3t

Coat,

to

FIRST class Boarding Honwe, containing

AT

CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

OF

For Sale

THIRD

PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

^

lw

H., Press

Loot!

EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIYENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.

—A gentleman in London lately, in making a return of his income to the Tax Commissioners, wrote on the paper: “For the
three years ^ny income lias been somewhat
under £150; in future it will he more precar
rious, as the man is dead of whom I borrowed the money.”

particulars apply

jau 12-d&wtf

where he

inst„ between 49 Pine street and St. Luke’s
Cathedral, a letter addressed

OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER

good.

STEAMERS.
*-

sLudy

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

Loot*
Oity Hall, Thursday evening, one gold
Breast Pin, with coral bar. The finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving the same at 122 Com-

SYMPTOMS

Agent.

perfect

A

DYSPEPSIA.

Estate

Island to lieu

Wanted*

Specialty

of Con-

good rooms,

ISLAND 13 miles from Portlaud and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and fish
repair.
House, all in
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand ma&e it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
For

GOOD Girl to do general housework in a small
family in Deering, on the line of the Horse Cars.
mch9dlw
Apply to 48 UNION ST., up stairs.

AT

JERRIS, Real

corner

13

moderate.

Address

living.

the

on

AN

situation,

a

man,

mchll*

Satent.
lass.

is

FOR

Apply

WM. H.
March 4-d2w*

mch8dlm*

mercial street.

and sees whether or not

located

AN

TO

White’s

MThe

Wanted*
active energetic man with $800 in a good
paying established business, together with a
Address 586 A., Washington st., Boston,

GENERAL AGENTS,
23 Nassau Street, New York.

—The Cleveland saloon keejiera secure the
photographs of men whose wives do not permit them to drink,and keep galleries of them.
When a customer enters the barkeeper looks

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit of
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

In person

by mail, to

janl6d&w 3m

To be Let.
PLEASANT up stairs Tenement, corner of
A Boyd & Oxford sts; four rooms and wash room
in the basement; Sebago Water and Gas. Inquire of
D F. GERTS, Engineer, Post Office.
fe22-lw

Wanted.
an active, reliable
can earn an honest

or

Hoarding House

29 Middle St.

remaining, less

wife,

boarders acjn4-tf

BRICK

in-

careful

and

To Let!
Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently ocMessrs.
cupied by
Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.
janl6tf

gas,

All orders promptly attended to.
BST"Remember Cash Paid.

gentleman

a

Lease; pleasantly
and Franklin sts; contains
TOgress
to
«&c.

CARPETS. BEDDING. Ac., hi
HENRY GREEN’S,

October,

for

CAN UK FOUND AT

Private

Block.

Nov 24-dtf

ALSO FOR

W.B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

—The Washington Capital asserts that the
sexton of a fashionable church there, caught
several couples dancing the Boston dip in the
vestibule of the church on a recent Sunday
morning, to the tune of “Come ye disconsolate,” which was being sung by the choir.

feb3

TI1HE highest cash prices paid for Eadies’ and
X Gentlemen’« Cast Off Clothing.

forth of the issue.

OK

RAILROADS.

*

few table
at 52 Free Street.

mch5eod*3t

BY

furnished

board

suitable
WITH
two gentlemen. AJbo

A

PORTLAND, MAINE.

passed.

Apply

bundle.

1 Galt

Nice Rent for $900.

Wanted.

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,

—A young candidate for the legal profession was asked what he should first do when
employed to brine an action. “Ask for monHe
ey on account,” was the prompt reply.

Found.
House, a small

JONES,

Room To Let.

SMALL rent, within 5 minutes walk of the P.
*Sr K. Dej>ot, about 4 rooms for $2 per week. G.
I. C., C. R. Chisholm & Bros,. 371 Commercial st.

being payable in gold in

and interest

Full par ticulars

saw

€has. fustis &

and

feb3dtf

fe24*6t tf

Cook at No. 74 State Street.
AN experienced
dc30 dtf

cent, per

p^

April

the first of

on

selling them daily

WTe are

Post.

—A man looking for a site for a paper mill
lias found one in »n Tnuca tau-n
says, there are more rags In proportion to the
population than in any other place he ever

youthful hair

as

of the

financial

any future

as

nurse fora child
nurse the child at

pay given.
Green st.

at 69

once

NEAR

$1,000 each, have forty years to

fur

DR. J. B. HlTfwHEK

H. A.

Wanted.

recommend them

attended with

at

the White
at this Office.

seldom in the market.

They are

vestors, and have but

RESTORING

small

New York.

Clippings.

Hair

home;

Apply

plenty,

so

wet

woman as

WANTED,

The Bonds

De pird of Freedom flewed
away
Ven ve begun to need him;
O, Lechislators, do, I bray,
de
Bird of Freedom.
Bring back
—Herr Oammage, Chicago

FOR

and for

I

! both

MYRTLE ST,

No 11

reliable

event.

tammage.

Ayer’s

paying lines

hesitate to

not

the principal,

vips

a

feb6tf

months old; the person to
ANsixhonest,
her
liberal

payment of the iuterest, aud the final payment of

Because ven be shall get me truuk,
Und 1
Misdress Gam mage.
Dev’11 put him in de sliailor’s hunk
undil he bays de

For all the Purposes of

Rooms; board reasonable.

T

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

0

Den, dere’s de geebor von saloon,
So wholly und so frisky,
Beholt, bees oggupution gone.
His lager, und nU vliisky.

do

uuusually

I’ll tight dese deuiberance chaps all nights,
Mit bricks und stones, und dagger,
Undil I gets mine tested rights,
Life, lifierty und lager.

mile,

to the

a sum

tay

WITHOUT REGARD

Boarders Wanted.
OOD

operating expenses

While railroad bonds may be

those upon finished and

It used to vas dat
und night,
1 round ai>out vouid stagger,
Shoost loatcl mit, vat male me “tight,”
Life, liperty und lager.

WINTER

all

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected
furnished or unfurnished, at 119
corner of Franklin*
feblTtf

Wanted.

all its bonds.

To be Lei
Up-Stairs Tenement; four rooms;
Sebago water; rent ten dollars a mouth. Inquire

commodated,

mrI2-3t

Cumberland Street,

own

U nd vat is habbiness ven I
Can’t go out on a pender.
Mit liperty, ven I gets “high,”
To vip mine irau und kinder?

album,

PERMANENT

ted with good
rooms with board,

Although the road is but just open*

already earning, after

ed,

business; must

Boarders Wanted.

mortgage debt is£2,500,000,or about $1®,-

Its

South.

MEDICAL.

PLEASANT

Druggist.

A MERICAN BOY to learn the
Jtm. bring good references
Apply between 3 and 5 P. M.

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

initont some trinks,
Barticularly lager?

through

of Illi-

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

300 to the mile.

Den vat is life mitout some dings
To make dis fleisch crow larger,

the customer’s taee is

portions

by way of Evansville and Nashville with the entire
1

A

of

WHITTIER’S,

LINK,

of the richest

one

WANTED!
-AT-

connecting Chicago by the shortest route

and

with the

Life, liperty, und lager.

his

and Vincennes

FINISHED

Running through
nois,

Mine pody’s only shoost a spout
Vat efery tay grows larger,
Vere efery dime vent in und out

Und

BOY

RAILROAD,
IS

TO LEI.

~

Chicago, Danville

CHICAGO 8UFKKREK.

BY A

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

THE

Life, Liperty and Lager.
O,

——mlm—■—

^bondsT

POETRY.

I

I °°k

Trade supplied by LEE ft
SHEPARD, Bo.u.n.
f*b21d&w
d cwLlt
W4t
»s

